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PREFACE 
There are two major divisions to this paper. First, there 
is a written report, from conception to performance, of the mental 
and physical nrocesses involved in the creation of How Do I Love 
Thee? Second, there is the tangible evidence of that oroduction, 
which combined acting and oral interpretation. Such evidence 
includes the script, pboto~raohs, sketches, and other informative 
materials. 
The arranqement of the photog raphs ts in the order that 
they aooeared to the audience. Needless duplication is evident 
had the pictures been divided into set and costumes. The arrange-
ment simplifies ths desi ~ns of both for the reader. Information 
is added to the pictures and sketches as is tho ught necessary by 
the author. 
The questionnaires returned by the audience who witnessed 
the performance are found only in the copy Of the caper filed at 
the Graduate Office. Interested persons may peruse them if they 
are interested in the comments or if they wish to check the 
accuracy of the results. 
Last of all, acknowledgements are to be made to all those 
involved with this author in this paper an d in the production. 
To those workers who worked, to those performers who performed, 
to t hose critics who crittcizea, and especially to those teachers 
who tau~bt, written aopreciation is now given. 
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CHAPTER l . 
HYPOTHESIS AND SELECTION OF MATERIALS 
(Acting) talent is probably nothing more 
mysterious than the total pattern of 
abilities and aptitudes--of voice, body, 
personality, past experiences, and a 
knack of abandoning oneself to the world 
of make-believe. 
Frank M. Whiting 
An Introduction to the Theatre 
Oral interpretation is the art of 
communicating to an audience • work of 
literary art in its intellectual, emotional, 
and aesthetic entirety. 
Charlotte I. Lee 
Oral Interpretation 
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The ultimate goal of this thesis is to provide a record 
of the Mpdus Operandi involved in an original production which 
combined the stage tec hniques of acting and oral interpretation, 
and, to a lesser degree, to discover the response of an audience 
to a performance of that work. 
In order to complete such an undertaking, many diverse 
occupations were filled by the author of this paper. Ih addition 
to constructing the script and designing the technical aspects of 
the production, at various times he became editor, nail hammerer, 
costume hemmer, director, paint brush wielder, typist, furniture 
re-upholsterer, and occasionally, scapegoat. These various trades 
gave him a chance to put into practice what he had been taught 
as a.n undergraduate and graduate student at Eastern Illinois 
University. It is with these experiences in his educational 
background that the author has been able to conclude that be bas 
become more able to meet and deal with similar procedures and 
problems with which he will be faced in the future. 
The concept of constructing a program using the love of 
Man and Woman was formed, inadvertently, during this student's 
undergraduate career •. As part of an assignment, an original 
radio script was to be produced. The idea of a half-hour of 
famous love poems with the title of How Do I Love Thee? was 
considered, then rejected in favor of another plan. 
However, the idea kept recurring, even when the radio 
course was completed. Mental changes of the original plan took 
various forms; selections from diaries, c uttings from novels, 
famous scenes from plays, ana different combinations of these. 
However, none of these seemed oarticularly excitin~ or correct 
when considered from the viewpoint of the audience . 
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One of the first courses taken by this student in ~raduate 
school was Research in Speech, ana, as the text, An Introductl..Q..u 
to Graduate Study in Sceech and Theatr~ , edited by Clyde W. Dow, 
was used. It was because of the section on "The Creative Thesis" 
that the final conceot of How Do I Love Thee? came into full 
focus. This section inspired and ur~ed this author to create 
an ori~inal study in the field of theatre, and to comolete an 
idea that appeared in rudimentary form almost a full year before. 
There was one drawback: A creative study had never been attempted 
in theatre at this university. However, consent was ~ iven by both 
heads of the speech and theatre departments, and the Dean of the 
Graduate School. 
There has been much accomplished at Eastern Illinois University 
by the Department of Theatre Arts in both acting and oral interpreta-
tion to the extent of having five major productions of the former 
and four major productions of the latter each school year. Since 
theme and title had been selected , my next major intention became 
to combine the two fields into one production . Such a combination 
had never been attempted at this university, ae contested by the 
oersonal interviews this student had with various professors in 
the speech and theatre departments, as well aP people in other 
academic areas who had a soedial interest in theatre. After 
receiving verbal permission to continue the pro~ect, materials 
and references about Eastern Illinois University were checked to 
discover if tbis combination had been undertaken in the entire 
history of the university. The results of such an investigation 
proved negative. 
Therefore, the way was open to begin compilation of the 
script. The title had already been selected -- How Do I Love 
Thee?, as had a concept of the arrangement of th~ show. Through 
acting and interpretetion scenes, the production was to tell the 
story of Love, from infatuation to marriage, using various 
figures from literature to contribute to such a universal story. 
Both serious and comic passa~es would be integrated to tell the tale. 
After consultation with Professor E. Glendon Gabbard, Head 
of the Department of Theatre Arts, and the advisor of this student, 
it became evident that such an arrangement would be confusing to 
an audience, because of the light and serious works interspersed 
throughout the production. A complete re-arrangement of the script 
was necessary. The idea of the process of love to marriage was 
dropped, and a parallelism between the two acts was substituted. 
The first act of the production would be serious, and the second 
act, light. In order to accompl1sb this new order, many of the 
original. selections were discarded and new ones found. From the 
actual decision to create and to produce and produce an original 
script which combined acting and oral interpretation to the final 
completed script, a period of approximately three months elapsed. 
Much searching, editing, cutting, and occasional rewriting was 
involved to obtain an interesting and exciting script which could 
be presented in the time limit of approximately one ana one-half 
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hours set by the advisor and student. 
In order to determine the worth and value of a selection 
to be included 1n the script, it first bad to answer the obvious 
question, "How ao I love thee it' If it fulfilled this requirement, 
it was then considered in reference to the originality of the 
method of the answer. The final step was to accept or reject 
the various recountlngs of the subject. The completed script 
contained the following literary methods of answering the question 
of the title; these are arranged in the parallel pattern chosen. 
Act One 
Serious Selections 
Poem 
Poem 
Poem 
Diary 
Play Cutting 
Short Story 
Play Cuttin!Z 
Long Poem 
Courtship 
Newlyweds 
Act Two 
Light Selections 
Poem 
Poem 
Poem 
Diary 
Play Cutting 
Short Story 
Play Cutting 
Long Poem 
Courtship 
Newlyweds 
The actual titles of the selections are: 
Act One 
Serioue Selections 
"How Do I Love Thee?" 
"Shall I Comnare Thee to 
I • II 
a Summer s Day ·! 
"Your Hands Lie Op~n 11 
The Diary of Anne Frank 
Cyrano de Bergerac 
11 A Rose for Emil? 
Victoria Re.o:ina 
"Patterns" 
Act Two 
Light Selections 
"The Passionate Shepherd" 
::The Nymph's Reply" , 
My Sweet Ola Etcetera' 
The Diary of Frank Lester 
~ 
Bell. Book, and Candle 
"can This Romance be Savea ·~" 
The Fourposter 
11 t n e c. 
Reasons for the inclusion of these particular selections 
have been stated, however, justification for their inclusion is 
needed. The be~t method to do such an explanation is to analyze 
them one by one. 
"How Do I Love Thee1"' -- this piece sets the mood for the 
entire production by posing the auestion to be answered during the 
remainder of the program. 
"Shell I Compare Thee to a Summer's Day?" displays one 
method of expressing love through natural analogies, as only 
Shakespeare can express them. 
"Your Hande Lie Open" is Dente Gabriel Rossetti's way of 
confessing love in the serene, quiet atmosphere of a pastoral 
setting -- the essence of an idyllic love. 
The selected entries from The Diary of Anne Frank are the 
feelings and aspirations of a young girl who falls in love for 
the first, and for her, the last time. A secondary theme of 
urgency for love runs throughout the work used. 
The balcony scene of Edmond Rostand's Cyrano de Bergerac 
is one of the most classic examples of unfulfilled love in world 
drama. Cyrano's love for Roxanne is fed into the mouth of 
Christian, who, in turn, gives it to the girl as his own. Cyrano's 
love is by proxy only. 
"A Rose for Emily" provides one of the most grotesoue 
loves of a woman for a man ever found in American literature. 
Emily's love can only be fulfilled by murdering her lover and 
sleeping beside him. Her love caused her to commit the greatest 
crime so that she might keep it. 
Idyllic love is gently renounced in the selection from 
Victoria Re~ina. The newly wed Queen Victoria loves Albert in the 
only way she ha.a encountered it -- an idea.l kind that was found 
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only 1n f1ct1on. On the other hand, Albert's 1s a realistic love --
not only for the moment, but for all time. Victoria's realization 
of this was evident by the 1nclus1on at the ena of the scene of 
one of her personal letters after her husband's death, in which 
she explains ana remembers the love the two had shared. 
Amy Lowell's famous poem, "Patterns," is the classic of its 
kind, in which the love of the woman is so great, that she remains 
chaste in loving the memory of her lover who was killed in battle. 
The second act of How Do I Love Thee? opened with the 
famous query and answer written by different authors. "The Passionate 
Shepherd," offers worldly goods in return for love, thereby 
expressing only a superficia.l desire in Cupid. The recipient 
of his remarks, in "The Nymph's Reply," immediately tosses his 
proposal back in bis face. She wants a higher level of love --
an emotional rather than physical experience. 
"My Sweet Ola Etcetera" by E. E. Cummings, e stabl i shes 
the attitude of love during war. The soldier, never knowing what 
may happen, thinks constantly of the physical aspect alone. 
Frank Lester Ward in his Diary gives . a wonderful picture 
of a young man's fancy. Completely naive in his ponderings, he 
alternates constantly between physical and spiritual love for a 
young woman, whom he eventually marries. 
Bell. Book, and Candle illustrates the possibilities of 
"that old black magic" quite literally. A young witch, looking 
for excitement, casts a man under her spell, and then sacrifices 
her w1tchi~g abilities for true love. 
Jean Kerr delightfully satirizes Vladimar Nab1kov's 
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infamous novel, Lolita, in 11 Can This Romance Be Saved'?" The 
illicit and immoral couple are visited by a marriage counee.1or, 
a.na, in the course of the conversation, Humbert and Loli ta 
explain attitudes of love. 
Lolita into his home ae his 
The counselor himself finally takes 
II II 
ward, thereby disclosing hie 
peculiar affinity for illegal sexual attraction; he has become, 
in a sense, Humbert. 
Honeymoon jitters are often a source for comedy, whether 
in smutty stories or in literary works. One of the funniest is 
found in Jan de Hartog' s The Fourposter. "Embarrassedly" is the 
answer to "How do I love thee?" in this particular situation. 
The closing selection was found in an. anthology of campus 
humor, which was edited by Max Shul!man. The title is "etc. 11 and 
the author is known only by his initials, G.T.B. A not-so-innocent 
young woman finds true love by becoming a nudist, for, as her male 
ff'iend asks, "What have we to hide?" 
The arrangement of the script allowed for casting the parts 
1n such a fashion that those persons involved in costume changes 
would have enough time to do so. Therefore, there would be rro 
loss in the continuity of the established pattern. 
Each act was filled with both established favorites and 
new writings. Each selection contributed variety to the production, 
and established a certain mood prevalent in the act. 
CHAPTER II 
THE CASTING AND REHEARSALS 
The director ••• if he is to do his job 
properly, must be something of a psychologist. 
His reletionshio to the actors is a quasi-
parental one. He must win their confidence, 
allay their misgivings, know when to praise and 
when to crack the disciplinary whip •••• 
During the crucial production period he reigns 
supreme. 
Elmer Rice 
The Livin~ Theatre 
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Casting is the first task undertaken by the director 1n 
the process of putting a. production on the stage--and it ts also 
one of the most difficult in such a process. The selected 
persons must be able to work together, and work well. Those 
who refuse to do so create confusion and chaos, and must be 
dealt with accordingly. 
In such a production as How Do I Love ~hee?, the cast had 
to be doubly versatile. Since there are no solo performances 
in acting, each member had to be able to give and take in an 
acting scene, because the load is shared. In interpretation 
scenes, the opoosite is the rule: A person must be able to 
stand alone and carry the lead by himself. 
An act1n~ scene is like a building; various components 
are needed to compliment and strengthen each other in order to 
fQrm a substantial structure. Actions, sets, costumes mold 
together to construct one unit. In interpretation, a person is 
a building in himself. In that one person are the actions, sets, 
and costumes. They a.re verbal, but they are present. 
As director, it became evident, through careful selection 
II of a ca.st, that a. city would have to built by these construction 
workers." A cast that could be bu:lldings by themselves, or unite 
together to bu:lld one, was needed, as well as people who could 
cooperate with one another to give a harmonious product~on. 
Casting for How Do I Love Thee? was finished before the 
1964 Christmas vacation. Scripts were given to the members at 
tha.t time, which ga.ve them two weeks to become familiar with their 
material and begin memorization before actual rehearsals started. 
The tryouts were held on two separate nights, December 14 
ana 15, 1964. The two evenings enabled a larger number of 
applicants to participate, and ena.blea the director to have 
certain possible ca.st members read the second night to aid in 
the final decisions. Each participant was asked to read poetry 
and prose by themselves, and drama with another person. The 
material given them was from the script, but only the rela.tively 
unknown selections were to be read. In this manner, each person 
would have new material from which to work; favorite or 
previously learned works were not read. This method wae employed 
on the basis of the supposition that a person who reads fresh 
material well will progress through the rehearsal period. 
Most of the persons who competed in the tryouts had worked 
in either acting or interpretation before, and all these prior 
performances--good ana bad--were influential in the final decisions. 
Pleasingly, there was also a goodly number of people who had little 
or no experience, yet expressed an interest in the performance. 
They were considered in completely different aspects, the most 
important of which was their ability to read and their ability 
to take directions given them at the readings. 
After tryouts were concluded, the female roles were easily 
filled. Fortunately for the director and the the production, 
probably three of the finest female interpreters and actresses at 
Eastern had been cast. Karen Eryse had appeared 1n · high school 
productions and one college interpretation production., The Merchant 
of Venice, Kathy Oros and Jerri Straka had competed throu~hout 
the same high school for roles. and each had appeared in one play 
here at Eastern, both in relatively minor roles. 
Filling the men's parts was more difficult. Few males 
a9peared for the tryouts to begin with, and only two, 1t was 
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felt, were good. Rick Bayles bad been in many productions, both 
in high school and college. Bill Hranka stepped on the stage for 
the first time in his life a year before, in a student produced 
version of Sartre's No Exit, and had not been back. To fill the 
third position, Dr. Gabbard' a advice was taken, and Joe Dykstra 
was contacted. Joe had never worked in a theatre production tn 
college before, but he read well, and therefore was cast. Because 
of his lack of interest, Mr. Dykstra was replaced by Dennis Ringering. 
A technical staff likewise was procured to help and assist 
in the areas of direction, set, costumes, and lighting. For the 
most part, people who had experience in technical theatre were 
preferred, but several others expressed an interest in the production, 
and were immediately chosen. David Walker assented to become 
assistant director. He had come to the tryouts, but it was 
evident that he would benefit more by sitting on the opposite 
side of the curtain and help in the overall production. David 
Mrizek was inexper1encea in most aspects of the theatre, but he 
was known to be an able and willing worker. When he volunteered 
to be stage manager, bis request was immediately granted. Alice 
Tanner was singled out as costume ma.nager. She had worked with 
the director before, was a ~ood seamstress, could contribute 
original ideas, and follow the specifications set by the 
designer. John Rhodes and Dave Bumgarner, experienced 1n such 
matters, volunteered to be in charge of the lighting for the 
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production. These were the general managers of the various 
committees under the auspices of the director. The remainder 
of the crews were picked to fill vacancies as they were needed, 
during the progress of the rehearsals. 
A general meeting of the cast and the beads of the various 
technical areas was held · on December 18. All were present so 
an explanation of the production and their responsibilities could 
be given them. Questions of both specific and general natures 
were asked and answered from every side until a common interpretation 
was understood. Specific queetions on the playing and interpreting 
of roles was not discussed at that particular meeting, for the 
cast was expected to experiment a.nd discover on their own during 
vacation. 
Actual rehearsals began in early January after vacation. 
The cast was divided into couples. Only one couple was to rehearse 
each night, thereby giving concentrated practice time on their 
individual interpretation parts. The acting scenes were rehearsed 
separately later. While one person rehearsed, the other spent his 
time in preparation. Thus alternation of the couple continued 
throughout the evening. Rehearsals began at seven o'clock in the 
evening ana lasted approximately two and one half hours. Depending 
upon the quality and progress of their interpretation, some were 
excused early, while others were kept for more extensive rehearsals. 
Pressure was not exerted on the players during the first 
rehearsals. Instead, they were reauirea to find their own 
particular method and character. In this process, discussion 
playea an important part auring the rehearsal time. If a member 
of the cast had a1ff1culty with a certain problem or selection, 
1t was del1bera.tea according to author's intent, the interpretation 
of the specific character, and possibilities of the various methods 
of playing th~ character. During the work being interpreted, Mr. 
Walker, who attenaed nearly all the rehearsals, a.na the director 
made written notes about possible alterations in the performance. 
These notes were then discussed, triea, and the best methoa was 
then employed in the selection. 
Because of the fam11iarity of the director with the script, 
as to its worth ana content, many pre-conceived ideas had been 
made concerning the playing of certain selections. Many of these 
ideas concurrea with those of the cast, but, in moments of 
desperation ana exasperation, the director's methoa was used. 
This can be rationalized by the statement that the director 1.§. 
the director, and his demands must be followed. Some difficulty 
was encountered with response to directions since the director 
was a student, as were the members of the cast. 
After completing the individual interpretation selections, 
the group interpretation ana acting scenes were rehearsed. At 
the same time that How Do I Loye Thee? was being readied for 
presentation, so was the winter play, Oh Dad, Poor Dad, Mamma's 
Hung You in the Closet and I'm Feelin' So Saa . Therefore, the 
latter had both preference and the use of the thea.tre over the 
former. Rehearsals for the former were held wherever there was 
a large enough room. In those areas, pro j ection, movement and 
stage presence had to be over-emphasized in preparation for the 
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theatre. Movement for the acting scenes was accomplished by 
marking the aoproximate a,rea on the floor, and then establishing 
patterns. 
The major problem that persisted throughout all the 
rehearsals was the lack of variety in the male caet. This was 
what might be termed a negative effect resulting from a negative 
cause: lack of experience. Therefore, special concentration 
had to be given these people in variety as well as lessons in 
finding and understanding the central meanings of their particular 
roles. 
Bill Hranka had the least amount of actual stage experience 
of the men now in the cast. In No Exit he had done re a sonably 
well. However, he ha.a no experience in interpretation. Mr. Walker 
worked almost exclusively with Hranka, coaching him in the various 
aspects of that di f ficult technique. This was a slow and tedious 
proces s , and, even with the special help, he learned little of 
practical v alue. Thoug h he tried to understand, he resulted in 
nothing more than a loud mimicry. 
The basic problem of Hranka's ability was his self-
consciousness, and it dominated every movement he made. He 
knew he was lacking 1n experience, and he tried too hara to 
overcome this handicap. Appearing with experienced people added 
little to his confidence. An appearance of stiffness was evident 
in each of his selections, and this stiffness kept him from 
communicating with the audience. 
Rick Bayles lacked variety also. This wa s a result of his 
continual casting as a young person in h i s previous roles. The 
1-5 
pattern was continued in How Do I Love Thee?, for he was placed 
in the parts of the young eager swain throughout the production. 
There was a method in this madness, for, until Bayles matures 
more physically, he will definitely be type-cast. Until this 
occurs, he must learn how to vary such a character, and improve 
its variations. 
Mr. Bayles improved more and learned more than anyone else 
in the cast. His ea gerness to learn and to g ive a good performance 
was the predominate cause of this. By knowing the basic methods 
of acting and interpretation, fine ese is most important to him now. 
Dennis Ringering , in addition to bis lack of v ariety, had a 
handicap the other men did not. He had many rehearsals for which 
to compensate since he was cast about four weeks before the actual 
performance. His part was the smallest of the three, and predominately 
in the second act, so some time was gained. He took over the 
vacancies left by Dykstra, and, since they were light, he gave 
a good performance. 
The g reatest difficulty with Mr. Ringering was attempting 
to get him out of the mold he had set during hi s previous 
performances. He had such success with interpretation in Summer 
Theatre that almost every item he read c ame out on the same plane 
of that success. When he did break the mold during rehearsals, 
he would become insecure with his new identity and beg in to slip 
back into his ol~ pattern, as he a1a the ni ght of performance. 
This slipping back did no great harm to the qualit y of the show, 
but it accomplished little in developing Ringering as a performer. 
There is nothing to g ive the distaff side of the cast except 
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admiration and respect. The girls bad the majority of the roles, 
and, with one or two exceptions, the most diff i cult. In relet~on 
to the men, the Mi.sees Straka, Oros and Eryse were no trouble to 
direct at all. 
There were, of course, difficulties; the greatest of which 
were projection and communication with the audience, and most of 
these were overcome by performance time. The interpretation was 
almost exclusively their own, with the di.rector adding only 
external advice. Discussion was freer then with the boys, for 
the girls were not a.t all embarrassed about asking questions or 
questioning the director. 
Durinf, the last few run-throughs before ~ oing on the sta~e 
for dress and technical rehearsals, the occasional observers, 
who came to satisfy their curiosity about the production, were 
asked to criticize on pacer whet they saw. The worthwhile comments 
were related to the cast and, in some instances, proved valuable 
in assisting the program. Articulation, movement, ge stures, and 
other theatrical devicee were judged as to the opinion of the 
viewer. Many minor fa ults, so often overlooked by the one who 
gave them, were mentioned and corrected. These on-the-spot 
critics helped to brin~ to lisht many decidedly significant aspects 
that would be common only in amateur companies. 
Dur~ng this last we ek of rehearsals began The Fight. The 
Fi~ht was not a battle for suoremacy, but an actual battle for 
survival. 
The opponents were the School of Music, the Audio-Visual 
Department, and the author of thie paper. A faculty recital, a 
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dance band contest, and rehearsals for both were scheduled for the 
theatre, in addition to rehearsals for How Do I Love Thee? It 
became depressingly evident thRt the scheduled dress and technical 
rehearsals would have to be cancelled and held whenever possible. 
In addition, the set for How Do I Love Thee?, which was already 
on the stage, would have to be moved before and after each 
rehearsal so the music faculty could practice or the Student 
Senate could show their motion pictures. 
It seemed that every time the stage was bein~ used by us, 
an interruption would occur, and the cast were the ones who had 
to leave, even though the theatre had been reserved by the cast. 
Either it was the only time the music people could practice together, 
or the Student Senate had moved up the time for the showing and 
Audio-Visual had to set up earlier than planned. 
Only once did the director argue, and that was bec~use of 
absolute necePsity. It was the Friday before the performance, 
and it was at the four o'clock float period. By general agreement, 
the Department of Theatre Arts has the theatre during float periods, 
and the Music Department has it from three to six. This was the 
first actual complete performance, with lighting, costumes, music, 
ana all scenes. Attempts to ao this had been meae before, but 
never had it been . accomplished because of the mentionea interrupttons. 
Only partial technical run throughs had been made. 
As the house lights were being dimmed, the music faculty 
came in, all emotionally prepared to rehearse. Tirea of being 
asked to leave in the midale of rehearsals, the soon-to-be 
airector of a brilliant new production informed the interrupters 
\ 
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that the theatre was being used. They sounded very well as the 
strains of their music floated into the theatre from the band room. 
A grand total of two complete rehearsals were held on the 
stage before opening night. The other rehearsals held there were 
only oa.rt1al, and 1n technical asoects only. The vast majority 
of rehearsals were held downstairs in the Fine Arts Center. 
The second full rehearsal was the day of the performance, 
which is a practice never again going to be done by this director. 
Such a practice wastes the energy of the cast and all people 
involved. However, it was necessary 1n this situation for the 
technical aspects to run smoothly. 
A total of six weeks was spent in rehearsals. During that 
period of time, many people became tired, had fun, got mad, 
learned new techniques, and overcame seemingly insurmountable 
hindrances. Finally, however, on February 14, 1965, six actor-
interpreters, one author-director-desig ner, and twelve back-stage 
workers waited anxiously for the music that would signal the 
performance of How Do I Love Thee? 
CHAPTER III 
THE SET 
Scenery is essentially the environment 
in which the actors live ana move. 
Frank M. Whiting 
Ag Introduction to the Theatr.g_ 
The only actual pre-planned requirement that was formed 
for the set for this production was that the interpretation 
areas and the acting area be separate. Yet, somewhat 
paradoxically, the set had to be an integrated whole. 
Several sketches were made, using platforms and step 
units as the basic components. All were basically alike, but 
still different in some aspects. Two 1dent~cal interpretation 
areas and orre acting area were designed and accepted as the 
desired set. One interpretation unit was to be on each side 
of the sta~e, with the acting area in the center, further back 
from the other areas. Each area was separate in itself, but 
still contributed to an overall balanced unity. 
Time wa.s of the utmost importance, for the performance 
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of How Do I Love Thee? was to take place less than one week 
after the Theatre Department's offering of Oh Dad. Poor Daa. 
Mamma's Hun~ You in the Closet and I'm Feelin' So Saa. This 
meant that as much of the set as possible had to be constructed 
off stage, then moved into place as soon as possible after the 
Ob Dad set had been removed. The separate units were 1aeal for 
such a situation. 
From the time construction began on the set, troubles beset 
the crew, like Furies following Orestes. First of all, nearly 
every platform and step unit needed for the How Do I LoY..Q_Thee ? 
set was in the Oh Dsa set. 
Since time could not be wasted by waiting for the winter 
production to be taken down, improvisation was the only remedy 
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possible, because the cast needed as much experience on stage as 
could be g iven them. Still keeping the basic idea of the three 
uni ts, the interpretation areas were made from the ava.ilable step 
pieces and platforms. Instead of having identical units, 
complimentary forms were designed by the process of addition 
and subtraction. Eacb area enabled three people to interpret 
comfortably. One, therefore, became tbe are a for the g irls, the 
other for tbe boys. The bases of each unit were approximately 
four by eight feet, with an additional separate four by four 
foot area in front. 
The acting unit was constructed of three platforms, two 
and one half feet high, which covered an area twelve feet wide 
and eight feet deep. Step units were fastened on eecb side in 
order for the sets to be changed more easily. At the rear of 
the platforms was a nother st ep piece for the actors' entrances 
and exits. 
Arches were used as the main unifying ingredient for 
the three areas. These were constructed by fastening wooden 
porch posts to the units. The arches were comp leted by joining 
the posts together with curved pieces of upsorn board . Since the 
units f or tbe oral interpretation segments were irregular, the 
arches on them were not balanced either. For the acting area, 
three arches were erected at the rear of the platforms. In each 
of the acting scenes, these arches were used as the bases of the 
various sug~ested sets. The center arch was used exclusively for 
entrances and exits. The left and right arches were used, with 
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appropriate set pieces, as either windows or walls. 
The entire set was painted in two main colors: black and 
pale yellow, streaked with pale gold. The shades of yellow 
appeared to be a soft, textured white under the lighting ; pure 
white would have caused a. glare to the audience. The platforms 
II II T and step units were black; the arches, white. he interpretation 
areas remained the same throughout the play, while to the acting 
area were added various properties as they were needed. The 
addition of color helped to d1st1ngu1sh one of the major 
differences between the two fields: They are basically the 
same, but acting differs with the ad j ition of certain elements. 
The additions to the basic acting unit were designed with one 
particular color predominate throughout, and this color 
co-ordinated with the costumes. The costumes for the interpretation 
selections and the acting scenes are diecussed in full in the 
followin g chapter. 
For Cyrano de Bergerac, the set pieces were in place before 
curt a in time, saving time during transition periods. This 
setting was the most simple of the four; yet, it was complete. 
In the le f t an a right arches of the platform were hung French 
windows, cov ered on the back with lace curtains, since the scene 
took place 1n front of and on a balcony. The balcony itself was 
constructed of actual porch railing , the front of which was 
approximately eight feet long . Two additional pieces of three 
feet each were hinged on the eqds of the major piece. The 
hinged ends ~ave su9port to the balcony, and, moreover, made 
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the entire unit easily movable. The balcony was painted a dull 
lavender-brown, which co-ordinated with the lavender of the 
costumes. Ivy was affixed to the railing for a touch of realism. 
Centered on the acting area, the balcony became the focal point 
of the action: It was Eat upon, climbed over, leaned upon. 
More elaborate than the Cyrano set was the one usea for 
the next scene, Victoria Re~ina. With green as the prevailing 
color, the set was carried into place by the stage crew. Li~hting 
on the area was reduced to about one half of the re~ular density, 
in order for the audience to see the change. This was done 
because the chang ing took too long for the audience to maintain 
interest, but too short--and possibly too noisy--to insert an 
interpretation selection to cover the change. 
The French windows used in the first acting scene were 
utilized in Victoria Re~ina. They were turned around, so the 
lace curtains were on the inside of Buckingham Palace. Over the 
windows were hung drapes made of green material, striped with 
gold threads. The furniture for this scene consisted of a 
shaving table covered wlth a green and gold fringed scarf, and 
a black settee with a green seat. Green and gold accessories 
were on the table. The coetumee carr1ed out the chosen color scheme. 
For Bell. Book. and Candle, wine was the principal color 
in the set and costumes. Two regular construction flats were 
covered with wine corduroy. On the light blue sofa were pillows 
especially covered with the same material as the walls. On the 
u l" stage left wall panel was hung a ma g1ca mask with wine and 
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blue markings. A small end table with a large plaster bust and 
voodoo doll was the only other furniture. To establish a 
mysterious atmosphere to the room, a beaded curta.in was hung in 
the center arch. Like the setting for Cyrano de Ber~erac, this 
was in olace before the curtain opened for the second act. 
On the reverse side of the wine colored panels was the 
"wallpaper" for the cutt 1 ne.: from The Four po st er. The 11 wallpaoer" 
was actually a cotton print that had been dyed light blue for 
this scene. The play itself revolved around a married couple 
and their fourposter bed, but getting a bed on the set was almost 
humanly impossible, not to mention findin g such a bed to use. 
Therefore, absurd as it may seem, the play was directed without 
a bed. It was staged in such a f a shion that the bed was off-
stage through the center arch, and it worked very well. In lieu 
of the bed, two identical antioue chairs were recovered in navy 
satin. Silver fringe wae attached alon g the bottom of them. 
The only important prop was a "God is Love" pillow, which was 
covered in light blue and ed ged with lace. The pattern of the 
panels was fi gured enough to co mpensate for the plainness of the 
chairs. The set was carried directly prior to the acting of 
the scene. 
Members of the stage and properties crew were re8ponsible 
for getting the furniture and other articles needed for the 
production. The director worked with them in the compilation 
and refinishing of the articles. Working from the specifications 
g iven by the director, the two crews work ed quickly and eff iciently. 
The basic set was eseentially what had been imagined in 
thought and on paper: It was unified; yet, it was distinctly 
separated into units. However, the interpretation areas were 
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too stark and sterile to be visually pleasing to an audience. 
They lacked the romantic atmosphere needed to go with the theme 
of the play and with the acting area. Some decoration was needed 
to enhance their appearance. 
John Rhodes and Dave Bumgarner took a great deal upon 
themselves, and a great deal of worries from the director, by 
taking charge of the lighting for How Do I Love Thee? Dave was 
the operator of the control board, while John controlled the 
follow spotlight. 
Originally, it had been planned that the cyclorama would 
be lowered, lighted, and used for the backg round of the entire 
set. BecPuse of nrevious plane made by the music and theatre 
departments, the cyclorama could not be used. In substitution, 
the second set of teaser cuitains was drawn directly behind 
the actin~ area, which somewhat hampered entrances and exits 
but ata not harm the balance of the set. The curtains may 
have actually been an asset to the overall unity of the set, 
es the darkness of the curtains helped to tie the areas to~ether. 
CHAPTER IV 
THE COSTUMES 
A costume is an article of clothing designed 
or selected for a specific character in a 
specific play. 
Ann E. Smith 
Speech 358: History and Design of Costume 
In order to assist the audience in a9 preciating the 
differences between oral interoretation and acting, it was 
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dee id ed. not only to make visual a iff erence s in the stage, but 
in the costumes as well. In the role of costumer, this author 
consultea Miss Ann E. Smith, designer for the Department of 
Theatre Arts at Eastern Illinois University, who graciously 
offered her help and the facilities of the wardrobe department, 
as well as the use of the stock and materials on hand. 
The conception of the costumes was to have the interpreters 
1n black and white dress, while the acting scenes were to be 
coordinated to the predominate coior used in the sets. The 
costumes had to be designed to facilitate those persons who 
needed to make rapid changes to or from interpretation clothes 
or acting costumes. Time for these changes was gained by the 
arrangement of the script and the casting of the players in 
certain orders. Therefore, at times, ·the complete cast was 
never on the stage but only for certain numbers. 
The first act, being of a serious nature, required formal 
clothin~ ror the interpreters. The men wore a mod1f1cat1on of 
the summer tuxedo outfit, including white formal coat, soft-
collered white shirt, black bow tie, and black cummerbund. 
Tuxedo pants were discarded in favor of black dress slacks, 
because slacks were to be used in thr~e of the four acting scenes. 
In the same act, and for the interpretation selections, the 
women wore two piece, floor length evening dresses in black and 
white, especially made for this production. The primary sketch 
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of the costume consisted of bell-shaped skirts and beaded blouses. 
Upon the suggestion of Miss Smith, the shape of ths skirts was 
changed to pencil-thin, rather than full. The difference between 
ease of change of the two . styles was minimal. By inserting a slit 
up the back of the skirts, movement would be easy, and changes 
could be made as readily as with a full skirt. 
The black and white combination for the evening dresses 
would V8ry from girl to girl. One would be entirely in black, 
another in white, the third in both colors. However, it was 
decided that since each of the boys wore black and white, ln order 
to have visual balance, the girls should a.lso. 
Ib the beginnin~, the beaded tops were to have been 
borrowed. Because of the risk and cost involved, the owner of 
them declined to loan them. At the determination of the designer, 
beaded blouses were constructed with the help of Alice Tanner, who 
was in charge of costume construction. With the consent of Miss 
Smith, an old beaded dress was taken apart, salvaging several 
panels of intricatly hand beaded work, along with several yards 
of beaded fringe. The ancient material was splitting, so it was 
necessary to sew new backings of fresh material on them, thereby 
salvaging the work. Miss Tanner obtained a beaded shawl, which 
was likewise retained in a similar fashion. From the preserving 
of the diverse panels and fringe, along with various pieces in the 
wardrobe stock, enough pieces were obtained to add glitter, ~lamour, 
and ele~ance to the dresses. 
The same simple sleeveless overblouse pattern was selected 
for all three tops. Two girls would have black blouses and white 
skirts, and the center girl woula have a white blouse with a 
· black skirt. Black heaaing would cover all three bodices. 
With the formal dresses, the girls wore black heels ana 
black jet earring s. All three wore their hair swept up in 
various elegant styles. 
The first costume change was to be for Cyrano de Bergerac. 
Involved in this scene were Jerri Straka, Rick Bayles, and Bill 
Hranka. For the men, modifications in their interpretation 
costumes had to be made; instead of black stockings, they wore 
black tights under their dress slacks. The tights were to be 
worn ~ith ruffled white shirts, high-heeled loafers, sashes, 
and floor length black capes. 
The ruffled shirts were easily made by si mply sewing ruffles 
along the cuffs, around the neck, and down the front of white 
dress shirts. The collars of the shirts were turnea under so 
they would not be seen. The shoes had been constructed for 
the performance -Of Tartuffe. The plain black cepes had been 
utilized several times before in various productions, but, in 
order to give them more ele~ance, they were draped off the 
shoulders of the ac t ors, giv1n~ them a different shape and 
apoearance. They were further altered by the addition of trim; 
gold on one, silver on the other. Sashes of purple and lavender 
were t iea at the 1r wa 1 et s; purple for Cyrano, l.avender for 
Christian. The same colore were used for trim on their shirts. 
Lavender and purple roses patterned the white dress worn 
by Miss Straka as Roxanne. This dress, like the men'e shoes, 
was used in Tartuffe. However, changes were made to "modernize" 
the dress from its original 1650 style to the desired 1750 
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fashion. The stomacher, a larg~ stiff triangular piece of cloth 
used to cover the bosom and abdomen, was removed. Ruffles were 
added at the neckline and et thB elbow length sleeves as were 
bows of purple. The skirt was let out of its orig inal shape to 
become fuller and softer. The 'Colors of Roxanne's dress and the 
co l ors of the two men's costumes symbolically showed that Roxanne 
was in love with two men, and the 9urple bows, to the designer 
at least, indicated that _she, although unknown to her, was more 
in love with Cyrano. 
As for the set of Victoria Re~ina, green was the primary 
color for the costumes. Over the basic interpretation costume--
minus coat, tie, and cummerbuna--Bill Hranka wore a green and 
maroon paisley bathrobe which was transformed, by adding cuffs and 
coller of black satin, into a dressing gown for the famous shaving 
scene of the play. 
As the Queen, Kathy Oros wore the interpretation skirt of 
white brocade, tr ansformed into a bustle skirt by the addition 
of an overskirt made of brocade and organdy. As the top of the 
dress, a long-sleeved blouse, was made of avocado green material. 
It was elast1c1sea at the waist and wrists. Both the sleeves and 
bodice were very full, and, when elasticised, create d an abundance 
of ruffles. The green ruffles were then accentuated by ones of 
white organdy. The elasticity fa.cilitated fast and easy chanr.:riniz. 
A long avocado green hanckerchief, matching the blouse, was 
carried to balance the white of the skirt. 
The second act--the light comedy act--neeaea a visual 
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change 1n the interpreters' costumes fro m the seriousneea of the 
first act. Thi s was achieved by having the men exchange their 
formal attire for black cardigan sweaters. The collars of the 
white shirts were left open and casual. 
Tbe girls were ori~inally to have changed to black ana white 
sweater and skirt outfits, but this became impossible because of 
the rapidity of the changes. Therefore, the g irls kept the 
beaded tops but changed to short skirts. The ones with the black 
blouses wore black skirts, and the girl with the white blouse had 
a white skirt. 
The overall effect of the interpretation co stumes for the 
second act was one of semi-informality. 
As the witch in Bell, Book, and Candle, Kathy Oros wore 
a wine It alian kn1t sweater which co-ordinated with the color 
scheme of her bewitched apartment. Completin~ her outfit were 
black stretch slacke and a large pendant necklace of multi-colored 
stones. As her ma g ically enamoured boyfriend, Dennis Ringering 
wore black slacks and a black and white houndstooth jacket, and, 
as a vest, the black cardi gan. To indicate that he was under her 
spell, Ringering wore a wine and black regimental striped tie. 
The most difficult costume changes occurred in The Fourposter. 
Complete costume substitutions were made by both Karen Eyrse and 
Rick Bayles, for the two were suoposed to be in their nightclothes, 
as it was their honeymoon. The blue of the set was used as the 
initial co l or for the 1910 costumes. 
From the wardrobe stock, an old-fashioned nightgown and 
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negligee were selected for Miss Eryse. The gown, in order to be 
fastened, had a long row or tiny buttons. To make the change of 
costume faster, two panels of white cotton were added along the 
closure, and a zipper installed. Light blue ribbons were adaea 
at the bodice of the gown and down the sides of the ne~ligee. 
Large bows of the same color were attached at the elbows. 
Bayles wore his shirt, slacks, and socks under a blue plaid 
robe. A "half-nightshirt" was made to hang below the hem of the 
robe in lieu of a real one. Made of white cotton, it was 
elasticised at the waist, and extended to about six inches from 
the floor with a semi-circular hem. The collar of his dress 
shirt was turned under to imitate the top of the nightshirt. A 
white ni ghtcap with blue tassels completed his costume. 
Karen wore her white skirt under the gown, which accelerated 
the chang ing process. Rick's slacks were held uo out of sight for 
the same reason. 
In conclusion, the desi ~nin~ of the costumes for How Do 
I Love Thee? required that they be both pleasing to the eye, and 
easily changed when necessary. It is felt that the costumes 
helped to distinguish between the methods of acting ana 
oral interpretation. 
-CHAPTER V 
THE PERFORMANCE 
Art, especially the sta~e, is a region 
1n which it 1s impossible to step without 
stumbling. 
Ant on Chekhov 
An Introduction to Research in 
Soeech and Theatre 
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that this production was recorded on tape so that such an analysis 
could be made. Listening and evaluating at a later date helps to 
give a more subjective opinion, even though some technical aspects 
are lost in the process. 
In an overall view, the first section of the program--the 
sonnets by Browning, Shakespeare and Rossetti--was too slow and 
too evenly paced to be effective as an opening. The interpretation 
needed more involvment from within the interpreters. Miss Oros, 
facing the double curse of opening the show, and opening it with 
a most familiar sonnet to an audience of various previously 
conceived interpretations for this poem alone, overcame the 
obstacles admirably. Her readin~ was her own; yet, it etill carried 
Brownin~'s essence of love. 
Mr. Hranka was also faced with deliverin~ an equally familiar 
sonnet; however, he obviously did not understand the poem--little 
of its meaning and none of its construction. Mimicry was necessary 
for him to deliver this sonnet; yet, Mr. Hranka sidestepped all 
previously rehearsed readings to give an unusual, and possibly 
one of the worst, interpretations of this sonnet. 
Miss Straka is hampered by a projection problem, and the 
selection by Rossetti 1s best delivered on an intimate level. 
However, Miss Straka fully pro~ected each nuance and shading 
necessary for the desired tone. 
The Diary of Anne Frank was hurt in its a9pearance by its 
lengthiness. Much could have been cut without losing the mood 
and meaning of the piece. About the interpretation given by 
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Karen Eryse, nothing can be written except superlatives, for she 
is a very dedicated worker and g ives very impressive oerformances 
in all she does. Variety and clarity -were achieved by this 
professional work. 
Stiltedness was the keynote throughout the cutting from 
Cyrano de Ber~erac. The men involved were embarrassed bec ause of 
their costumes, which is a mark of the amateur in theatre. Again, 
Miss Straka's lack of proJection hindered her otherwise good 
performance. The core of the cutting is centered on Cyrano, and, 
a ~ain, Hranka had little ability to deliver fluently, even if he 
did underst a nd the character's situation. He could not project 
Cyrano's dilemma convincingly. The visual effect of the set and 
costumes helped to salvage the scene. 
"A Rose for Emily" seemed to be a microcosm of the entire 
production. Completely uneven, the interpretation ranged from 
professional to amateurish delivery. There was a lack of character 
eouality and development, as well as the soft southern dialect 
reouired. The feminine half of the cast was the best in all areas; 
the masculine half was weak in all areas, with the exception of 
Rick Bayles. He hi:id some character, but his accent was slightly 
misplaced. The effect of the selection was also hampered by the 
misuse of the followspot, which was badly operated. This situation 
would ha.ve been i mproved if rehearsal could have been held as 
originally scheduled. 
The scene from Victoria Re~ina was weak. Hranka's German 
dialect was good, and this time his character was developed, but 
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not projected. Kathy Oros, as Victoria, was much too regal for 
the childish and immature Queen. The scene was assisted by Miss 
Oros' reading of Victoria's letter to her brother concerning the 
death of her beloved husband. This interpretation was only very 
~ood in terms of pro j ection of character, emotion, and the 
dr~matic emphasis of the old Queen. Again, it is felt that the 
scene was assisted by the set and costuming . 
The first act ended on a high level of excellence with 
Karen Eryse's interpret ation of Amy Lowell's famous poem, Patter.n..a. 
This selection is also an old favorite, with many personal 
opinions of how it should be read. Miss Eryse gave an incredible 
performance and exploration into the depths of a woman's unful-
filled passion for her dead lover. Nothing was lacking in this 
selection; it brought tos ether and clinched the first act. 
The mood of lightness and comedy in the second act was not 
achieved until "My Sweet Old Etcetera" was p: iven. The first two 
poems deliverea--"The Passionate Sheohera" and "The Numph's Reply"--
are di f ficult to sustain and transmit the proper li ~ht tone to a 
modern audience. Rick Bayles almost captured the desired mood 
toward tbe end of his poem, but he did not fully understand the 
images involved. Karen Eryse's response to him was not "tart" 
enou~h, and she became too serious. For "My Sweet Old Etcetera," 
Dennis Ringering was stuck in his ssme mold, but he accomplished 
the delivery of the selection, even though his timing was faulty, 
particularly while waitin ~ for lau~hter. 
Like the other diary in the production, The Diary of Frank 
Lester Ward needed further cutting, for the sake of time only. 
This selection was the most personally satisfying of the entire 
evenin3 . The work is particularly difficult to interpret because 
of t he double character of the author, but Rick Bayles caotured 
the spirit of the piece and did his best work of the evening. 
Bell . Book, and Candle wa s the weakest scene of the show. 
Neither of the actors could ~et into character, not, however, because 
of themselves, but because the scri~t was weak. Even with tbe 
addition of a narrator, the audience did not know the background 
of the scene, and therefore the acting was lost to them. 
Jerri Straka, Dennis Ringering , and Bill Hranka did their 
best performances in "Can This Romance Be Sa.vea," the satire on 
Lolita. Each of the interpreters minimized their own peculiar 
shortcoming to such a degree that this became one of the 
audience's favorite selections. 
The Fourooster also won universal a 9p roval from the 
audience. Karen Eryse and Rick Bayles followed direction beauti-
fully, and this scene was the best of the four acting cu+tin~s. 
The only drawback was the faulty timing to allow for lau~hter. 
Bayles almoet over-acted but ke9t control over the situetion . 
Miss Eryse's wide-eyed innocence co~pl1mented Beyle's enthuei8sm 
perfectly. Their characterization was auite good. 
The final selection of "etc." provided a great finish to 
the act and to the production . Using a choral reading technicue, 
thie readinF was difficult; however , it W8S still a great favorite 
of the cast, and, therefore, they gave it all the energy they haa. 
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Only two technical problems hampered the production. First, 
one of the curtains for Victoria Re~l.I1£ refused to allow anyone to 
hang it in its place. Several embarrassing moments passed before 
it finally stayed. Second, Miss Eryse's costume change from The 
Fournoster to the final selection took much too long, and almost 
destroyed the light mood that had been built up during the second 
act. These faults are entirely those of the director, and only 
he is to blame. These should have been eliminated before the 
production. 
If it were possible to do the production over~ain, several 
changes would be made in script, set, and costuming. The methods 
of direction for both acting and interpretation would be kept and 
altered to the specific people . Since it is possible that the 
basic idea of How Do I Love Thee? may be used again, it is 
important to mention these alterations in relation to the performance. 
The first act would undergo the most changes in script. 
Specifically, "Shall I Campa.re Thee?, 11 Cyrano de Berizerac, a.nd 
Victoria Regina would be eliminated. Substitutions would be made 
partially because of the acting and interpretation done, but 
basically because of the overly romanticized nature of these 
pieces. They are also somewhat antiquated when performed in 
front of modern audiences . The new second act would not include 
"The Pe ss1onate Shepherd," "The Nymph' e Reply," and Bell, Book, 
and Cana le, mainly because they are not of the sarrie 1 ight- hearted 
caliber as the rest of the act. These selections made the act 
destroy the desired effect of lighthearted fun. 
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The set, like the script, would remain essentially the same, 
with the unified seoarate actions. The entire set would be much 
more elaborate than the one used. By elaborate, it is meant that 
more attention to details would be paid. The interpretation units 
needed additional decoration, for they were too bare and lifeless. 
The on:t.y change in costuming involves the women's clothes 
in the second act. The beaded blouses would not be worn. More 
casual clothes are required in order to match the informalness eet 
by the appearance of the men. Perhaps black and white discotheaue 
dresses, or even blouses and culottes in the same color scheme, 
would be used. The black and white would be kept for the 
interpretation, with the colors for the acting scenes. It is felt 
that, for a production of this kind, this color scheme ie 
tremendously effective from the viewpoint of the audience. 
One of the most definite fallacies of the entire production 
was the music used for the bridges and transitions between selec-
tions. It was completely wrong. This became painfully evident 
during the actual performance. It was not the fault of the 
pianist, but the selections, with a very few except1ons, were too 
modern and well known to be effective. 
St111, live music is preferable over recordings, and a 
small string and piano ensemble would be excellent in this produc-
tion. More time would have to be contributed to such an undertaking, 
but the final effect would be worth the effort. 
CHAPTER VI 
QUESTIONNAIRES AND ANALYSIS 
Of all the factors that contribute to a 
complete theatrical oerformance, none is 
more necessary or imoortant than the 
audience. · 
Elmer Rice 
The Livin~ Theatre 
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To get a recorded reaction to the combination of acting and 
oral interpretation and to the entire effect of the production, a 
oueetionnaire was included in the program and g iven to the audience. 
In this manner, each person would have an opportunity to g ive his 
opinion, as well as comment personally about his judgement. Because 
of the lack of sufficient ushers, the balcony was not covered, there-
by losing a small number of ballots a.na opinions. 
All the inquiries were to be answered by circling the answer 
preferred by tbs audience member; agreement or disapproval was 
g iven with a slight movement of a writing instrument. This method 
was simple, and more important, the audience was not kept for a 
long period of time followirig the performance. 
There was no predetermined pattern for the arrangement of 
the questions, even thou~h the most imoortant to this student were 
at the top and bottom of the paper. 
The bulk of the questionnaire was concerned with the techni-
cal aspects of the actual production of How Do I Love Thee?, as is 
testified by the followin g replica of the question sheet. 
Did you, in the slightest degree object to 
having acting and interpretation in the same 
program '? YES NO 
Did you enjoy having acting and interpre-
tation in the same program? YES NO 
Would you prefer having acting and 
interpretation separatedt i.e., all acting and 
then all interpretation? YES NO 
Was the change from interpr~tation to 
acting confusing to you? YES NO 
Were the stage areas separate enough to 
show the distinction between acting and 
interpretation? YES NO 
Do you feel that this distinction was 
necessary? YES NO 
Did the music interrupt or break your 
line of thought between scenes? YES NO 
Did the music provide a successful 
transition between scenes? YES NO 
Did the costuming of the two mediums 
help to distinguish acting and interpreta-
tion? YES NO 
Would you like to see future presen-
tations of this type--with a central theme 
of works by one author? YES NO 
Two hundred and sixty-nine ballots and questionnaires were 
prepared for the performance. These were locked in a filin g 
cabinet until the evening of the show, at which time they were 
counted a~aln. The reason for such fastidious care was to insure 
an exact number for computation purposes. Further exactness was 
insured by g iving the ushers strict instructions to keep prog rams 
an d ballots only in the hands of the audience. 
The remaining prog rams were co l lected after the doors to 
the theatre were closed. One hundred and eighty had been distributed. 
This, however, was not the number of people who attended the per-
formance. Several came after the show had started, and many sat 
in the balcony where no orograms were given. 
Still, there was a number from which to calculate in order 
to discover 1f the return could establish a credible val1dtty. 
Of the one hundred and eighty recipients of the ba,llots, otre 
hundred returned completed forms. All the auestions on all the 
sheets were answered; there were no partially completed for~s. 
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Therefore, a fifty-five percent response was returned, enough to 
give validity to their tabulation. 
With the return of exactly one hundred questionnaires, the 
process of reckoning was easily accomplished, and percentages were 
immediately established. ~he majority of the opinions, likes, and 
dislikes of the audience became rapidly evident. 
As explained previously in this paper, the responses were 
II II ti II H to be circled either yes or no. owever, some questions were 
so intelli~ ibly answered that three categories of opinions were 
established by this author; "yes," "no," unknown. 11 
Even though the questions to the questionnaires were to be 
private and personal opinions, there were "correct" answers 
selected by the author of this paper. Comments about the 
collective answers follow each of the tabulated questions. 
Did you, in the slightest degree, ob j ect 
to havin g acting and interpretation in the same 
program? 
Yes :: 8; No = 91; Unknown. = 1 Total = 100 
While eight dissents to the style of the program is by no 
mea.ns significant enou~h to discourage such a prog ram, the author 
had no idea that there were so many purists in ~he audience. The 
response was as desired~ 
Did you enjoy having acting and interpre-
tation in the same program? 
~ • 95; No = 5; Unknown. = O Total = 100 
Closely related to the first question, the expected response 
would therefore be identical. Four converts must have been won 
between questions, or else the questions were misunderstood . 
Again, the expected response to the question was given . 
Would you prefer to have acting and inter-
pretation separated, i.e., all acting, and then 
all interoretet1on? 
Yes • 6; No = 92; Unknown = 2 Total = 100 
As in the response to the first question, some persons are 
purists, and a sli ~ht negative response of this kind was expected. 
The number ideally should have remained as before. 
Was the change from interpretation to 
acting co nfusin g to you? 
Yes = 2; No = 98 ; Unknown = O Total = 100 
The response wa.s as desired, however a one hundred percent 
negative res9onse was expected for t his question. 
Were the stage areas se~arate enough to 
show the distinction between actin~ and inter-
uretat1on ? ~ 
Yes • 94; No = 5; Unknown = 1 Total • 100 
The same anticipation as for the other queries was fulfilled 
for this section of the auest1onnaire. 
Do you feel this distinction was 
necessa ry ? 
Yes = 66; No = 33; Unknown = 1 Total = 100 
This question invoked the most dissention of the entire inquiry 
sheet. One-third of the people who replied felt that an inter-
pret at1on end acting production could be staged without the 
separation u sed in How Do I Love Thee? This is an interesting new 
concept of this author's orig inal idea and could be used in 
further practical a9pllcation of that conception. 
Did the music interrupt or break your 
line of t houa.ht between scenes·~ 
Yes = 15; No-- = 80 ; Unknown = 1 Total = 100 
Did the music provide a successful 
transition between scenes~ 
Yes = 73; No • 19 ; Unknown - 11 
The two previous questions were of little import ance to a 
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reaction analysis of the nroduction, and contributed little to the 
credence of such an experiment. The y should have been omitted be-
cause they dea.1 with the externals of the production instead of 
the internals. 
Did the costumin~ of the two ~ediums 
help to distinguish acting and interpretation1 
Yes = 90; No = 9; Unknown = 1 Total = 100 
The desired response was received for this question. As 
the desi gner, it was felt that the conception of the costuming 
designs were actually evident enough. to be distinguishable and 
that the idea was easily grasped. 
Would you like to see future presentations of 
thie type--with a central theme or works by on.e 
author? 
Yes - 93; No - 4; Unknown = 3 Total = 100 
The phrasing of the final auestion so confined the audience 
to a soecific response that the expected one hundred 9ercent 
affirmative reply was not obtained. Perhaps the author expected 
too much in suoposing that an entire audience would be completely 
captivated by his idea. 
In summation, it may be firmly stated that the overall 
response received from the audience was the desired effect wanted 
by the student. At times the proportion of the answers were not 
the exact ones expected, but substantial support to the combination 
of acting ana interpretation evidenced by the total fifty-five 
percent return. 
The audience was asked to g ive criticisms of the production, 
and therefore, specific support of the combination of theatrical 
techniques was g iven in personal comments written on the backs of 
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t ·he questionnaires. Forty-one percent of the one hundred 
questionnaires had observations on them. The critiques, ranging 
from one or two words to short essays, were extremely helpful, for 
the most part, in making errors come into focus, and, upon occasion, 
the faults came into embarrassingly accurate focus. 
Some of the comments are worth repeating and incorporating 
into this paper to demonstrate the various reactions of a variety 
of people: 
The performance was excellent in every detail 
but I personally prefer plays unless the combina-
tions were more like the second act. 
Second act better than first~- Could have 
been trite but selection of meteri~d ea.vea it. 
Just a personal ob~ection but I didn't think you 
had to push the actor-interp difference. Smooth 
and polished •• 
The m-0ods were tremendously effective. 
Music didn't function as an integra.l part of 
the show; this due partly to selection and partly 
to use of live piano •••• Smooth and polished. 
Choral work good. 
. ... 
Some darn ~ood oerformances as well as some we 
won't comment o~. I~ have the feelin~ the ~als under-
stood the concept of Oral Interp. as- a llt~rary 
unaertaktng, whereas the guys seemed to be acting 
without costumes and too ma.ny gestures. The guys 
should spend more time on analysis and less on their 
Stereotype personal rendering of their roles • • • . 
Once agatn Comedy shows itself a higher art--or else 
your wicked little mind saw more of the posslbllittes. 
Enjoyed the variety of the selections and the 
authors. Especially liked the choral reading type 
interpretation. 
GREAT ' •• ' '. ( B t h I D u t en 1 had to say that, oug. I sat beside your mother.) 
Interp needed more audience contact. Makeup 
was a bi~ distraction. Sets and costumee excellent 
choices. 
Be autiful interoretetion: The music was very 
helpful to create a new mood between the scenes. 
The change from acting to interp. wee good 
and made the show more interesting . Very good. 
Interesting scenery. 
Costumes ••• most effective. Black and 
white formals also. 
Since when is white formal wear correct for 
mid- February? 
The idea was gooa but it wasn't as smooth as 
it could have been. Not only between the selections, 
but the change in the selections themselves. I feel 
flow and ease of technical movement is important to 
any production, but particularly interp. 
A pen light was flashed on & off stage left. 
Felt the costumes were appropriate and beauti-
fully desi gned. 
Thank you for a very good production. 
Loved it. 
Now the set has been taken aown; the coetumes have been 
pressed and put away; the scripts have been returned and kept 
for possible further use. Only one question remains to be 
answered: 11 Was it worth the effort ? " 
In terms of practical exoerience, the answer is "Yes." 
In terms of audience appreciation, the answer is "Yes." 
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In terms of further possible future productions employing 
the same techniaue, the answer is "Yes." 
.APPENDIX I: 
THE SCRIPT 
HILLS CF SHILOH 
·e you sem Amanda Blane 
In the hills of Shiloh' 
Have yc:/J heard Amanda sing 1 
the hills of Shiloh? 
rln' to her veddln~ rin 
the hills of Shllob? 
her humm!n• soft and low~ 
Amanda does not know, 
s ended forty years ago~ 
In the hills of ShUoh: 
. 
IDW 00 I LOVE THEE? 
How do I love thee? Let me count the wayso 
I love thee to the depth and breadth and heigth 
My soul can reaehs when feel~ng out of sight 
For the (?tldS of Being and ideal C£'a©eo 
I !ove thee to the level of eveey 9 daygs 
Most quiet heed, by sun and candlelighto 
I low thee i':reely, as men stir~ve for filghtJ 
I love thee purely, as th~y turn f~om Pra!seo 
: I love thee with the pass!on put to use 
• 
i 
• 
0 
In my old griefs, and with my chUdhood 0d faitho 
I love thee with a love I seemed to lose 
W!th my lost saints~Q...I love thee with the breath~ 
Smiles, tears, of all my life&<=<and if God choose ~ 
l shall but love thee better a~er deatho 
~ 
CJ1 
DIA. _ 
ANNE FRANK 
June 20, 1942 
oooit~s odd for someone like me to keep a 
diary; not only because I have never done 
so before, but because . it seems to me that 
neither !-=nor for that matter anyone else-= 
will be interested in the unbosomings of a 
thirteen-year-old schoolgirl. Still, what 
does that matter? I want to write, but 
more than that, I want to bring out all 
kinds of things that lie buried deep in my 
heartoooo 
Ausust 14 
oooAt nineethirty in the morning (we were 
still having breakfast) Peter arrived, the 
Van Daan's son, not sixteen yet 8 a rather 
soft, shy9 gawky youth; can't expect much 
from his companyo•o• 
January 6, 1944 
My longing to talk to someone became so 
intense that somehow or other I took it 
into my head to choose Petero 
'· It gives me a queer feeling each{ l me I 
' 
look into his deep blue eyes, and~oohis shy 
manner~oomakes me feel very gentleooeWith my 
whole heart I almost beseeched him: oh, tell 
me, what is going on inside you, hh 11 canvt you 
lo.ok beyond this ridiculous chatter? 
When I lay in bed and thought the 
situation over, I found it far from 
encouragingooo 
January 7 
oooI saw my face in the mirror and it looks 
quibe differento My eyes look so clear and 
deep, my cheeks are pink--which they havenvt 
been for weeks--my mouth is much softer; I 
look as if I am happy 9 and yet there is 
something so sad in my expression and my 
smile slips away from my lips as soon as it 
has comeo I'm not happyoooo 
Once, when Daddy and I spoke about sex9 
he told me that I couldn't possibly under-
stand ah• longing yet; I always knew that I 
did understand it and now I understand it 
.fullyo o o o 
IP> 
(J) 
Fe bruary_l.~l 
Since Saturday a lot has changed for 
me. It came about like th1so I longed-~ 
and still am longing--bute.enow something has 
happened 9 which made it a ·little, just a 
little, less. 
To my grast jcy--r will~be quite honest 
about it--already this morning I noticed that 
Peter kept looking at me all the timeo Not 
in t~G o~aina:PJ way, I dontt know, I just 
can8 t explaino o o 
I made a special effort not to look at 
him too much, because whenever I did, he 
kept looking too, and then--yas then--it 
gave me a lovely feeling 1~~ide, but which 
I mustnvt feel too ofteno .. ,o 
Febl'Uary 19 
oooThe morning was quiet 0 I helped a bit 
upstairs, but I didnwt have more than a 
few fleeting words with "him .. " At halt past 
tWOooo! WentoootO sit at my desk and read 
or writeo It was not long befo~e it all 
became too much for map my head d~ooped down 
on my arm$ and I sobbed my heart outo 'l'he 
tears streamed down my cheeks and I felt 
desperately unhappyo Oh, if "he" had come 
to comf'ort me .. 
There i sat then, fully dressed, while 
the tears made dark spots on the red of my 
apron, and I felt very wretchedo 
This is what was going through my minda 
Oh, I'll never reach Peter like thiso Who 
kno~s~ perhaps he doesn•t like ma at all and 
doesnst need anyone to confide ino Perhaps 
he only thinks of me in a casual sort of way~ OQ 
Oh, if only I could nestle my head against 
his shoulder a.rid not teal Bo hopelessly alone 
and deserted&oeo 
February 23 
It's lovely weather outside andooonearly 
every morning I go to the attic where Peter 
works to blow the stuffy air out of my lungso 
From my favorite spot on the floor I look up 
at the blue sky and the bare chestnut tree~ 
on whose branches little raindrops shine, 
appearing like silver, and at the seagulls 
and the other birds as they glide on the 
windo 
~ 
...:i 
He stood with his head against a think 
beam, and I sat downo We breathed the fresh 
air, looked outside, and both felt that the 
spell should not. be broken by words • . We 
remained like this for a long timeoooo 
Mardh 19 
Yesterday was a great day for meooo~ . 
After the dishes were done, I stood by the 
window in his parentsv room awhile for the 
look of things, but it wasn't long before 
I waat to Petero 
We told each other so much, so ve~y, 
very much, that I can•t repeat 1t all, but 
it was lovely; the most wonderful evening I 
have ever had in the "Secret Annexe".ii,.,o 
I have the feeling now that Peter and 
I share a secret. If he looks at me with 
those eyes that laugh and wink, then itQs 
just as if a little light goes on_ inside meQ 
I hope it will remain like thisQooe 
April 1 
And yet everything is so difficult; I 
expect you can guess what I mean, can•t you? 
I am so longing tor a kiss, the kiss that is 
so long in comingo I wonder if all the time 
he still regards me as a friend? Am I 
nothing more? 
You and I know that I am strong, that I 
can carry most of my burdens aloneoooBut I 
would so love to lay my head on "his" shoulder 
just one and remain stilloooo 
Wouldn't he long for it too? Is it that 
he is just too shy to acknowledge his love? 
Why does he want ma with him so often? Oh 
why doesn't he speak? 
April 16 Sunday morning just before ll:OOo 
Remember yesterday's date, tor it is 
a very important day in my lifeo Surely it 
is a great day for' every girl when she re-
ceives her first kiss?oo~o 
Yesterday evening at eight o•olock I 
was sitting with Peter on his divan9 it 
wasn't long before his ara:-went around meo 
"Letws move up a bit," I said, "then I 
donvt bump my head against the cupb~ardo" 
He moved up, almost into the coraer, I laid 
~ -
my under his and across his back, and 
he just about buried ma, because his arm was 
hanging on my shouldero 
He held me firmly against him, my left 
shoulder against his chest; already my 
heart begal!1i~to beat faster, but we had not 
finished yeto He didnVt rest until my head 
was on his shoulder and his against it. Oh, 
it was so lovely, I couldnit talk much, the 
joy was too great. He stroked my cheek and 
arm a bit awkw8.1'dly, played with my curls 
and our heads touching most of the timeo 
How it came about so suddenly, I donvt 
know, but before we went downstairs, he 
kissed me, through my hair, halt on my left 
cheek, halt on my hair; I tore downstairs 
without looking a~ound, and am simply 
longing for today. 
April 28 
oooYesterdayooooat halt past eighto•o•We 
were, as usual. sitting on the divanooooI 
stood up and went to the window where we 
always say good-byo He came towards me. I 
h 
flung my arms around his neck and 1m 
a kiss on his left cheek, and was about to 
kiss the other cheek, when my lips met his 
and we pressed them togetharo In a whirl 
we were clasped in each othervs arms, again 
and again, never to leave off o Oh, Peter 
does so need tendernesso For the first 
time that the most irratating girls have 
another side to them, that they have hearts 
and can be different when you are alone with 
themo For the first time in his life he has' 
given ot h1mselfo•oNow we have found each 
othero. 0 0 
~ 
SHALL I COMPARE THEE TO A SlJMMERVS DAY? 
Shall I compare thee to a rimraer' s day? 
Thou art more lovely and more teUJ.PUate: 
Rough winds do shake the darling buds of May 5 
And summer 8s lease hath all too short. a detea 
Sometimes too hot the eye of heaven shiaes~ 
And often ls his gold C0111J>lexlon dilllllledJ 
And every fair from fair sometimes declines, 
By chance, or nature's changing course untri11m*dj 
But thy eternal sulll!ller shall not fadeg 
Nor lose possession of that fair thou ovest 
Nor shall Death brag thou wander•t1t. in his shade~ 
When in etema1 Unes to time thou growest.a 
So long as men can breathe or eyes can see, · 
So long lives this, and this gives life to 
· thee. 
' 
= 
/ , 
soul to Heaven's delightj 
than 
oat JIDIEJl milk more white 9 
.y divine in human form expresse 
.d virtue worthy of that beauty brightoooo 
01 
0 
QYRK, l ~ BERGERAC 
Cyrano: Ohrist1ant I have your themeo Bring 
on your memoryt .Here is your chance 
now to surpass yoUl'delf 9 no time to 
lose--comet Look 1ntelligento . 
Come home and learn your lineso 
Christian: Noo 
Cryano: What? 
Christian: · I'll wait here tor Roxanneo 
Cjrano: · What lunacy is this? Come quickly. 
Christiama No 9 I say&. I have had enoughQ-tak-
ing my words,·my ·letters, all from 
you--making our love a little com* 
ed7& It was· a game at first; but 
now--she cares--thanka to youo. I 
am not. 'atraido IV.11. speak .. tor my- . 
self now., 
Cyrano: · Undoubtedly& 
Bhristian: I will& Why not? I ought to know 
aomethingo By God I know enough to 
take a ~·woman in my arms~ There 
she is nowoooCyranon wa1tt Stay 
beret. 
Cyrano: 
Roaanne: 
Speak tor yourself 9 my triendo EXIT 
Is that you Christian? Let us stay 
heI'e in the twilighto· The air is 
tragranto We shall be alone~ Sit 
down thereQ•SOa Nowp tell me thingsn 
Christian: I love youooo 
Roxanne: Yes 9 speak to m.o of loveoeoo 
Christian: I l .ove youl 
Roxanne: Now be elequent& .. 
-:'::·•is 4;1an: I love o o o 
Roxanne: You have your theme--Improvise & 
Rhapsodise t . 
Christian: I love you sor 
Roxanne: . Of couraeo And then? 
Christian:. And then .. ., oOhe . Roxanne 9 I should 
be so happy It you loved me too! 
Say that you love meo 
11..,,"" 
Roxanne: I ask for cream-- You give me milk 
and watero Tell me 'tirst a little 9 
how you love meo 
Christian: ·~- Very mucho,. 
Roxanne: Oh~ tell me how you -teel t" 
Ohrisjian: Your throajoooif'_only I might ., .... 
Kissitooo 
Roxanne: Christian! 
Christian: . I love you so t_ 
Roaanne: Again? 
Christian: No 9 not again--I do not love youo , 
Roxanne: That is betterooo 
Christian: I adore you& .>< 
Roxanne: Oh! 
Christian~ I know; I grow absurd e 
Roxanne: And that displeases me as much as iG' 
you had grown uglyo 
(JI 
.... 
Cbr 1an1 looo 
Roxanne: Gather yo\U' dreams into words! 
Christian: I loV8ooo 
Roxanne: I knowJ yournlove me o · Ad1e1io EXIT 
Chl'istian: Not But wa1t--please--let 
I was going to S&Ye•o 
me--
Ro.xan~: The. t yo'..?. adore ma ,, -=.:-es , .L !:: ;.-.1.c~r A 
that tooo NOeeogo awayt 
Christian: Io~olooo · 
Cyrano: ENTERS A great success& 
Christian: Help me1 
Cyrano: Not Io · 
Christian: I cannot live unless she loves mee• 
Now, this moment& 
Cyrano: How the devil can I teach you now-~ 
this moment? 
Christian: Wait& Up thereX LookX Quickt 
Cyrano: Her window1 
Christian: I shall dieo 
Cyrano: Less noiseo 
Christian: Oh9 m ~ o o 
Cyrano: It does seem fairly darkoa• 
Christian: Well? Well? Well? 
Cyrano: Let ue try what can be done; it is 
more than you deserve--stand over 
there 9 idiot--there--before the bal-
cony--Let me stand underneatho ! 011 
whisper you what to sayo 
Christian: · She may hear--she mayooo 
Cyrano: Call her& 
Christian: Roxannei 
Roxanne: Who !.s ::. .... :a..J.1ng? 
Chr~~~lan: Iooo 
Roxanne: Who? 
Christian: Christiano 
Roxanne: You again? 
Christiana I had to tell youoo• 
Cyrano: Good--keep your voice downo 
Roxanne: Noo Go awayo You well me nothingo 
Christian: Please! 
Roxanne: You do not love me any moreo 
Christian: WHILE CYRANO WHISPERS No==No-=Not 
any moreo~I loveocYOUoo8Vermoreoo 
and everoomore and moret 
Roxanne: A little bettero 
Christian: Love grows and struggles likeocoAn 
angry ch1ldQoobreak1ng my heartooo 
Roxanne: Better still--But such a babe is da"S-
erous; why not smotherit new-born? 
Christian: And so I dOooand yet he liveSooI 
foundoee&S you shall tindco an in~ 
fant Herculest 
Roxanne : Good t · 
(J'I 
l\'.) 
ChriLiani Strong enougbo.at •• birthooto strang-
le those two serpentso.Doubt and Pride 
Roxanne: Why very well& · Tell me now why you 
speak so haltingly--Has your imagQ 
!nation gone lame? 
Cyrano: CHANGES PLACES WITH CHRISTIAN Here-• 
this grows too ditticulto 
Roxanne: Your words &esitate ton1ght 9 why? 
I 1 lloome downo 
Oy?'ano: Not 
Ro&anne: 
Cy?'ano: 
And why so great ·a no? 
Let me enjoy the one moment f'orevero 
My one chance to speak to youoooun• 
see no 
Roxanne: Unseen? 
CFano: Yest '!'e&oo•night making things dimly 
beautif'ul, one veil over ua both0 • You 
see only the darkness ot a long cloak 
in the gloom, and I )he wtxll whiteness 
ot a summer gowno •• You are all lightoo 
I am all shadowo.How can you know .what 
this moment means to me? Becaua&oo• 
what am I? What is any man, jhatdare 
ask tor you? Thereto~e mp heart hide.a 
behind pbraseso There's a modesty in· 
these thing$ tooc I come to pluck 
down out ot the sky the evening star--
then smile, and stoop to gathe'1,ittle 
tlowerso 
Roxanne: You never spoke to me like this! I 
do trembleooand I weep.ooAnd I love youP. 
and I am yourso And you have made me , 
thuao 
Cyrano: What is death like, I wonde~"'Y I 
know everything else now o o o I har e done 
this to you--I, myself o Only let me 
ask one thing morea 
Christian: One kiss& 
Roxanne: One o • o 
Cyrano: You& U 
Roxanne: You ask me tor---· 
Cyrano: IooYes• but--I mean---TO DHRISTIAN 
You go too f'ar& 
Christian : She is willingc Why not make the. 
most of' it? 
Roxanne: You ask me tor one--= 
Cyrano: I did asko But I know I ask too mur,\i. 
Roxanne: Only oneooois that all? 
Cyrano: All& How muoh more than allt I know--
I frighten youo I askcoo 
Christian: But whyf Why? Why? 
Oryano: Christ.1an, be quiett 
Roxanne: What is that you say to yourself ? 
Cryano: I am so angry with myself because I §O too tar, and so 1 ·say to myself: 
Christian, be quiet~" 
Christian: Winn me that kiss& 
. Ciy•ano: Noo 
Christian: Sooaer or laterooo 
(11 
·c,i 
CYJ' TrueoooThat is true. oSoon Ol' late 9 
lt •ill be 80 Because you al'e young and 
she ta beaut1tul---s1nce it must be, I 
had rather be myself the cause or what 
must beo•• 
Roxanne: Are you still theret wJS were speak-
ing or---
UJfDU 
Cyrano: A kiss o The wo:rad is sweeto And whaJ 
is a kiss, when all is done? · ·A porm1se 
given under seal--a vow taken before 
the shrine or memol'y--A signature ack• 
nowledged-·A rosy dot above . the - ~1" - ot 
loving--A secret whispered to listening 
lips apart--A moment unseen~-A sacra-
ment ot blossoms, a new song sung bp 
two hearts to -an old simple tune--TBe 
ring or one horizon aroung two aouls 
together, all alon&ooo• 
Roxanne: Hush&ooeGather your aaored bloaaomso 
Cyrano: TO CHRISTIANI Go& 
Roxanne: Your crown jewelo•• 
Cyrano: Oo on!&& 
Roxanne: Your new old songt 
Cyrano: Go! 
Christian: Noo Would you? Not y~tt 
Roxanne: four moment made inmortal. 
Ci-yano: Go up, animal. 
Christian: Roxanne! 
Cryano: Ah, Roxanne& I have won what I have 
one--the reaat or love--and I am Laz-
aruso Yet--I have something hel'e 
that is mine now and was not mine 
before I spoke 
hel'o o • o 
A mer1J'tuneooo 
A sad tuneooo 
(JI 
~ 
~ 
BY WILLIAM FAULKNER 
First Townsperson: 
When Miss Emily Grierson died, .ou:r whole 
town went to her funeral: the men through a 
sort o.t' respectful affection for a fallen monu-
ment, the women mostly out o.t' curiosity to see 
the inside of her house, which no one save an 
old man-servant had seen in at least ten ye~~s. 
Alive, Miss Em1J.3 had been a tradition, a 
duty, and. a care; a soztt ot heraditaP:t obligation: 
upon the town 9 dating from th9t aay 1n 1894 when 
Colonol Satoris~ t~~ ~sy~rJ remitted her ts.xeso 
Not that Miss Emily would have accepted charityo 
Colonol Satoris invented an 1nvolv~d tale that 
Miss Emil)Qs father had loaned money to the town, 
\.hich the thown 0 as a matter of business, pre-
:re= 
fe:rred this way o.t'/payingo. 
That was almost thirty years age, before the 
Smello The Smell happened j;wo years after he~ 
father's death and a shobt time aftei- her sweet"" 
. 
heart--the one we thought would marry her=-had 
deserted hero After her father's death, she went 
out very little; a.t'ter her sweetheart went away9 
., 
,people hardl"" ever saw her a t all o The only 
sign of J .. t'e about t he pl ace was t he Negro 
man=~r. young man then=-going in and out wi t h 
a .. 1arket basketo 
A neighbor, a woman, complained to the 
mayor; judge stevebs, when the smell deve l -
oped at ehe Grierson placeo The next day 9 
he recieved two more compla1ntso That night, 
the Board or Aldermen meto And the next 
night, atte·r midnight, four men crossed Miss 
Emilyvs lawn and slunk ·about the house l ike 
OUZ"glePs while one of them performed a r eg= 
ular sowing motion hithe his hand out of a 
sack slung ovezt his shouldero As they crossed 
the lawn, a window that had been dark was 
lighted and Miss Emily sat in it, the light 
her 
behind her, and Xlla upright torso motion= 
less as that of an 1dolo After a week or 
two, the smell went awayo 
Second Townsperson: 
That was when people had begun to feel 
. :. really sorry for hero They remembered how~ 
the day after her father's death, Miss Emi~ 
OI 
OI 
met the condolence callers at the door, dress 
as usual and with no trace ot grief on-her 
faceo She told them that her father was not 
deado She did that tor three days, with the . 
mimisters calling on her and the doctors tr7= 
ing to persuade her to let them dispose ot 
they 
the bodJ'o Just as JDl were about to resort to 
law and force~ she broke down, and they burieq 
her father quicklJ'o 
We did not say that she was crazy theno 
We believed that she had to do that. We re= 
membered all the young men her father had 
driveb away 9 and we knew that with nothing 
which 
left 9 she would have to cling to that ~
had robbed her~ as people willo She was sick 
tor a long timeo · 
Third townsperson: 
The town had just 1st the contracts for 
paving the sidewalks, and in the summer after . 
her father 9s death, ~hey began the workp The 
construction company came with niggers and 
mules and machinery, and a foreman named Homer 
.Ba:rron9 a Yankee--a bigai dark, ready man with 
a big voice and eyes lighter than his taceo 
Pretty soon he knew everybody ib towno · Pl'es-
ently we began to see him and Miss Emily-on 
Sunday afternoons in the buggy and the match:d 
team of bays from the livery stableo 
At first we were glad that Miss Emily 
would have an interest, but then it began 
t·o be said that even grief could not cause 
a real lady to forget noblesse oblige ~ And, 
as soon as the people said "Poor Emily 9 " the 
whispering began behind their habds and be-
hind the rustling of craned silk and satin 
and behind jalousies closed upon the sun of 
Sunday afternoon as the thin swift clop-clop· 
clpp of the matched team passed: "Poor Emily~u 
She carried her head high enoughseven 
when we believed that she was falleno Then 
over a year after they had begun to say, 
"Poor Emily~ she bought the rat poison, the 
arsenico 
"I want some poison," she said to the 
01 
CJ) 
druggisto ·She was over thirty theng still a 
slight woman 9 though thinner than usual, wi~ 
cold haughty black eyes in a face the flesh 
of which was strained across the temples and 
about the socketso "I want some Po1son9 " she 
saido 
"Yes, MisssEm.ily. What kind? For rats 
and such? I'd recommendoo•" 
"I want the best you have.. I don't care 
at all what kindo" 
The dltuggist named several. "They'll 
kill anything up to an elephanto But what 
you waht isooo" 
"Arsenic 9 " Miss Emily saido "Is that a 
good one?" 
. 
"Isoooarsen1c? Yes, Ma.~amo But what 
you wantooo" 
"I want arsenioo" 
Miss Emily just stared at h1m 9 her head 
tilted back in orde~ to look him eye for eye1 looked 
until he Juutk!ui away and went and got the &7 ~ 
senic and WI'apped it •p.. Whan she got home 
she opened the. package, and written on the boi<1 
under the skull and bones: "For ratso" 
Fourth Townsperson: 
At first nothing happenedo Then we were 
sure Miss Emily was going to kill herself when 
the druggist told what had happenedo Then ve 
were sure they were to be marriedo We learned 
that Miss Emily had been to the jeweler's and 
and ordered a man's toilet set in silver 9 with 
the letters HpBo on each pieceo Two days la ... 
ter we lvarned that she had bought a complete 
outfit of man's clothing 9 including a n~ght~ 
shirt, and we said• "They are marriedc" A 
neighbor saw the Negro man admit Homer at the 
kitchen door at dusk one eveningo 
And that wee the last we saw of Homer 
Barrono Aud of M!ss Emily for some timeo 
The ~~gro man waat in and out with the market 
oasket, but the front door remained closedo 
Now and then we would see her at a window for 
a moment~ as the men did that night when they 
sprinkled the lime, but for the next six 
01 
--.l 
she did not appear on the streetso 
The next time we saw M1ss Emily, she had 
grown tat and her hair was turning grayo 
During the next few years it grew grayer and 
grayer until it attained an even salt-and-
pepper iron-gray when it ceased turningo 
Fifth townsperson: 
Daily, monthly, yearly we watched ~he 
Negro grow grayer and more stooped, going in · 
and out with the market basket. Now and then 
we would see her in one ot the downstairs 
windows--she had evidently shut up the top 
floor of the house--like the carven torso 
of an idol in a niche, looking or not look-
ing at us, we could never tell whicho Thus 
she passed from generation to generation-~ 
dear, inescapable, impervious, tranquil, arxi 
perverse o 
And so she died. Fell 111 in the house 
filled with dust and shadows, with enly a 
doddering Negro man to wait on hero She 
died in one of the downstairs rooms, in a 
heavy walnut bed with8 curtain, her g~ay 
head propped on a pillow yellow and 
with age and lack of sunllghto 
dy 
The Negro mat the first of the ladies 
at the front door and let them in, and then 
he disappeared. ae walked right through the 
house and was not seen againo 
Sixth townsperson: 
Already we knew that there was one room 
in that region above stairs which no one had 
seen in forty years, and which would have to 
be .forced. They waited until Miss Emily was 
decently in the ground before they opened ito 
The violence or breaking down the door 
seemed to fill the room with prevailing dusto 
A thin acrid pall of the tomb seamed to lie 
everywhere upon this room decked and furnished 
as for a bridals upon the valence curtains 
of a faded rose color, upon the rose-shaded 
lights, upon the dressing table, upon the 
delicate array of cbrystal and the man~s 
toilet things backed with tarnished s11verg 
silver so tarnished that the monogram was 
obscured. Amo~ them lay a collar and tie 9 
~ 
as they had just been remov6dg which when 
lifted, left on the surface a pale cresent 
in the dusto Upon a chair hung the suit, 
carefully folded; beneath it the two mute 
shoes and discarded socks. 
·•. 
The man himself lay on the bedo 
For a long while we just stood there, 
looking down at the profound and fleshless 
grino The body had apparently once lain in 
the attitude of an embrace, but now the 
long sleep that outlasts love, that conquers 
even the grimace of love, had cuckolded himc 
What was left or him, rotted beneath what 
was left of the nightshirt, had become 
inexcritable from the bed 1n which he lay; 
and upon him and upon the pillow beside him 
lay that even coating of the patient and 
biding dust., 
Then we noticed that in the second 
pillow was the indentation of a heado One 
ot us lifted something from it, and leaning 
foreward, that faint and invisible dust dry 
and acrid in our nostrils, we saw a long 
strand or salt-and pepper iron-gray hairo 
~ ~ ~ etcetera 
my sweet old etcetera 
aunt lucy durin~ the recent 
war could and what 
is more did tell you just 
what everybody was fightin~ 
. 
for 9 
my sister 
isabel created hungreds 
(and 
hundreds) of socks not to 
mention shirts fleaproof earwarmers 
. etcetera wristers etcetera, my 
mother hoped that 
i would die etcetera 
bravely of course m.y fat.her used 
to become hoarse talkin'.;g about how it was a 
p&"ivilege and if only he 
could meanwhile my 
self etcetera lay quietly 
in the deep mud et 
cetera 
(dreaming; 
et 
cetera9 of Your smile 
eyes knees and of your Etcetera) 
~ 
IA REGINA 
----
QUEEN: Albert, may I come in? 
ALBERT: Yes, dearest, if you wish to. 
QUEEN: What are you doing? 
~
ALBERT: Shaving. 
QUEEN: Ohl How exciting! May I stay, and 
watch you? 
ALBERT: It it would interest you Weibcheno 
QUEFN: But, of coursel To see you shaving 
is wonderfull Something I never 
thought oti 
ALBERT: Oh? Did you think one did not have 
to shave at all? 
QUEEN: I never thought about it--until 
now •••• You see Albert, I have never 
seen a man shave himself before. 
ALBERT: No, I suppose not. 
QUEEN: How often do you have to do it? 
Once a week? 
ALBERT: Every day. 
QUEEN: Every day& But how absurdl It 
can't grow as fast as all thatt 
ALBERT: Oh, yes, it does. 
~WiBN: How very troublesomel Why I only 
out my nails once a weeko 
ALBERT: Nails can wait longer; beards won•to 
QUEEN: I wouldn't like you to have a beard, 
Albert& 
ALBERT: Not would Io That~s why 
it off nOWo 
takin) 
QUEEN: 
ALBERT: 
QUEEN: 
ALBERT: 
QUEEN: 
ALBERT: 
QUEEN: 
ALBERT: 
QUEEN: 
ALBERT: 
QUEEN: 
ALBERT: 
QUEEN: 
How strange it looks& And how 
1nterest1ng&==fasc1nat1ng& Is 1~ 
aangerous? 
Not if you donit talk to me== 
Obi 
--not just while I am stroking 
myself. 
Stroking youreeltK Oh, Albe~tt 
You are funnyt 
Is that not the right word? Ought 
I to have said "Wiping myself" or 
what? 
Really, I'm not sure, Albert. ItiS 
a part of the English language, 
which, from not having to know 9 
I~ve not been taught. 
Ah, Vickyi It is nice to hear you 
say that& Then you, too, do not 
know the English language like a 
nati~s. For that--1f it were not 
for the soup--I would kiss youo 
The soup? 
Th1s 1 I ~eano 
Oht not "soup," Albert darlingo 
Soa..E_g 
Ahl Soap, then. 
But I don't mind the soap, Albert-~ 
your soap--!f you would like too 
m 
0 (He wipes his lips and kisses her~ 
QU~N: Let me see what you do it w1tho How 
sharp it isU 
ALBERT: Yes, it does have to be sharp alwayso 
QUEEN: Does it hurt? 
ALBERT: No. 
QUEEN: Do you ever cut yourself? 
ALBERT: No, not when I am alonee I had a 
valet once, that used to shave me, 
before I knew how for myself. One 
day, he cut me, rather badly. After 
that, I had t-0 learn; and for a 
long time, shaved only myself, 
QUEEN: And What happened to him? 
ALBERT: Oh, he had his head cut off I suppose 
••• I did not inquire. I sent him 
out of the room, and told him never 
to come back. And oh, how he ranl~ 
QUEEN: And then: 
ALBERT: Then the court physician came running 
in a terrible fright, for the man 
having told himo He thought to 
find me bleeding to death. 
QUEEN: To death? Why? 
ALBERT: Because, my Dear, my brother Ernest 
--and his rather--once so nearly did. 
But that did not happen to meo 0 0 
I am not that way you seeo What I 
told you makes the differenceP, 
QUEEN: Oh, Alberti Then that "difference" 
has perhaps, saved your life? 
ALBERT: Possibly. 
QUEEN: 1f13~, how thankful I really ought to 
ALBERT: To my Mother 9 and my Father ,...-r.ou 
mean? 
QUEEN: 
ALBERT: 
QUEEN: 
ALBERT: 
QUEEN: 
ALBERT: 
QUEEN: 
ALBERT: 
QUEEN: 
ALBERT: 
Yeso •• Albert, suppose you had died 
before we got married, could I have 
married anyone else? 
or course, dearesto You had to 
marry someone. You could not dis-
appoint your people by not giving 
them an heir to the throneo 
Oh, Albertt Shall I? Will that 
really happen! 
We will hope so, Dearest=-1n timeo 
In time? I hope it will be very 
soono Oh, 1snVt lt wonderful? We 
really are--married now~ arenvt we? 
Yes Weibchen, I think soo · 
I 
Yesterday seems almost like another 
world--so differento All the c~owda, 
and the cheering, and the firing, 
and the bells; and thousands or 
people looking at us, as if we be-
longed to them: as, of course, in 
a way, we doe And now we are all by 
ourselves-~all alone--just we twoo 
Yes, all alone--juat we twoo Shall 
I be able to make you happy-~you 
think? You are happy? 
............ 
Happy? So happy, Albert, I can't 
tell you, Albert! And to think that 
this will go on, and on, and on, for 
years and yearso.olt's like Heaventi 
No, Vicky, not just like this--that 
is not possibleoooThat is not human 
natureo 
m 
..... 
: But I shall never love you less 
than I do now, Alberto 
ALBERT: No, Dearest, perhaps not. But you 
will be less excited about it==Less 
romantic, perhaps. I shall become 
less strange to you. We love each · 
other, but we are still both rather 
strangers. We have to learn each 
other's characters--and ways. That 
will take time. (She shakes her 
confident she knows him already.) 
Oh, yes ••• You have come to see me 
shave today~-for the first time. 
That pleases--that excites you. But 
it will not always excite you as 
much as today. You will not come, 
I think, to see me shave every day 
for the next twenty-five years. 
QUEEN: Why not? 
ALBERT: Because, dea~est, you will have too 
much else to doo Also you will 
know so well what it looks like, 
which today you see only for the, 
first time. So, that it shou.ld 
become less or a spectacle, is only 
reasonable 
QUEEN: I donvt want to be reasonable with 
~ Alberti You are everything~= 
IIl'e, happiness, peace, and com-
fortt When I am with you# I want 
to forget everything=-except olll9 
love. _ 
ALBERT: Today, Dearast--today, you~-and I 
are both so youngo 
QUEEN: And so happyl Look how the sun is 
shinlngo 
THE NYMPW S REPLY TO nt5 SiEPHERD 
i£ all the world and love were young 9 
.And truths !n every shepherd's tonguesi 
These pretty pleasures might me move 
To live wlth thee and be thy loveo 
Time drives the flocks f~om field to Cold 
When rivers rage and rocks grow c•ld, 
And Philotnel becometh dumb; 
The rest complains of cag>es to eomeo 
The flowers do fade 9 and wanton fields 
To Wayllal"d winter ~eckonlng yellds; 
A honey tongue 9 a heart of gell 9 Is £ancy~s spring, but so~ovas gallo 
Thy gowns, thy shoes, thy beds of roses, 
Thy capii thy kirtle 8 and thy posies 
Soon break, soon wither, soon forgotten""~ 
In folly ripe 9 in eeason rottono 
Thy belt or straw and ivy buds, 
Thy coral clasps and amber studs, 
All these in me no means ean move 
To come to thee and be thy lovec 
But could youth last and love still breed9 
Had joys no date nor age no need., 
Then these delights m;y mind might move 
To live with thee and be thy loveo 
m 
l\:I 
Letter 
VICTORIA 
Osborne. 
February 4th, 1862 
My dear Brother, 
As I have not written to you since the sun of 
my life went down, I do so today, instead of thanking 
dear Augusta for her last affectionate letter. But 
please do thi s on my behalf, and also accept my 
thanks for your warm sympathy. 
Ah, dear brother, what can I say except that my 
poor heart is broken forever! I feel only half alive 
because, for me, life came to an end on December 14th. 
I do not even know if it j.s one day or seven week8 
since I lost him, my hero, my glorious and exception-
ally great husband, at the peak of his power an• 
vigour, in the very prime of life? The burdens, 
worries and difficulties of my position ••• were 
made bearable through his goodnesa, bis wisdom and 
guidance; one has to thank him, and him alone, for 
all that is done ••• Be was the life and soul of 
everything! And moreover, the most lovingy tender 
husband, the most delightful and instructing 
companion there ever has been! As for me, I 
depended on him body and soul? I work and f 1ght 
hard, but the acute yearning and desire for him 
tear at my heart and will give me no peace! 
My only comfort is the hope that I may soon be 
able to follow him and then be united with him 
forever ••• 
May God keep and bless you and our beloved 
Augusta and our dear chi·ldren and grandchildren! 
I remain, always your faithful but sorely greived 
sister and friend ••• 
VICTORIA REGINA 
m 
~ 
PATt. JNS 
I walk down the garden.paths, 
And-all the dat9fod1ls 
Are blowing, and-the bright blue squ1llso 
I walk down the patterned garden paths 
In my stiff brocaded gowno 
With my powdered hair and jeweled fan, 
I too am a rare · 
Patterno As I wandett down 
The garden pathso 
~y dress is richly figu.tted, 
And the train m.muu1x1l 
Makes a pink and silver stfa1n 
On the gravel, and the thrift 
or the borderso . 
Just a plate ot the curr~nt fashion 1 . 
Tripping by in nigh-heeled, ·ribboned shoes.,. · . 
Not a softness anywhere about mep 
Only whalebone and brocad e.. · 
And I sink on a...seat iri the shade 
Of a lime treep For mY passion 
Wars a.gain.st the stiff broca,deo. 
The daffodils and squills 
Flutter in the br~eze · 
As they pleaseo 
And t weep: · . 
For the lilt.lo tree fs in blossom 
' 
And one small tlowe~ has dropped on my bosom~ 
And the plashing of waterdrops 
In the marble fotjpta1n · 
Comes down the marble paths,; 
'rhe dripping nev~r stops o 
Underne~th my st1~£ened gown 
Is the doftness·o~ a woman bathing in a 
m.al'ble bas1no 
A basin in the midst or hedges g:ttown 
So thick, she cannot see her lover hiding, 
But she guesses he is near• · 
' 
And the sliding ot the water 
Seems the stroking -~ of a dear 
Hand upon -hero 
What is summer in a fine brocaded gownL 
I should like -to see it lying in a heap 
upon the groundo 
All the pink and silver crumpled up on the 
groundo 
I would be the pink · and silver as I run 
along the pathss 
And he would stitmble a.t'ter, 
Bewildered by my laughter. 
I should see the sun flashing from his sword 
hilt and the buckles of his shoeso 
. I would choose 
To lead him in a maze along the patterned 
paths, 
A bright and laughing maze for my heavy-
booted loveF1 
Till he caught me in the shade, 
And the buttons of his waistcoat bruised 
i.1a3 i.".lvdy as he clasped · ma, 
Aching"' melting"' unaf'raido 
With the shado~s of' the leaves and the sun= 
drops, 
And the plopping of t~1e wate:!':!'~;-:::,., 
About us in the afternoon--
I am very like to swoon 
With the weight of this brocade, 
For the sun shirts through the shadeo 
Underneath the fallen blossom 
In my bosom 
Is a letter I have hido 
It was brought to me this morning b1 a rider 
from the Dl..lke 
"Madam, we regret to inform you that Lord 
Hartwell 
m 
~ 
Died in-action Thui-sday se 1nn1ghte" 
Zl.JiXIUUDXQUB1i~ 
As I read it in the white, morning-sunlight, 
The letters squirmed l1ka snake.a o 
"Any answer, Madam?" said my footmano 
"No," !·told himo · 
"See th~t be takes some refreshment. 
No, no answel"o" 
And I walked into the garden 
Up and down the patterned paths, 
In my st1tt. correct brocadeo . 
The blue and yellow flowers stood up pr9udly 
in the sun, 
Each one. 
I stood upright, too,; · 
Held rigid to the _pattern 
By the stiffness Qf ny gown. 
Up and down I walkedo 
llfp and downo 
In a month he woul·d have bee"n my husbando 
In a month, here, ·.underneath .·this lime, 
We would have broke the .patteztn; 
He for me, and I tor him, 
He as Colonel, I as Lady, 
On this shady seat. 
He had a whim 
That sunlight carr-ted blessingo . 
And I answered, "It shall be as you have saia~" 
Now he is dead!) 
In summer- and in Winter I shall walk 
Up and down 
The patter-ned garden paths 
In my stitr brocaded gowno 
The squills and daffodils 
Will give .place to pillared roses, amq to 
asters and to snowo 
I shall go 
Up and down. 
In my gowno· 
Gorgeously arrayed 8 
Boned and stayedo 
e 
And the softness of my-body-will be guarded 
f:rom embrace· 
Bt each button, hook, and laceo 
For· the man who· should loose me is dead, 
Fighting tor the Duke -in Flanders, 
In a pattern called ware 
Christ& What i~e patterns for? 
9' 
t1l 
DI 
LE R FRANK WARD 
July 8, 1860 
In undertaking a journal of events which 
concern me, I shall record a few or the most 
interesting things which have transpired 
since the fourth ot this month •••• My spirit 
has been the lowest it has ever been in my 
life, on account of the profound disappoint• 
ment in the love which I had acquired for a 
girl, so pretty but so false. I sent her 
a letter that day, telling her that I wlla:1 
only to see her once more and to receive 
-
only one more letter from her. r .•• bought 
two strings tor my violin which I enjoy 
very mucho But everyone has gone to bed, 
and I must wash my feet before going myself~ 
Juli 11 
oooI went to the post office to look for the 
promised letter from the girl, but did not 
find 1t1 so I came to the conclusion that I 
never wished to see her againo My heart 
is lighto I was almost sick cutting the 
".';."':';:fl.I .... ~ {T,}.~-s - ; :'*t\,- ·.;:i .• · ~ l r- .' l~~ .• 1'·, ~ "' ~ 
cor n all this morningo My girl, I ~o1ng 
to abandon you eternally, you whom I have 
loved so deeply! It will kill me ~ but let 
me periaho 
Septe~ber 22 
Monday I went to town, and that evening 
I went to see the girl with the excuse that 
I wished to borrow some o1loeooI could not 
sit long with~ut feeling my trapped heart 
dart forthooo•We had considerable difficulty 
with the lamp which finally went outooo 
Taking her by the hand I attempted to find 
the door but in the shadows we stumbled over 
a ahoemakervs bencho •• oO bliss~ 0 lovet 
0 passion pure, sweet 9 and profoundtoo•o 
September 30 
I sold my old watch to the jeweler for 
eighty eentso Lent 47 cents to Fredooo 
I had a dollar and twenty-six cents in 
silvero I returned with a dollar and 
fourteen centso I spent 22 & 18 :40 centsp 
received 80 cents, lent 470 $1.26 & 080 = 
047 & ole & 022 & 004 (total) : $lol4. 
m 
m 
How mu~h ot it she read, I do not know, but 
she liked ito After that we became more fa= 
miliaro 
June 8 
Saturday · I helped my girlVs brother wo:rk 
-in the corn and to manure ito Sunday I stayed 
with my sweet gi~l all dayo · We lose each other 
with a very pure and perfect love and we hope · 
very much to get marrieda I hoed turnips this 
morning and it rained at noon~ 
September 18 
Somettmes my heart is ftll or sweet feel= 
ings for my sweet darling and loving lovero I 
burn with the desire to press her to my b:reasto 
I have just discovered a rip in one or my bootso 
November 10 
Friday evening I had a very happy time at 
my gir~s houseo She had a bad coldo Saturday 
morning tried to have my boots mended without 
suocessQ 
November 19 
Crossed the river and soon arrived at my 
girl'so There I stayed until Monday noon~ 
having a very happy and joyful timeo Sunday 
we .went to church and listened to the most 
beautiful · sermon I have ever heardo · What 11 
profound and even :redoubtable truths& Mon-
day morning I mended my bootso 
~ December l · 
saturated .my boots with grease this 
morning, and kisses my da~ling a thousand 
times o She becomes more deaza to me every' ·day. 
I have now in my purse seven dollars and thifb.} 
t b.r>ee cent so 
May 4 
Today the girl and I walked along the 
stream. enjoying ourselves thonoughlyo Las t 
eveningo o. oWhat happy hours of lovet I for ,.,. 
got to say that I bought a _box of blacking 
last Monday morning ($o06)G My heart burns 
with pure love; ~o that I cannot writeo 
May 16 
Yeste;.•day afternoon I was present at an ex .. 
h1bit1on of an artist in glasso(#oOS)o It was 
Y~~y tineo I burn with the desire to kiss my 
darlingo I forget to say that Friday I bougl'it 
CJ) 
-.;J 
I $lol4ooool mailed a letter to my girle 
November 6 
I husked corn today and yesterdayo It · 
returned me 48 bushels. I did not ~o to 
church once on the sabbath day, but~oowent •o 
the sweet girlvs.ooand sat down together to 
talk and kiss and embrace in loveoo•olt was 
four-thirty when we heard her father jump 
out of bed. Gathering up my things very 
promptly and snatching a farewell kiss I left 
my sweet darlingo I tried to be very 
careful on arriving not to let them know I 
had not remained all night and was at this 
moment getting up, but I did not succeed. 
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February 24 
Friday evebing I went to my darling'soo 
Her rather growled a little, and I am determ-
ined not to go back before the end of two 
weekso 
March 3 
I spent most of -the time today in study-
ing Hollickfis Physioloslooooit is a very in= 
teresting as well as edifying bookooooI wish 
that I dared take it to the girl's and read 
it to hero But nOoooo 
Marek !4 
Lovec O sweet passion& I spent sh1s morn-
ing with Hollick's Physiologzoooo 
March 1$ 
I have been busy reading the Physiologz 
all dayo 
May 7 
I burn with the wish t6 be her husband -~ 
live in her armso I left her among kisses and 
sweet emotions or love Sunday morning, leavin~ 
0\ 
with her Hollickis Physiologyg which she in a> 
her purity and virtue tookrnwith much hesitattO(\,., 
twe sheets of paper{lol2) 9 and that same 
evening as I was passing 11a f the shop, I 
~aid for the carrying or m1 Tribune ($026} ~ 
I also lent a dollar to my g1rlo ($lo~~)o 
August J.4 
Went to church to heat' an Episcopal dis-
course by Mro Brusho Not · very goodo ·· But ·· 
one ·more evento ... oWednesday August -13, 18'62, 
-I · had to register ·my marr1agei What? I, a 
married? True enougho My heart's; darling 
whom I have loved so long, so constantly, 
so frantivally. is mine& We are keeping it 
a secret» but it has been guesses but not 
discoveredo How sweet it is to be with he~t 
I paid f.3000 fee for the 11acenae 0 oi;o~ 
The passionate shepherd t o his love 
Come live with me and be my love 9 
And we will all the pleaSUi'es prove 
That valleys9 groves~ hills and fiel•s 9 
Woods or steepy mountains yields Q 
And we will sit upon the rocks9 
Seeing the shepherds feed their !locks, 
By shallow rivers to whose falls 
Melodious birds sing madrigalsv 
And I will make thee beds of ~oses 
And a thousand fragrant posieSp 
A cap of flowers, and a kirtle o 
Emboidered all with leaves of .~ myrtle; 
ft gown 111ade of the finest wobl 
Which from our pretty lambs we pull; 
Fair lined slippers for the c•ldi 
With buckles of the pnrest goldJ 
A belt or straw and ivy buds» 
With coral clasps and amber studs: 
And if these pleasures may thee move» 
Come live with me and be ~ love o 
The shepherds; llM'ain shall dance and sing 
For ttw delight each May morning 1 
If these delights thy mind may move$ 
Then Uve with me and be my love o 
~ 
~ ,;-.-• 
Shep: Darling, come hereo 
,Gillian: Yes? 
lshep: My, but you!'* nose starv cold a long 
timeo 
Gill; I'M cold*blooded 
Shep: I~d hardly say thato You know 
something? You get better all the 
t1meo to be with. To do things with. 
Everythinge I've never known what 
to do with Saturday sfternoons in 
New York before, except wait for them 
to become Saturday night 0 This one's 
been wondel'ful. 
Gill: Lunching at the Plaza -going ·to an 
art exhibit- walking down Park · 
Avenue? The most ordinary thingsl. 
r 
! 
Shep: And what a bit of: magic oan do to themS 
Gill: Magic? 
Shep: Welle isn't it? Two weeks ago tonight 
we meto And they've been magic weeks~ 
Gill:I knowo They haveo They•ve been 
exactly thato Enchanted! No, Shep 
We're going to have tea. 
Shep: F.11'st •••• Righto 
Gill:Oh, Shep, not another pinl You, who 
won't even pick up a newspaper! 
Shep: I've always picked up pins~ Okay 0 
I know. Sheer superatit1on 0 Doesn't 
mean a thingo 
!l 
G 
Gill: How many have you got 1n there already $ 
~' 
Shep: I have not& I'll throw them in the 
· 1'1:rea 
Gill~ Noo 
Shep: W\IJy not? 
Gill: It's bad .lucko Yes, I'm superstitious, 
tooo I'll take them. Give them to me. 
. Shep: What are you going to do with them? 
Gill: Keep theme They come 1n handy. 
Shep: What f.'or? 
Gill: Dif~erent things. 
Shep:--Consistent, aren't you? SupeFst1tioue 
--yet you'll have this thing in the 
place, after what Redl1tcb said about 
it? 
Gill: I think it's kind of friendlyo 
don't thinkl 
met a single 
Gill: And yo~'~e not going to. They•re 
awful. 
Sher;.: What are they like? 
Gill: Like? They•re--Irresponsible--and 
malicious--and unprinci~led--and tun. 
Shep: Well, that's somethingo 
~ 
0 
G&ll'-.} I'm not sure that's not the worst 
part. , 
Shep: Rey, what's eating you all of a 
sudden? 
G111: I don't know. I just don't like 
myself very much, that's all .• 
Shep: I'm crazy about you. Gillian, wh,.a 
are we going to get married? Wha~'s 
The matter? · 
Gill: I must have missed a chapter somewhereo 
Shep:Darling, after the last two weeks, 
You can•t say, "This is so sudden." 
Gill: No, but I hadn't thought of marriage. 
Shep: Darling, that's the man's remark--
usually. 
Gill: You mean you've been thinking of it 
--all along? 
Shep: Well, not all along, but--now it's 
getting pretty bad. I never knew a 
man could feel this way. I'm going 
crazy. I've let everything slide. My 
business has got shot to hell. My 
secretary glares at me, and my partner 
isn't speaking to me. I can't stay in the 
office for wanting to get to this 
place, and to you • . When I get he:re 
I can't wait to get close to you. 
And then I never can get close enougho 
Gill: And how do you think marriage would 
cure that? 
s hep: I don•t know. I don't care. But we 
can't go on like this 
Gill: Darling-- that's t he woman's rek.kk--
usually! 
Shep: 
Gill: 
You know I'm in love with you. 
Marriage is the logical next stepo 
DoesnVt it seam that way to you? 
Gill, why are you ducking this? 
iell me, be ser~uuso 
T don't think I'm cut out for 
marriage; that's allo 
Shep: In what way? 
Gill: The way I've lived.e. 
Shep: How have you lived? 
Gill: Selfishly•·-restlessly--one thing after 
anothere I don•t mean affairs. 
Shep: I'm glad to hear that. What do you 
mean/ 
Gill: Just--one thing after another. 
Shep: Well, anyhow, thare 1 s a time to stopo 
There's a moment when we get the chance 
to go one of two ways forevero But 
You've got to recognize the moment 
when 1t comeao This is it-=for me. 
I thought for you, too. No? 
Gill: I don't knowo It would mean --giving 
up a whole way of living--and th1nkingo 
I8ve wondered sometimes if I couldo 
And wished I couldo 
Shep: Settle down, you mean? 
Gill: You can call it that. But that•s not 
what's worrying mee 
Shep: What it? 
-.,'J 
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I told you. Me. 
Shep: So long as it's not me. 
Gill: It's not. 
Shep: Then let me do the worrying. Well? 
Gill: You•re te~pting me. 
Shep: That's better. 
Gill: The kettle must be boiling by now. 
Shep: They don•t bo11 if you watch them--eh? 
Gill: I wonder. I wonder if I could 0 
Suppose he fouid out, arterward. 
That would be bad. And what would 
all the others say? Don't loo~ at me 
like that. I will, if I want to. 
Shep, I willo. 
Shep: I'd like to hear that againo. 
Gill: I will. I want too 
Shep: I think you will hava ·to put that 
cup down. Oh, Darling ••• darlingo••• 
darling& What do we say now? Where 
shall we live? Shall I buy this place 
from you? Then we can throw the .other 
tenants out and unconvert ito 
Gill: I 1 ve only got a lease on this house~ 
And anyway, I'd ltke to start somewhere 
!fresho Shep--don•t ask me questions 
about my past. 
Shep: You do make it sound lurid. 
Gill: I don't mean it that way. Thot: 
have been--episodes. Do you wa 
know about them? 
Shep: Er-no. I don't think I doo 
there 
to 
Gill: Well, thatvs the way I feel about it 
all& My life's bean sort of raffia~= 
at least, seen through your eyeso And 
I don't want to talk about ito 
Shep: Yes, but your childhood, everything that 
makes you what you are--I'm jealous of 
these things. Oh, I know you don't feel 
that way. You're not jealous, in the 
remotest degree, about anythingo You 
knww thare was another woman--right up to the 
moment we met --yet you've never asked 
me one thing about her. Who she was, or 
anything. That seems incredible to meo 
Gill: Yes, but that--whatever it was -- is 
overo I know it is. 
Shep: Even so, a little twinge of jealousy 
would be flatter1ngo 
Gill: Oh, don•t think I can't be jealouso 
I oan~-in my o"Wn way. It 1 s my worst 
thing. Almost. That, and trying to 
get something for nothing. Eating 
my cake, and having it, too. But I'll 
be different from now on. I promise 
you. I swear. 
Shep: I don't want you different. 
Gill: But I want to be different. Quite diffe<Qjr 
-'1 
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Your hands lie open ·1n 
The . finger-points look 
Your eyes smile peaceo 
- and glooms 
the long fresh grass, 
through like rosy blooms; 
The pasture gleams · 
1 Nea.th billowing skied that scatter and amas$ri 
All around our nest, fer as the eye can pass• 
Are golden king..-cup fields with silver edge 
Where cow-parsley skirts the hawthozane .. hedge o. 
•Tis visible silence, still as the hoUF•glasso 
Deep 1n the sun-searched growths the dragon-fly 
Hangs like a blue thztead loosened from thk sky: 
So this ·winged hour is dropt to us from above-
OhA clasp we to our h&a:rts, fox- deathless dow&r, 
·- This close=compan1oned inarticulate hour 
vlhen twofold silence was the song of loveo 
Rossetti 
,, 
Shep: I won•t stand for itl I wonder -it 
two people have ever bad a romance 
like this beforeo 
Gill: Very fewl Very tewl 
Shep: Damn few. 
Gill: Yes. Damn felftl' 
..,:i 
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CAN T~IS RO~ANCE BE SAVED? 
(Lolita and Humbert Consult a Marriage 
Counselor) OR (Never read Vladimar 
Nabokov and The Ladies• Home Journal 
on the same evening.) 
COUNSELOR: Humbert was a tall graying mano 
The natural pallor of his skin 
was 'perhaps accentuat ed by the 
drabness of his present garbe 
With his quiet, old=world charm 
he made me welcome in his cell 
and spoke quite readily or his 
broken r omance. 
HUMBERT: Doctor, picture~=if you wil l-=my 
darling, my nymphet, my Lolita, 
her scrawny, brown, twelve-year-
old legs splashed all over with 
daubs of Mercurochrome, which spread 
like roses under the little white 
wings of band-aids. 
~o watch her sit at the kitchen 
table and play jacks was to know 
what Aristotle meant by pity and 
terror and to feel with Oedipus, 
arriving blind and gutted a t 
- " ,, 0 J O'n' 'lJ' Colonus. The jacks in her grubby 
paws, flew into the air like little 
prisms of silver, like stars. And 
when sometimes it happened, as it 
often did, tbat the small rubber 
ball dropped from her hands into 
the butter dish (my darling was no t 
very well co-ordinated), the stream 
ot four-letter words that poured 
from her adorable little mouth 
would have dazzled a fishmongePo 
Ah, Lolita-~the snap, snap, splat 
ot her bubble gum (she chewed 
twelve hours a day, my lamb did) w\ 11 
echo down the corridors of all my 
dreamso Even in Hell I will be 
bedeviled (forgive the pun, it was 
intentional) by visions of the 
precieus one curled up in my lapo 
My conscience, that wary censor, 
that watchdog of memory, permits me 
to recall only the happy hours, 
when Lolita lay at my feet poring 
....:1 
~ 
over movie magazines and munching 
candy apples (alas, she often 
brought these-~the apples-~to bed)o 
It has been suggested that attar 
her mothervs timely demise I forced 
my attentions on this angel-
nymphet. But I swear to you that 
I did no more than kidnap her from 
that summer camp, right under the 
toothy smiles of the lady counselors 
(fat ~i~dle-agod sows, all of them, 
twenty-two or older). It was 
little Lolita, accomplished boyond 
he~ years, who seduced poor old 
Hfimbert. It was the fly, if you 
will, who gobbled up the spidero 
You must remember that I was worn 
down from poring over scholarly 
journals (did you know doctor, that 
DanteVs Beatrice was a nymphet of 
thirteen?} and weakened by the 
atrociously poor food provided by 
the series of mental institutions 
< 
to which I was periodically 
committedo ·On the other hand, 
T1f1 little lamb chop was in fight-
ing trim, lithe and lean from pla7° 
ing hopsootcho Oh, Lolita, Mon 
Dieut (ThatVs French, Doctor; 1am 
a very educated man.) 
Imagine my horror mpen my darling,. 
who--what is that vulgar phaase?-= 
who had it made, who had handsome, 
hairy Humbert in the palm ot her 
tiny hand, left, scrammed, vamoosed , 
ran off;, And ran off, would you 
believe it, with the first rat, 
balding slob who promised her a· 
glimpse of Disneyland. And I, all 
alone, bewailed my outcast state 
and troubled the deaf deities with 
my burping noisy grief. Ah, laugh 
it you will, but hath not a prevert 
eyes, hands, senses, passions, and 
affections? Do you wonder that I 
killed him? 
...:J 
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And here I am, behind bars that contain me and enclose 
me like my own parentheses. Yesterday and 
yesterday and yesterday I was always her victim, 
Doctor. An unlikely story, you say, and yet you 
may have observed how well it sells. 
Counselor: I woul.d not say that ·my first interview 
with twelve•year•old Lolita was entirely success• 
ful. In the first piace she WQS busy manipu• 
lating her yoyo and seemed reluctant to talk. 
After I had gained her confidence, she opened up 
a little. 
Lolita: Look, Doc, it was a nightmare from the be•. 
ginning. The night be swiped me from that camp 
and took n&~ to the motel, do you know what he did 
to me? First of ~11, ~u gotta get the picture 
that there's nothing in thi~ room hat the dc-u=le 
bed and .one bureau. · So what happens? Humbert 
takes the three big drawers for his stuff and 
. ~nd leaves me with those t:Wo tiny little drawers 
0n top. I couldn't even get all my hair ribbons 
in. Was l bumed up?? · 
1 1 11 say this. Be could be sweet enough when he 
tried or wanted to. But .as soon as we were up in 
the morning, my troubles began.. Boy, did be 
ovetwork this togetherness bi~. All this jazz 
about 11 sharing11 nearly drove me out of my littl~ 
pink mind. If I went to the front side walk to 
skip rope, ~had to skip rope. We had to cut 
down the clothes line to get a rope big enough 
for him. Boy, you should have seen him, huffing 
·and puffing and getting his big clodhoppers all 
tangled up in the rope. If I had an onion sand• ·· 
wich, you bet your life Big. Daddy had to have an 
onion sandwich. He'd pile on the onions and then, 
as soon as he got it all down, he'd tum abso• 
lutely gr~en and have to drink gallons of BromQ• 
Seltzer. · All this time he'd be groaning and 
s~ying, "Yous see, mah puhteet, I'd do anything 
_for you••anything." I'd coine right out and tell 
him, "Look Pops, if you wanna do me a real favor, 
go to the movies and leave me alone for about 
two hours," Then he'd start to cry and say I w• 
just trying to get rid of him. 'lbat guy cries ~ 
wch he should have bad windshield wipers . fo~ · 
his glasses. 
But the worst of al was the way he bogged things. 
On Sunday momtng, who used to toddle out in his 
pajamas and grab all the funnies first? Hr. Serutan. 
Of course by the time 1 got hold of them, they 
were an absolute mess. Be used to pretend that 
he just wanted to know what I was reading. But 
he didn't fool me. A fortyayear•old yakking it 
up over Little Orphan Amlie••I ask you. If you 
want the inside story, Doc, I'm looking for a 
more mature man. 
Counselor: At first glance it seemed as though these 
two people were poles apart. To begin with, there 
was the vast differences in their ages. Obvio~sly 
it was difficult for an experienced girl like 
Lolita to put up with Humbert's childishness • 
'!'he solution for this pair did not come all at once . 
But as our sessions drew to a close I felt that 
the future looked brighter for them both. Lolita 
has agreed to stop bringing candied ·apples~to .'bed. (Th~ 
onion sandwiches are no longer a problem; siuce 
Lolita's gall -bladder operation she is no longer 
able to .tolerate raw onions.) 
On his side, Humbert bas agreed to stay in prison, 
With time off for good behavior, he can look foreward 
to a parole in forty•five years. At this time he 
will be eighty•five Glad should be sufficiently 
mature to shoulder his responsibilities. Lolita 
will wait for him. I have decided to take Lolita 
into my home as my ward. In the meantime, 
Good luck to you both, Lolita and Humbert. 
The Snake Bas All the Lines 
.Jean Kerr. 
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()HE FOURPOSTER 
HE: (putting shoe down~ he leans agaisnt her 
knee)o Oh, darling, I am happye 
SHE: I think I'm going to cry~ 
HE: You should, you know. This is a very sad 
occasion, really. Your youth is overo 
SHE (pushing him back and getting up). I 
want to go home e 
HE: What o o o 
SHE: I canotg I want to go home! 
HE: (still on knees)o Darling, what's the 
matter? What have I done? 
SHE: (picks yp shoeo) I want to go homeo I 
should never have married youo 
HE: (rises)o Agnes 0 0 9 
i • 
I 
SHE: Then what did you say? What did you s ay 
when you brought me in here? 
HE: Whato 
SHE: "If I 1 m drunk, I'm drunk with happinesso 
Thatvs ·what you said.; 
HE: But, darling~ only a minute ago you aaid 
fourself .. o o 
); SHE: I did noti 
\ 
'l 
HE: Well. of all the •• o (takes her by 
the shoulderso) Here smelli (Breathes 
at her with .his mouth wide openo) 
Ho, ho, hoo! 
SHE: What on earth is that? 
HE: What? 
SHE: On your head? 
SHE: How can you! How dare you say such a thing! 
HE: But what o o o I haven't said a. thing all 
night but that I was o o 6 
SHE: My youth overi That 9 s what you would 
liket (She puts her arms around his neck 
and weeps o) 
HE: (comforting her inexperiencedly)o That's 
right, darling; that's it; you cry, my 
dearest; that's the spirito 
SHE: That•s o o • thatus why you made me drink 
such a lot, taking nothing yourself all the 
timeo 
HE: Why, I've had at least three bottleso 
HE: Oho 0 0 
SHE: Do you wear a nightcap? 
HE: Oh, noo Just now when there's a drafto 
(Rises, takes cap off and puts it in his 
pocket.) 
SHE: Is that a nightshirt? 
HE: What have you got on~ 
SHE® My father has been weari~g pajamas for 
ageso 
HE: Oh, has he really? ~ell, I don•t o 
SHE: Why have you • • • changes/ 
HE: Why have you? 
...J 
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f:.~iE1 Oh o o o I'm sleapyo 
h"E: So am Io 
SHE : Well, then, shall we • • • 
HE: Why, yes ••• let's. 
SHE : All right. Which side do~ you want? 
SHE: Michael, please turn ~roundo e 
)HE: 
.#ti 
Oh, I~m so sorry o • o I didn't realizeo • 
(He sits down on the edge of the chest, 
putting his coat beside him, and takes 
ott his shoes and sockso She steps out 
of dress and hangs it in wardrobeo Goes 
back up onto daiso) 
HE : I? Oh, well ••• I don't care, really. l · SHE: It's a ather a pretty bed, isn°t it? 
Any side that suits you is all right with me" : HE: Yes, it is, isn't it? It was my fath9rvs, 
you know. SHE : I think I would like the far sideo 
Because or the dooro 
HE: The door? 
SHE : (turns back quilt.) Because of breakfast; 
and in case somebody should knocko You 
could answer it. 
HE : I seeo 
SHE : (picks up "God is Love" pillow from bed)~ 
What o s this? 
HE: What? 
SHE : This little pillow? Did you put that 
there? 
· SHE: Not your motherVs? 
,, , 
" HE: Yes, of course, my parents 1 o I was born 
in it, you know. 
SffE: Michael • • • 
• 
1 H:m (turning toward her). Yes, darling? 
• SHi.: (backing up)c; No, don't lookt Michael? 
' HE: (turning away)o Yes? 
, SHE~~ Te 11 me how much you love me, once mozae o 
HE: I canst any more. 
HE: or course notA ; HHE• What. s it g 0 t writ ten om it? ; • , What? 
1 ~ can~ t love you any more than Iv m doing o 
I wor o • ·.I'm the hap o ... I'm mad 
about youo 
. . 
SHE: "God is .Love~ Ob, how. ll'Weet! Moth'r 
must have done thato Wasn't that lovely. 
other? (Puts pillow back on bedo) 
HE: (looks at dooza). Yes, lovely., 
(She turns away and starts undres~lngo H~ 
takes off his coat o She turns o :A_fter an · 
embarrassing moment 1n which neither of . · 
them can think of anything to sayo) 
. HE: 
SHE: ·That's what I am about you .. Onestlyo 
; HE: T~a t is nice; dear .. 
SHE: I am so happy, I couldn't be happiero 
, HE: That is lovely, darlingo 
-.:2 
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SHE: And I wouldn ' t want to be, eithero 
HE: What? 
SHE: Happier. 
HE: I see. 
' 
SHE: Michael& What are you doing7 
HE: (On dais)o Nothing. I hurt my toeo 
(He gets into bedo) 
L SHE: Oh, I'm so sorryo (Long silence.) 
Do get into bed ~arefully, won't youg 
SHE: I wish that everything could stay as it was-~ HE: I'm in it alreadyo 
before today. I couldn't stand any more -- ; 
happ1nesso Could you? ~ SHE: (after another silenceo) 
! 
Michael? 
HE: God, noo 
SHE: How coldly yo~ say that& 
HE: But what the lazing hell do you expect me 
to say? 
SHE: Michaelt Is that language for the wedding 
nio o o before going to sleep? You ought 
H't1'• . , . 
to be ashamed of yourself I 
But damn it, Agnes ••• (Sneezes.) I -
I've got a splitting headache and l'm 
dying of cold feeto (Takes nightcap from 
picket and puts it on.) 
SHE: {takes off her slippers)~ Then why don•t 
you get into bed, silly? (He rises.) 
Not A momentl A momenti lYi-/t'fl~fit/l.t)~il 
HE: (reaches behindhim and takes her hando) 
Darling, listeno You are an angel• and 
I'm madly in lo~re with you, and I'm 
embarrassed to death and so are you. 
and that's the reason why we ••• Good 
nighto (He reaches up and turns down 
the light bracket.) 
SHE: Good nighto (He takes off his trousers 
and puts them on chairo) Can you find 
your way? 
HE: Yes, yes o •• (Going back up to bed, 
stubs his toeo) Ouchi 
HE: 
SHE: 
= 
~ 
HE: 
SHE: 
; 
~ 
! HE: • 
i 
Yes? 
Michael, what was it you didn't want to 
tell me tonight? 
Ah ••• 
You may tell me now, if you like. I'm 
not embarrassed any more, somehowo 
Well, • o 
; SHE: If you tell me what it was. I'll tell 
you something as willo ' 
; 
~ HE• ; . What? 
.•.. 
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SHE: 
HE: 
SHE: 
HE: 
But you must tell me as wello Promise 
me? 
Yes. 
No, promise me first. 
I · o o • I've never seen a ·man ••• before 
• o o completelyo Nevero 
HE: Oh, well -- you havenvt missed mucho 
3HE: And you? 
HE: Oho 
SHE: Have1You1ever seen a woman before • • o comp ete y? 
~ (C) 
lIH~ : W1 • • • HE: Oh please, Agnes, letnstvy to go t leepo 
SHE: What does that mean? : SHE: 
HE : You know, I once had my fortune told by a 
gypsyo ; HE: 
SHE: 
fIE : 
Oh • • 
She said I'd have a very happy married life, 
that I'd live to a ripe old age, and she 
SHE: 
r HE: 
:. SHE: 
HE: 
SHE: 
said that everything would turn out all righto :. 
SHE: 
HE : 
SHE: 
HE: 
And was she ••• naked? 
Of coui-se nott She went from house to 
house with a goat. 
Oh o •o Good night. 
Good nighto f Pause.) Are you comfy? 
SHE: Oh, yes. 
HE: Not too cold? 
SHE: Heavens, no. I'm ~oasting. And you? 
HE : Rather cold, really. 
SHE: (after a silence). Michael1 
HE : Yes? 
SHE: Michaeli I think I smell gasc (she sits 
up) 
HE : THAT must be the drink. 
SHE: Do you still smell of drink that much? 
I can't believe it. 
HE: Yes. 
SHE: Let me smell your breath aga1no 
, HE: 
~-. 
~ ~ 
1: 
i 
I 
SHE: 
HE: 
SHE: 
HE: 
SHE: 
Bo, Michael, I want to smell ito If it 
is the gas, we may be dead tomorrow, both 
Of USo 
Oh, well o o " 
Oh, wellJ Do you want to die? 
Sometimes .. 
Now? 
No, no. 
Please, Michael, let 
sniff before I go to 
won't close an eyeo 
Michaelo 
me have a little 
sleep; otherw1se 8 I {Lies downo) Please 
(sits up and l3ans over her.) Hol Hot 
Hot (Lies back on his pilowo) Thereo 
(sits up and leans over him)o I don't 
smell a thing. Do it again~ 
Hot Ho& 
Again? 
Ho, hbo 
Again • o o 
CURTAIN 
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0 
cornelia agnes bedelia depew knew all there was 
to know about ooo 
lif'Goo• 
and loV&ooo 
and s-E""X 
and whenever someone. mentioned that mr.s. S·ome-
body or .other had . just roec1eved. a visit .from 
·the sto?'k, cornelia agnes· bedelia depww just 
smiled a knowing smile, and winked a knowing 
wink. because she knew all there was to know 
about o o o 
LIFE 
AND LOVE 
AND s-:m-x ~ • -
one day as m!sa depew was walkir~ in t;hi:, p~lr 
she saw a MAN*1.t-
a mant said miss depew 
don't get me wrongooemiss depew had seen many 
a man in her day 
BUT YES 
but this man was different from any man whom 
she had eyer seen before 
BUT YES 
he was sitting quietly on a park bench reeding 
pigeons, but that 1sn•t the point 
BUT NO 
Por it one looked closely, and miss depew al9 
ways did look closely at things especially 
men, one could see that this man was somewhat 
sans costume 
NAKED 
-~1 beg your pardon my good man, said miss 
depew, but 7ou strike me as being somewhat 
sans ·ooa tum.e 
N*A*K*E*D 
-~you are very observant said the man, tor yes 
I AM 
~0but why, asked miss depew, are you 
. lf ••• A •• oK• •.• E ••• D 
~~what, asked the man, have 1 to hide 
miss depew smiled 
A FRIENDLY SMILE 
and w1nke'd 
A FRIENDLY WINK 
and said 
WHAT A PERFECTLY CHARMING ATTITllIDE 
and immediately began to doff HiUf 
HER CLOTHES=- . 
HER CLOTHES** 
HER CLOTHES=---
AJ.L o:r THEM 
=~very companionable or you, aaid the man, i•m 
sure and he gave miss dapew a friendly pat on 
her 
DUFF 
and t!;avoe he~ a ~ell !'!:oant~a !:?lsp 01:i. th.s 
. . DUFF 
~-how da~e you, said miss depew 
but she wasn't angry 
IN THE LEAST 
and slapped him back, a friendly slap 
ONo a a 
THEo•o 
DUFFooo 
but after some minutes of this, they decided 
they were getting 
NOWH~RE 
and they decided to give it up for better thine6 
to do 
LET US 
ventured the man 
GO ••• TO ••• MY ••• APARTMENT 
...... a oha:rming idea, said miss dapew 
A CHARMING 
CHARMING 
CHARMING 
idea 
and so they went 
when the apartment was reached, the man offerec\ 
miss depew a drink 
WHISKEY OH1 
OJ 
..... 
when miss depew had finished her drink, he 
offered her anotha~ 
WHISKEY OH~ 
when miss-depew was somewhat ttghtooo 
--i'd adore to, said miss depew, i simply 
1 ... u=u-ov art 
of any·kind 
ETCHINGS OHi 
especially etchings · 
ETCHINGS O*<&*<>°'t-OH t 
--they, said tha man, are in here, the 
BEDROOM 
~-lead on Mcdought said miss depew, and laughed 
a knowing laugh, and winked a kmowing wink, . 
fo?t you see, cornelia agnes b0delia depew · 
KNEW 
all about life, 
and love,, 
and-... oh,yes, s-el}X 
ESPECIALLY S.~E*X 
sot they wen~ int,o.the m 
BEDROOM OHt 
and then 
AND THEN 
AND THEN 
cornel1a agnes belel1a depew got the biggest, 
that is to say the · 
B ••• I ••• G ••• s ... s ... s ••. T 
surprise of her lite 
FOR THERE 
on the wall 
WITH WHITE MATS 
AND BLACK FRAMES 
AND LOOKING VERY PRETTY 
were twelve 
E=1'=C""H-I-N~G-S 
OHt 
at that very mament co~nelia agnes bedelia 
de pew 
LOST FAITH OHl 
EUXDEXHDKDJDXDX 
but she married the man, so that there would 
be someone 
TO PROTECT HER 
TO HONOR HER 
TO CHERISHDX HER, 
that is to say, 
TO LOVE HER 
and they lived · · 
BUT BS 
nakedly ever after 
·FOR 
AND HAD JUST OODLES OF NAKED 
CHILDREN 
what had they to hide? 
(l) 
l\:> 
APPENDIX II: 
PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE PRODUCTION 
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PLATE I 
THE BASIC SET FOR HOW DO I LOVE THEE? 
85 
FLATE II 
THE PERFORMERS AS SEEN I N THEIR FORMAL CLOTHES FOR THE FIRST ACT 
OF HOW DO I LOVE THEE 
(LEFT TO RIGHT: RICK BAYLES, BILL HRANK.A, DEN . ..J IS RINGERING , KATHY 
OROS, KAREN ERYSE, JERRI STRAKA.) 
86 
PLATE III 
THE MALE INTERPRETERS IN ACT ONE. 
(LEFT TO RIGHT: RICK BAYLES, BILL HRANKA: DENNIS RINGERING) 
• 
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PLATE IV 
THE FEMALE INTERPRETERS IN ACT ONE. 
(LEFT TO RIGHT: KATHY OROS, KAREN ERYSE, JERRI STRAKA) 
88 
'PLATE V 
CYRANO DE BERGER.AC 
(LEFT TO RIGHT: JERRI STRAKA, RICK BAYLES, BILL HRANKA.) 
PLATE VI 
VICTORIA REGINA 
(BILL HRANKA AND KATHY OROS) 
89 
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PLATE VII 
ACT T 10 I NTERPRETATION COSTUMES. 
(LEFT TO RIGHT: RICK BAYLES, BILL BRANK.A, DENNIS RINGERING) 
.. 
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PLATE VIII 
ACT TWO INTERPRETATION COSTUMES 
(LEFT TO RIGHT: KATHY OROS, KAREN ERYSE, J:ERRI STRAKA) 
• 
PLATE IX 
BELL, BOOK, AND CANDLE 
(DENNIS RINGERING AND KATHY OROS) 
92 
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PLATE X 
THE FOURPOSTER. 
(KAREN ERYSE AND RICK BAYLES) 
. . 
APPENDIX III: 
• SKETCHES OF THE COSTU¥J.ES 
PLATE XI 
ACT I 
95 
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• 
PL.ATE XII 
ACT II 
9'1 
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. ' 
PLATE XIII 
This is the orig inal design for the first act 
interpretation. Costume: bell-skirt and beaded 
blou.se. 
99 
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1 
\ 
! ~·---
• 
PL.ATE XIV 
This 1s the altered costume for the first act: 
straight skirt and blouse • 
101 
J 
I ' 
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PLATE X:V 
These are the various beaded desi~ns used 1n 
the blouses for both acts. Figures #1 and #3 
are black on black. Fig ure #2 1s black on white. 
103 
figure 
-If I 
I 
'. 
I ' 
f1qure 
#z 
·I 
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APPENDIX IV: 
PUBLICITY 
Grad Student's 
Play Scheduled ) 
"How Do I Love Thee?" a col-
lection of romantic literature, will 
be presented at 8 p.m. Sunday in 
the Fine Arts Center. 
The program was adapted by 
Douglas Koertge, graduate student 
in speech working as assistant in 
theatre. Koertge, who is direct-
ing the show, also designed the 
set and costumes for the produc-
tion which is part of his work to-
wards a M.S. in Ed. degree. 
Among the literature selected 
for the production are "The Diary 
of Ann Frank," "Victoria, the 
Queen," "Cyreno de Bergerac," "A 
Rose for Miss Emily," "Patterns," 
"Lollita," and others. 
The cast includes Bill Hranka, 
Karen Eyrse, Jeri Straka, Deni 
Ringering, Kathy Oros and Rick 
Bayles. 
The show will be presented only 
the one evening and admission is 
free. 
J.06 
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PARENTHETICALS 
By Jim Rinnert 
_.._ 
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* * 
If you have Sunday evening free, it would be worthwhile to 
drop by the Fine Arts Theatre at 8 p.m. As work toward a master's 
degree, Douglas Koertge has single-handedly put together a show, 
"How Do I Love Thee"- a program of oral interpretation and acting 
of romantic literature. 
Judging from the bits and pieces of rehearsals I've seen and 
from past Koertge-projects, the show promises to be unique, beauti-
ful and very exciting. Furthermore ... It's free. 
The press clippings are from the February 12, 1965 iseue 
of the Eastern News. 
The following page 1s the flyer used to announce the 
production. Poeters--not included--were also employed. 
{i,fl_S~ ~ ~ tl'.-~ = 
CL ~r,o 3 rQ./rru ~ Q<J-k_p~od.LA:g 
Cl~¢~ ~~On_,, 
' 
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AP'P END IX V : 
PROGRAM 
The followin g three pages are composed of the three 
views of the program used for How Do I Love Thee? Front, 
back, and center of the program are mounted. The center 
is slightly altered from its original size to facilitate 
its inclusion in this paper. 
l~ 
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arts 
pr~sents 
"how do i love thee?" 
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future productions 
i, diary .... an experiment in chamber theatre .... march 26, 27, 28 
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"how do i love thee?" 
arranged and adapted by douglas koertge 
cast 
rick bayles 
kathy oros 
act one 
bill hranka 
karen eyrse 
deni ringering 
jerri straka 
sonnet . . • e lizabeth barrett browning 
sonnet •• •• william shakespeare 
sonnet .• • . dante gabriel rossetti 
diary of anne frank 
cyrano de bergerac •.• . edmond rostand 
a rose for emily • ... william faulkner 
victoria regina • ••• lau~ence housman 
patterns •••• amy lowell 
intermission 
act two 
the passionate shepherd ••• • christopher marlowe 
the nymph ' s reply •••• walter raleigh 
my sweet old etcetera ••• ,ee cummins 
dia r y of frank lester ward 
bell, book, and candle •••• john van druten 
can th i s romance be saved? •••• jean kerr 
the fourposter • • • • jan de hartog 
etc ••••• g . t.b , 
supervising staff 
director •••• douglas koertge 
assistant director • •• • david walker 
stage manager • • • • david mrizek 
stage crew •• • • holly glosser, chuck rolinski 
costume manager •••• alice tanner 
costume crew • •• • barbara fischer, mimi mccarter 
lighting . c •• john rhodes, <lave bumgarner 
music , , . , loralee coleman 
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APPENDIX VI: 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
• 
.&. V.. U ._ -.J V u..:,. .i. l.LJJ::., • 
--- --- __.........., __.... 
' 
.· 
Did yot., in 
to ha·1ing acti g 
se.me p og:ram? 
-:I" • vi ng c , 1 ng a~· 
object 
. 
i ' \Jt:l .IO:t ld ... 
pretat1on in srune program? YES NO 
would yo1 i pref r having acting and 1nter-
p!'etat1on separated• i.e., all acting and 
then sll 1nterpretc..t1.on? YES NO 
Was the change from interpretation to 
qcting confusing to you? YES NO 
Were tbe stage arsas separate enough to 
show tho distinction between acting snd 
interpretation'! ·'YES !:;C 
Do you feel th1s distinction was 
necessary? YES NO 
Did tha music 1ntsrruµt or break your 
11.n& of thought betw~en sceriss? YES NO 
Did the musio prov1ds a successful 
~ransition between scenes? YES NO 
. Did the eosturo1ng or the two medtums 
help to distinguish acttr.g nd 1nterpre= 
tation? YES NO 
Would you like to seo tutura presen~ 
tetions of this type---with a central 
theme or works by one author? YES NO 
Please give any crit1c1srns, good 
'r ~a. about the production itself on the 
bf.le' o .. hi3 questlonn ire. 
~ uld you pl a$e answer this queation-
nal~o med at9ly after the performance and 
hand 1t to the usher as · you leav~? 
Copy of the questionnaire g iven to the audience. 
114 
f 4· JW '··'I .. • • J ... ~ ~ .:.: 
·~
Did yo1,, in the s tght;ast c1egr13 . ., objeet 
t o having acting and in~erpr~tation in 
same prog1·>:Un'? 
Diu ycr;,,i o-nj ~T i v nc $ir! •• f g 0 .. 'ti. .. ~l t:d , • .,, 
pz-etation in th~ same program? @>NO 
would you prefer' having acting a.nd inter-.., 
pretation $SpaC"a.tedi. lee., a.11 acting a~ 
t: on all interp" etat1on? YES~ 
we.o t11e ~lw.nge from tnterpretation~ 
9.cti.ng confusing to yott? YES~ 
hf ere the s taga a.rf.tat'l Si;jpare.t~ enough to 
show the disttnction ~ot..;~en s.cting 
interpretation? ~C 
Do you feel th!.s dts \iinotion w~ 
necessary? Q!§l !W 
Did the music interrupt or b1~e~mr 
11r.i.e of: th.ought betw'3en acenes? ~NO 
Did tho music provide a 
transition between ~ceaes? 
. Did the costuming ot· the two mediums 
help to d1.st:lnguish e.ct~ . .':'.'lg and !nte~.::.-.. = 
tat'l.on? ~NO 
Would you like to see future presen= 
tations of thia type---wi~h n centra· 
theme 01• wo::eks by one author? NO 
Ples3e givo any criticisms, good 
~'r bad, about the production itself' on the 
°t\-'1Ck cf' this r:mestlonnair9 
' ' 
~· . (Would y9;1 plea.se answer thia question.,, 
ns.:c•re ~·rnnedlntely a.rte.!' -i;he pe1•ror"!'l8.~1ea ~nd 
1Uillt\ 1 t to the uaher s..:; you leave? t 
-1v~· 1J\J J.. J.J •I• -' .: 
_......... _"' .... - ----
Did yo• ; 1.n th·" -41 $..o-h t est c1EH71"'"1 · .. ob ie~t 
to he:;r1ng ac.,.ing And ~ntarprota.:..s.0:1 in tne 
s ania prog:r~.n1? \.'ES f1!9' 
.:)id :·fOU i." j t y ti 1V1.ng FIC ti.r~~ 
r, r etat1.on in the sa..'Tle proerruu? 
I ' .,Cr 
~NO 
would you pref'er he'r ini acting and inter ... 
p~etation separated, lee., all acting and 
t 1.1Ern all interprets.tion'i' YES~ 
Was the change from :i.nterpretation to 
~cting confusing to you? YES~ 
Were the stage a.r~Hl;~ s.apa.1"a te enough tc 
show the distin~~ion bet.ween acting and 
interpretation? @ ;;c 
Do you feel this distinction 
c.!f1cesse.r-y? 
Did the niu::Jio 1ntarr-upt or r;rieak your 
ltne of thought b~tw~en ac.H~mH:i? YES~ 
Did tba music p~ovida a successful 
t1~e.naition be'i; 1o:ien sce(.lS ? ~NO 
,, Did the cos tum:l.ng of tho two mediums 
help to distinguish ~-~ !.ng e.nd inte~,, 
tn r.~ on? '.'!•:, · NO 
Would you like to see futur•e pres~n.,.· 
ta.tione 01· this ty;.io= ... •WJ. th a. central 
theme oz• work~ by one author? ~J:H) 
Please give any criticisms. good 
~r bad, about the production itself on the 
14ack of this questionnaire., 
\ 
. (Would_ 1ou~ ple~sa anawar this y_uestion~ 
ns.1,ye i romad lt:<.te;.:y- a!'ter t!1e porf'or.mr.u1ce ;;.n d 
ha.nc. i ':: to the usher as 1ou l e a-.1 s 'l \ 
Di yo , in t;he 
to having act.ing and 
se.r1 e progrwn? 
LJ:!. y<>H er. !«:)y • v ng ar.: .·.t !.g 
p.!'et:.ition in the same rirog~a.'11? 
i'{'·~AJ = 
~NO 
WotU.d you D"'ef'e-:t· 11e.ving ct~ng arid inter"" 
pr.etatio. n separated. i~e·i all acting ag.d__ 
then all interpreta~ion? YES\JlQ) 
Was t;he e;ha ge f.r•om .tnterpretaticr! ~ 
~cting confusicg to you? YES~ 
Were th-a ::l tug i a..-.sa.s sepa.ra.te enough to 
show the diatinction between acting~ 
interpretation? ~!~·c 
Do y~u feal ·this distinction w~f 
necessary. .. .. '""'.) .m 
Did the musio ir..terrupt or broak y~ 
line of thought betw-Jen scenea? YES~ 
Did tho music provide a sucoaa~ 
tlNmsition be "Wean :..cenes? ~ lIO 
.. Did the cos tTu"ning Ch tne two m•'Hi iu,"ns 
help t. o distinguish a.ctL'lg and i.nte~ .. .,.,.., 
tat.ion? ~_....,.JNO 
;;;.---
wo~tld you like to ~me :futt:re pre.acne 
tations of t~is type---wi~h a centr~ 
theme or work by one author? ~NO 
Please give auy criticisms, good 
''r bad, about thtl production 1 ts elf" on the 
t.,.~ck of' thilOl questionnair!' .. 
(Would ;vou ol&ase aus~er this .:p.;.es'11ior_.r,., 
ne.1:'1f>t.: 1.rn..lned1ately a!'ter the per1,orm~nee and 
h~ ... nt\ .. t to the ushar as vou lea.VA'?~ 
.. 
... ' .. :::. -~ 
...-·-.:-· 
Did you in the 
to having ac~ing and slightest degre~ j object 1nterprstat1on in the ®No same program? 
Di<l .,.,.-t., ,,,u.Jr;.i.;-t u:'\t ·:ii !::. .:..1.;~..:. .. ,!'.'., 
pretatlon ir.:. the ~H~rne p11 og:ram? 
Would you prefer having s.cttng and inter= 
prstation separated.t ioe·~ all acti~nd 
than all interpretation? ~) NO 
Was the change from inter•pratatlon ~ 
acting confusing to y.:m? YES~ 
Were the stage areas separac·3 enough to 
show tha distinction between aot1ng~ 
interpretation? ~ r~o 
Do you feel this distinction w~ 
necessary? . ~ no 
Did the music interrupt or breaL y~ 
line of thought between see11ea? YES~ 
Did the music provide a success~ 
transition betwaan scenas? . ~ :VO 
Did tha costuming of' tha two mediums 
help to distinguish acting a.n.d intorES ... 
tation? ~~v 
Would you like to see futul'o presen-
tations of thia typo=·.,·with a centraQ 
theme or works by one author? ~ ·~o 
Please give any er!ticisms, good 
or bad, about the production itself on the 
back of th1.s questionnaire .. 
(Would you please ·~n~we?' this question=-
naire 1m~cd!.atel "r aft~"' t1 ..... v ... 1e par l. ormance and h.rmd it to usher· aa yov. Je&vti 7J 
c 
.l 
w 
14! lj.I ~· .. ~ 
·~,re..? 0 y 
ia yo•1 enjoy having a.ctiog 
~we.ticn t~, the sa'T!e program? 
ai.:d~~ -
~ 
~ 
. ' 
~JJL1 vou prefer having actlng and ~rt~ ~ 
~ separated, i~e., all acting~~  
1 nt. ~l"pretation? YES (j 
HU~ uht:t Change from interpreta_t}O ~ 
~ n •nf~sing to you? YES~ 
.~ .re "Gh~ stage areas separa.t :i enough tQ. 
i->r"• •• • r ' :lis irc~ion ~etween acting ~· 
1.r•t ·r·. - • qti n? e;.1c 
~· J fee~ ~h13 distln~~ion w~ 
l' c ""- .r? ~NO 
•~1 the music interrupt or break y~ 
.ine ~ ~, thought oetween scenes? YES~ 
Ji.:. the ~!U3lc provide a succe~ :.> 
t.,.a. ''" imi between scenes'? ~ ·r0 
.. 1ld the co~tuming of the two mediums 
help distlr.guish ctlng and inter~= 
tu lo·.? ~ ·ro 
•: • 1·· d y~a l tke to see future p!'esen 
t~ U.!:. ~ or this type= .... w1 th a centra~ 
th~~. .:ro wo.,..ks by one author? CJ · J 
~Luas~ give any critivisms . ~o~' 
~ r ~ h. ebO 1\: t.he pJ"OdUCtil'n 1 t.3AJ.f On th 
" -< • ... r:iia Qt..estionnaireo 
Di d you 1n the slightest degree~ obj6~ 
·o having ac~ing and in terpretation i n t~~ 
&.."lle p t•ogram? YES <liQ.J 
Did you enjoy having acting and i nter =· ~retation in the same program? ~NO 
Would you prefer having acting and inter= 
pre tation aeparatedp ioe., all acting and 
then a l l interpretation? YES @ 
Was the change from interpretation~ 
ac t ing confusing to you? YES~ 
Were the stage areas separat·3 enough to 
show the distinction between acting and 
interpr etation? C!!J NO 
Do you feel this distinction ~ 
neces s ary? ~NO 
Did the music interrupt or break yo~1 line of thought between scenes? YES e.?J 
Did the music provide a successful 
tran31tton between scenes? ~~O 
Did the costuming of the two mediums 
help to distinguish acting and inter~ 
t at ion? ~~o 
Would you like to see future presen-
tations of this type=-=with a centr~ 
theme or works by one author? YE 'JO 
Please give any crit1cisms 9 go 
o:r bad, about the production itself' on the 
back of this que s tionnaire o 
(Would you please ~nswer th is quest ioncs> 
'1aire !m"ediat ., f'' 
· · · e~y a t11r !:;he pe:r.rorrr.Hnca and 
h : .. "!d ~ t t: u ·het• as you .&. 0 a e? 
Did you in the slightest degree , objeot 
+o having acting and interp~3tat1on int. 
I:' • e pttogrem? YES N 
ULO JVU h.~ Ati L~~ b~v~J~ 
pl'ete.tion 1-i1 tha o:::m.e progrs i? ·04'.~ ""lV" ·~-...... -·-v 4-
Would you prefer h ving acting and inter= 
pretation separated, i.e., all actinu and _ 
then all interpretation? ES ~o 
Was the change from interpretation ~ 
acting confusing to you? YES b 
Were tha stage areas separat3 enough to 
show the distinction between acttng ~ 
interpretation? ~NO 
Do you feel this distinction ~ 
necessary? ono 
Did the music interrupt or break y~ 
line of though·t between scenes? YES~ 
Did the music provide a uccess~ 
transition between see es? ~~O 
Dld thr> costuming of the two madiums 
help to distinguish acting nnd inte~ 
&at ion? ~NO 
Would you like to see .futUI's praasn-
tat!ons o.f this type---w1th a centra~ l 
thema or works by one author? ~~O 
Please give any critieiams, good 
or bad, about the production itself on the 
back of this quest1onna1reo 
(Would you please answer this questionc::> 
naire 1m~ed1ately aftsr ths p~~formanoe and 
h~nd it to usher as you leave?] 
J 
y .1., 1.. 
..J iut ... t .. g ac tln 
ri e .... 0 6 am? 
the i~Lt~s· ae r3e 
and interp~ei;atio. i. ' 
YEJ @ 
~1 ~ you enjoy having acting anCx~te ~ 
l)retat ... on in the same program? YE ,.':"\ 
Would you prefer having acting and _tnte -
pre> .ion separa1ed, ill'e., all acting e.~ 
th n 'tl inteJ9pt-etat1.on? YESQ9! 
~as the change from interpretation~ 
ac tirrn ccnfu ing to you? YES U!QJ 
\ere tha stage areas sepa.rat3 enough to 
s ~ ~h. distinction between acting~-~ 
in~1ror~tation? yv J 
. . 
thls distln tion w~ 
'-~ ~o 
r,~1 the music 1nt6rrupt or break you 
line vf thought ~etween scenes ? YES@:§) 
~i~ the music provide a success~ 
•ran2i ton between scenes? ~~o 
Dld t he costu."ning of the two mediums 
heJ ~o dis ingulsh acting and inter~ 
t .... ten? ~'JO 
"o ..tld r-:.u 11.ke to see tutu.re pl"esen-
tat tc~ - of this type~--with a central 
ttheme ::J>.::- wo ks by one author? @ ~o 
rLe ase give any critioLsms~ good 
~1 about th J~oduc ion itself on th6 
a.a~ of v is qu~stionnaireo 
'tJ •.ild you please answer this question 
n~edl t~ly ~r Q ~he performanc an 
4< •• .,.!:' t"' ac- ~" l•._.s. A.., 

~ ~" 1..-V ......... . "" l- ._ •-~ 
• ....,_ ~ --=::'> ---- ~~
Did youc 1.n the slightoat degreo,. object 
' • t. ; .J i . . t• ~ ... ~ t,., navJ.ng a.c . 1ng an~• n-cerpret.a i.cn ... n ... , .. 
"''' " ~ ,, ,"\ :.Hw1e program? i,~:.;, .-. 1..r 
Would you prefe~ having acting and inte~= 
pretation separated~ i&e., all acting a~~ 
then s.11 interpretation? YES ~ 
Was the change from.. inte:rpreta.tion ,,.,~ 
a.ctlng confusing to you? YES~ 
Were tha atage areas separat~ enough to 
show the dlstlnction between acting ~ 
interpretation? ~NO 
Do you feel this distincti.on was ~ 
necessary? YES ' IJi.9/ 
Did the music int"rrupt or bre~uI< 
line of thought between scones? · .~s NO 
\ Did the music provide a sucesssi'ul ~ ,h) 
tranaltlon between soenes? YES \:!9.A.~Y 
Did the coatuming of the two maoiums 
help to distinguish acting a.nd int<!rpre~~/ ':_\. 
tation? Y'i:!:S 0_9;~ 
Would you like to see futu1'e presen-
tations of this type~~-with a centr~~ 
theme or works by one author? ~JO 
Plecse give any crit1oismgr good 
or iJqd, about the production t tself 011 the 
back of this questionnair-eo 
(Wculd ~ou please answer this question .. ~ 
naire 1m ... ediately aft'9r tbe OEZX'f'Orroance antl 
h"l.nd it to ushs?- r1s -you lt:~.Vb ! I · 

D1d 7ou~ in th~ slightest d~greo., object 
to having ac~ing and inte~p~ tatlon int~ 
arne program? YES<lio 
id J• ~ t •• 7 
pretation in tha 
Would you prefer having acting and 1nter0 
pretation separ~te<l, iee., all acting a11b_ 
then all interpretation? YES dQ/ 
Was the chs.nge ft'orn interpretation(~~-
acting confuaing t;o you? YES ® 
Were the stage ~.res.s fJGp~rat~ onough to 
show the distinction betwee~ acting a.J.'24 
1nte?-pretat1on? 6-"ES.. NO 
Do you feel this distinction 
neceaaA17? · . 
& 
~!iO 
Did tbe muaic 1nt rrupt or break yo~~' 
11ne ot though between scenes? YES ~ 
Did the music provide a succea8f 
tranait1on between· scenss? ~)~o 
Did the coaturi~hlg e>f the two moaiums 
help to distingui~h c~ing ~nd interp ~ -
tat ion? .~s NO 
Woulc you like to ses future presen~ 
tations 0£ this type .. --\- ith a can·~ra' 
theme or works by one author? ras·No 
Please give any crltt~1sms, gooa 
or bad. about the production itself on the 
bae of this quest!onneir. o 
(Would you please·~na~er this questiorac:::>-
nalre 1m~ed1ately arter. the pe~fcrruance and 
h.cind it to usher as ~ou leav:~7J . 
' I 
~ ./.U'1-??t_ · c(, 
~~ 
~ '~~· ·. - ~~c: 
--l& jU_f_e_;;z~c--ui- --:fief 
~ ,/ _ t, "-n c~1 ...... 
r ;..t.x a~t:r.g and 
~ra.:=-
f 
pxet t o · 
.....,1.d you enjoy havi11g ac t ing an~ter= 
• t i!".\n tn t he same program? ~ i;o 
~o~lA you pre~er having acting and inter~ 
!or. sepu_· ~ated~ isa., all acting a~~ 
~ inta~pretation? YES 1.(3' 
-1a1.; t he change f rom in te r pretat ion S 
r. ·onf using to you? YES~ 
nere tbe stage areas separat) enough to 
r w -. d i st j nction between ac t ing ~ 
l :1 t"" r. · · ~ t 1 on? ~ ~10 
.... y,u fe:, <-1 1 t 11i s dis ttnotion was -.y·~ . YE..S~ 
li e 
-:-, i 1 t he music int errupt or break yo~ 
n t' t hought be t ween s c enes? YES l.) 
Did the musi c provide a succe ssful 
trens ! ! on betwee n scenes? YES ~O 
_.id +"be costu.111ing of the t wo mediums 
help to dis J;i. lngui sh ac t ing and 1nte~= 
ttit t 0·1? ~ :ro 
':' .11 d y:::.11 1 ika to see f uture presen-
ta ti!' rs oi" t h.is type--~with a centr~ 
tn_~e vr works by one author? ;o 
~ie s s e gi ve any criticisms~ goo 
v! &". ~cout the production itself on t he 
f ~ .. ts q est i onna.ire o 
• 1 ud vou please answer tl. is quas t ior,-
. 
' 1 
_ /fC( cf- LP/ ;f2L_jJ c; 
/a/ /or~/ ,;/cfle'/)'J 
U-fft'- ~ / / 7_ ; w~~;{; 
Fl~ ;Jk1j -6 j>Ukf 
/ 
/)_(J/bcJJ/4//, 5 M~ '-'-f 
....._ 
If L; T(l & jJr /l-/L:_ 
fj-'1/£) &-!G<; !)~ 
. .. 
Did ycu~ in the slightest degraa 11 obje~t 
t;(. having act.lng and interpretation in ~. 
s~~e program? YESQ!!Y 
uio _yvil eu1-'Y ~·6v1n~ act.Li~ 
prete. t1on. Ln ths eo.rr.3 pt>ogx-::i~-:l'f 
Would you prefel' hB.ving a.cttng and inter= 
pr9tation separated, i.e., all acting a~ 
then all interpretation? YES~ 
Was the change from inte~pretetion ~ 
acting confusing to you'? YEse/ 
Wera the stage araG.s sopa.r-at:; anough to 
show the d1stlnot1on between acting~-
interpretation? ~ NO 
Do you feel this distinction w81..?':) 
necessar-y? ~NO 
Did the rouaic interrupt or break !?~ 
line of thought be tween scenes 'l YE~ 
Did the music provide a successful 
transition between scenss? YES~~O 
Did the costu.."nlng of the tvo mediums 
help to distinguish acting nnd int~ 
tation? ~~o 
Would you like to see future presen-
tations of this type-~~with a cent~ 
theme or works by one e.utho~? ~ 'JO 
Please give any criticisms, good 
or bad, about the production itself on the 
bac~ of this quest1onnaireo 
Would you please answer 'Chis ':l'lesti:)r..a=> 
nalre lro~ediately aft~r the performance and 
h~n~ it to usher as you le~va?J 
J .,.\,) • ....... "" l 
•:'r.~ <1ctin-: in 
:•ro!tram? 
~ 
., - . 
! n t,., l • Pe t .1 ! ) 
Did you enjoy hav lng ac ttng H.ridA r~ 
te tion in the :a.me progre.m? c.9 :o 
Wo;J.ld you prer"er ha.vin.; acting a:-id in'" c: 
~ta. or_ sepa!.•e.ted 9 iee., all a,...tln3 ci."lh 
ien a.11 interpretation? y~ ~ 
'/Je.s tha change from 1 nterpre'tation ~ 
'-IC • ing confus 1 ng to you? Yr;) Q:!9! 
Were the s liager a.r·eas separate Ei nough t;QJ 
~ow he ~ts~inc ion between acting ~ 
1nterpi"eta ti on? O .G 
D you t'~el t~ia distinction wi:.n _" 
ne't'essa:ry? e .~v 
D1d the m~sic 1nterrupc or break yo;nr 
11ne of thought betw~en scenes? 1.'1..S ~ 
Did the music provide a success~ 
transition between s~enes? ~ ~1 
Did the costumin&.r of T>he two m•dillr1'ls 
help tc distinguish acting and inte ~= 
tatton? ~ NO 
~vould you liki::1 t.o see f1ltu.re P!'esen= 
ta ti.on~ of t' ... ts ype ""--'.;i th a centrca}z<::\ 
theme or work: by one autLo~? ~ ~ 
Pi?ase ;sivQ en~' cr·l.ticls'"'!s. g,.o-:: 
' r ·.ad,, a.bou~ ths prod1~ti0ri !.t::i··tf ur th~ 
b\ack C·f ch!s q estionn ir>3 
( 1oula '"'> p1f'a' Ar.sw'1r .,..'\-..,., l""'s+-1.,-
'iai• e 1'"1"lad .. a,el, aft r t11 p9 .... <.IlT'riric,, r. u 
;:i...,~·t '?. .r 
Did you enjoy having acting and,1.Qter~ 
'ret9.tion in the same program? ~NO 
would you prefer having acting e.nd 1.nter= 
i:•reti:i.,.ior. separated 9 • L.e.g all acting anh 
chen all interpretation? YES ~ 
,.,;e.s the change from interpretation ~ 
~eting confusing to you? YES ~O\ 
. .Je.re the stage areas separat3 enough t~ 
$hc.~1 ':r1·';! .distinction between acting ~ 
lnt~~~r~tstion? ~~NO 
,·;~ :-tV\J 
nee•<; "' ., ::.rsy"' 
feel this distinction was @NO 
line 
M 1 the music interrupt or break y~ 
of thought between scenes? YES\l9) 
Did the music provide a successful~ 
tre.ns1ti.on between scenes? YES~ 
Did the costuming of the two mediums 
h£\lp tc> distinguish acting and inter5= 
tatlon? s ~o 
T:Jo...ild y'J.u 1 ike to see future presan-
~ationa of this type=,,.,~w1th a centre.)__ 
the!n$ ·Jr works by one author? ~ ·:o 
ri~ase give any critloisms, good 
~H~ °"f, :o lioo11t t,ht: px·oductlon itself on th~, 
ba~K of this questionnaireo 
~ J' ld you please answer this questio~~ 
~.... .} 
taVt'.~ nc !.n; 
na or" ; !'6.!'l? 
~ • .f 
..,,1. ---t_ ... ~ ..,._,a;)' 
1:11 'ntarpret t~ 
~1a you anjoy having acting and 
• ta iC'n 111 the 'B.me program? YE 
wo·1ld you prefer' havin2: acttng a.ri 
~~etntlon se?a~rta . ioe. 9 all ac~in~ 
1en B...!.l hiter-prete.tion? y_ 
Was the change from interpretatic 
'le incl confusing to you? Y~., 
0 
0 
0 
0 
We~e the stage are as s e parate eao1~h ~ 
snow the distinc ion between acting ~~'.;O 
in t.erpre tat i.:>n? .1. _ 
Do you feel this disti~ctton was Q 
ne{\essnry? Yf-
Did the music interrupt or break yo1r 
lins of thought betw-~en scenes? YE·~ 0 
Jid the music provtde a success~ \ 
1:;pensitir;n between scenes? ([J):ri 
D!d he cost rm.ing of the two !Ti:>di'.1 .. "" 
help i.o distinguish acting and 1nts1 P!""' -
0 tat ton? Yf: ·. 
~t~as aiv~ an. c~iticts,s, ~ooa 
0r ba~ bout tne ~~od~~tiu1 ltse~f a. h~ 
~~ k ! tt s ~t~3ti~nn.in 
,... ' ,.a t;r .... Vi'i)•Tt l,. 
,&; ·1 .f"" r ~ t:1 r,c.-.r ,r. 
L, •. a yoaj) ln rhe sl igh..,.es t deg1 e " "' ' 
a ·!.ng a.cLir..~ and interprata.-cion in t~ 
..:~ !.r· '!:Nun? YF~ 
Did you enjoy hav ing acting and~r= 
ratation in the same program? ~:o 
wo~ld you prefer having acting and inter= 
.. ion separated, i .. e., all acting a~ 
all interpretation? YESL'.i9/ 
~ns the change from interpretation~ 
ctin~ confusing to you? YE~ 
:ler-e the stage areas saparat) enough to 
srcw tne aistinc ton between acting~ 
int~:r~·!'"' a.tion? ~3...-}fO 
'~· yoi. fe1::1l t'r1 is distinction w~ 
ne. s-~~y 9 ~NO 
·;-. d t he music tnterrupt or break i~ 
..:.. ... ne of thought between scenes? YE~(;l9/ 
Did the music provide a succe~ 
t!'an!<l1 tlon between scenes? ~-JO 
Did the costuming of the two mediums 
help ... ~ dis .ingu1sh acting and inte~ 
tatlon. ~~o 
~ uld yJu like to see future pres 
tatinns of this type==-with a cent ----=-
tt ~e ~~ works by cne autho~? 
t~~ase give any cr!tioisms, good 
or ·L · bout ~e production i tself on ths 
bac~ f this q~estionnaire o 
1
''l .. "'d y0u pl~ase answa:r this questior....,.. 
na r 
.... 
Did you enjoy having acting an~te~~ 
preta.tion in the same program? G '~G 
Would you prefer having acting and i~:~: 
pt•e·tation separ_ ated!l iees ~ all act:tng ~.!~ 
tben all interpretation? Y"C'S~ 
Was the change from interpretation~ 
11cting confusing to you? YES~ 
Were the stage areas separate enough to 
show the disti~ction between ·actin~ .,. 
interpretation. ~ .. v 
Do you feel this distinction ~ 
ne@essary? ~XO 
Did the music interrupt or break y~ 
line of thought betw~en scenes? YES()> 
Did the music provide a successful ('~ 
transition between scenes? YES~ 
Did the costuming of the two mediums 
help to distinguish acting and 1nt~r 
tation? ~NO 
Would you like to see future presen= 
tations of this type=--with a centr~ 
theme or works by one author? ~ :'.') 
Please give any critio1sms, good 
~r bad, about the produetlon itself on th~ 
~ck of this questionnaire .. 
• , (Would y9·~ ple~se 11nswer this q1 es ti."., 
na:i.~e immad1stely af'te:r the perfor~ma.nas:. ,_;.· ..; 
~on~ it ~o thA ~~b~~ as yo' lc9ve?J 
e 
Did yo1,* in the 
to having acting and 
_ a.-11e progrhill? 
slightest degPe&, objec t 
interpretatton .in ~-
( Y!i:S NO.~ 
- . 
Diu you ~ l 1.·,y HYvtng ac·t.'l.n~ f.Lcr·~1._s~:o1.•= 
pretation in the smne program? _ M 
would you prefer having acting ' end 1.nter.., 
pretation seps.r-ated, i .. e., all actlng ~-d 
tl18n all 1.ntarpretation? YE~~ 
Was the change from interppetation to 
!.:lct lng eol1.fusing to you.? YE~ 
Wer-e the stage areas separate enough to 
show th~ distinction between acting and 
1.nterpreta tion? ~):::·c 
Do you feel this distinction was ,;;;;) 
necessary? YES~ 
Did the mu$1C interrupt or break yo~ 
line ot thought betw'H'Jn scenes? YES@._,! 
Did the muaio provlde a succeasfu.l 
t1•ansition between suenes? ~_j/NO 
,, Did the costuming of the two mediums 
help t_o d13tingu1sh acting and inte~~ 
tatlon? ~NO 
Would you like to see future presen-
tations of this type~--with a central 
theme 01 .. works by· one author? ,.'YE::-:V NO c._s..~ 
Please give any critictsms, good 
~--r 'bad, about the production itself on the 
~~k of this qusstionnaireo 
, (Would you please ans..ver this question= 
n!ltfo immediately afte1• the pe1~.1'or•i:1a.nee a.nd 
t-iant\ 1 t to the u:::iher as you leave •t} 
.. 
.. 
t ' 
,,. lj ~.. ... - .... -__ ......., __ ..__ ...  ,.,,...,.._ 
Did yo~., in tho slightes t oFigr·ea , objee 
to he.vlng ac ing a..11d 1nterpre .. ation in the 
S<· .Et pl"ogram'i' YES @ 
would you px•efer- having acting o ..nd inter~ 
p.,.•eta.tion sepa.rated:r i.e., all acting an~ 
then all inte~pretat!on? YES cy9) 
Was the change from lnterpratati on~ 
acting confusing to you? YES ~ 
Were the stage areas separate enough to 
.show the distinctior. between acting~ 
interpretation? ·~ :{C 
Do you feel this distinct.ton wa~ 
necessary? ~ NO 
Did the music inte1 .. rupt o.r break yo)rf] 
line of thought betVl''3en scenes? Y.ES ~ 
Did the music provide a $UCcass~~ 
transition bewween scenss? ~~NO 
. D1 d the cos turning of' tho two roeditmis 
help to distinguish acting and 1nte.~r 
tatton? ~NO 
Would you like to se6 future presen= 
cations of this type---with a central iOJ 
theme or works by on~ author? YES l:/' 
Plesse give any crit1c1sms, good 
i.~r bad, a.bout the produc ion 1 ts elf' on the 
t~ck of this auesbionnaire ~ 
' -
(Would yoil please answ~n· ttls auestion ... 
nni:'ra immediately afte"t' 1;he perr~rmanee and 
hant.\ it to the usher e.s you leav~?} 
€:- ... l ... ,, ~ 
·' 
r ~ " ... l ... """" ,.. ~ "· ''·. '" 
O!j ~ou enjoy having a~ttng and_~~·Ac ~er.1011 in th& ·s..me pro.zrum? (:!~ h 
-
Wa.3 t'""l~ .e.;hange f.rorn interp:r"etativn ~;;-· 
. ,... i ? Vii'~ l>.Tr\ 
,Llng con1us.ng to ~ou. ~~u ~J 
Ware the stage apeas s~parate enough tt 
ar.ow t.he J1st inc-t icn be tween acting~ 
interpretation? ~;C 
Did the music interrupt or break yoi;.T\ 
line of thought tetwrJen scenas? YF.S ~) 
Did the music provide a suc~essb .. 
tre.nsir,1on between sceines? ~:· : 
Did the cost11mlnf.? of the two m:d~:Jm~ 
help to dist.inguish acting and 1nte,c~ .... "'
~a.i.. ~ ""n7 ( v·i.,·0. "!' 
"1 I.to .... \,J" • .L .J,;J'-J II. ..) 
--
Pi ,..,~1'" .r~~tr.· "'flJ "'""..-i•'~"""'S <-•O''"'"' ; .... _ a - . ...~ ,.. "' ~ ... ~ 4 .. ..,, ....,.,. \. ..... '· 1 fj C .....,, U 
~ · r ' i:. fi k a "..- .. • 1.l '·, ti r "' ';i r· ~~ l~ ~; t 'l J ! t ~ "' l r , , r, t • ._. 
t¥1C.t t:;!' ':.~1:.3 .;r;~th.•;.L:.,f.L~ 
"' )-"lti \'°\ .;:-·!'"-Jt 'It ~hll . : ~ 
~t...-:. ~""" t"t\.,.f ~:1l .lo - ,(- ... ~ !. ..._\.iC"' "' 1 ~r-~r.? ,r:.-
e 
q ~_Jj·J .J:.)\..... _,. •. ,.. .. '" .1,.'• ~ ' 
-~----~ ............ .... 
Dtd yo1, , in the slightest d.-egreet!' object 
to having acting and interpretation in t~ 
sum~ prog~am? YES@.g/ 
D'.'.i.6 y1J;; :~n .Joy 1:>£'..vi~1:S t.\c r,ing 
p;i;.,0tat1on 1n the same p:r·ogrrun? 
Would you pre.t'e~ he.ving acting , s.nd interQ 
n~etation separac~d, i.e., all acting and 
lben all i11ta1,pretation? I'Esa]) 
We.a the change from interpretation ~ 
~cting confusing to you? YES~ 
Were the stage arsti.e separate enough to 
show the distinction bat~een ·acting !,...l)d_ 
interpretation? $}!m 
Do you feel this distinction w~. 
necessary? <S-'NO 
Did tbe music tntePrupt or break yo~ 
ltn6 of: thought betw,,en so&-nos? YES~ 
Did the music p~ov!de a successful 
tI'a.nsitlo11 botween ::uH:Hl$tl? YES !iO 
• Di.d the costurnlng o.f th3 two mad1um.-a 
help to distinguish acting and inter:e,.~ ~ 
tationt tEB NO 
Would you like to soe future presen~ 
tatione or tnis type---with s central 
theme or• works by one authc,r? @trn 
Pleaso give any criticisms~ good 
~"r bad, about the production itself on the 
r\:ck or this qu.ast lonnairs. 
(Woulq you pleas~ anSi~er thi.s questlon-
ne.ife 1mm~d:1s.tely aftei., the per!'orma~ce and 
han<.\ 1 t to the usher s.s you leave'?) 
,.,,.'1~" ~'.:c,:l::.,, "~--/ I; ' .;,.,..,., 
' 
.. .::. 
.. . . 
;:-t;,..1:.'1 J.J'.} ..S.. IVti' ,, .&, 1.!. 
---~ .. ....,.._ .......... -.. ~ -
Did yoi., in the slightest degree~ object 
t~ having acting and interpretation~he 
same progrrun? ~NO 
!)id y~::.U •-:rnjv~r ne:11 lng u~ ttng ar:t?: ..= l;B::i:;t~~ ..,.. 
pretntion in the same program? ~O 
Uould you priefer na.ving acting and inter"" 
p~etat1on separate<l, lee., all aotin ~an~ 
t.hen all inta!lpreta.t1on'l YES NO 
Was the change fr•::im i11terp1•etat1on ~~) 
qot5ng confus1.ng to you? YE&~ 
Were the stage areaa separate enough to 
ahow the distinction between actins,_~ 
interpretation? (·...-YES" !\C 
-
Do you feel this distinction ~?-S -"""'. 
necessary? / YES NO L_/ 
Did the mus1c inta!"'l .. upt or- break ,~D 
1lne of thought betw,;an aoer1es? YFc.5' 
Did tha music vrovide a suoces.s-~!) 
transition between acenss? ·~NO 
" Did the costuming of the two medi\.uns 
help to distinguish nettng and inte~n~""""" 
ta.ti.on? o 
Would you like to sae future presen~ 
tations of th!e type---with a cent}'if~ 
thame 01-a works by one author? ,,. 0 NO 
Please give any criticisms, good 
~r bad, about the production itsGlf on the 
b~~ck of thin qua st 1onnaire o 
{Would you please answel., this question= 
nat\re immediately e.tte.r the per.!'or!!uance and 
hanf.\ lt ·co the ushEn' s.s vou leave? '• 
v t 
D1d yo1 ., in tha slightest degree, objer.t 
to 1: _ving acting and inte!'I'lretsition in ~;;:.} 
same prog1•a.'ll'f YE"' ~ 
1h yot1 e J v :i 1 ng 8C irig f. ~ C> 
p?'Otation. in the SB..'ll.6 program? VJO 
would you prefe~ having nct1ng ano inter~ 
pretation aeparated, ioe., all acting a~ , 
then all interpretation? r"l?S ~fA-1 ~. 
Waa the change from interpretation~ 
!tcr;ing confusing to you? YES(~ 
WerG the stage arsas separats enough to 
show the diatlnetion bGtwean ecting and 
interpretation? 
Do you feel this d1st1not1on was ~ 
necessary? YE3~ 
D:td the music inte1"rupt or broa~ 
ltne OJ~ thought betw'len aceneo? Y~ 
Did the music prov1ds a successf~ w~ 
transition between sc no~. YES NO s~ 
• Did the costuming 01"' the two "ill'"'diums 
help to distinguish nc~ing and tn~~~ 
tationY ~NO 
Would you like to sea future presen-
tations of this type---with a centr~ 
theme or works by one author? ~;o 
Please give any c~1t1ci~rns, good 
'r bad. about the production itself on tbs 
h~ck ~f this questionnaire~ 
(Would vou please b.U ... wt:n• this y astion .... 
ns.ita immediately after the perf'o-r.-!. an"e ~nd 
ha.nu it to the usher as you leave?) 
T 
m 
An,oJ h v·~~ ~-t ~~ 0 ,,. ~ S.'TJ.e t)I'O t'.t'L'n. 
~ ~ he -nan 9 from 
r n~ ~onfus~ -~ ~c ~Ju 
,. all ~,..·Jn 
'r t~!'"f.IP'5't8t 11 
y 
\ere ~te s~age a~3as sapera~e - ~ 
ow he .l!.;• tnc ion baiween scti c~ 
i ·"'-t•pr a n't 
: n : o~~ f ol this ... 1. .. ~ t. tio.1 ''O· _ .· . 
,. e essary? _ . 
- r r "a• :.. 
u r ni ·, 
er~':/ 1"'13.V'"li:: a -fn;; 
1 <: o.~· l µro •r.,..n? 
~as t .e change rr~M 
ct.in· confuslri~ to ~:01,? 
D 
0 
i)id the ?l"Us ic interrupt or break ·1'"' 
line c-f ""hought be~w--er. scenes? 
~~ic ..,b3 l'lustc 
a •. ~ i. r; ! ....,n bet we&; r 
prov .. de 
scenes? 
Did 1-he COfi t ui'in.,J" of the 
hi.!lp 0 dis ,,.ing· i.sh ac ~1ng and 
a lon? 
t t 
1 
.. 
r- .t ·• ,...... t f"· L~!'~ .;•J, ~.,. ..... • 
*"ta ': tr··~~ -L-1(,.. t, ~ n .. ~ 
.,l ~ l& pr'o~tts211? 
D1d you enjoy ha.vlng aci.ing ~1-1-u...-~ 
.-.',tat ion i.n the ::a.me progr a.-n? LY' '.'iC 
Would you prefer having acting a:1.:::t t~.i . .:· 
i , Lo.""·'.-"'~ ..., ... .,. , .. 1-•1;;1· 9 a"' o 9 .,..1, . " '-·-~- ~ , . e •-.,,;.:,...,"" S"'"''"'""'S.~""d i ,._, .... 1 a.c+·'*n - ·' @· ~ 
l"lJen all interprateti,.m? l~::. ;O 
Wes the change fro:n :i.nterpretat ion-~ 
:ictl.ng confusing to you? YE~ 
Were the stage areas separate enough to 
shm·.:· the d1st1nct1on bstween acting~ .. ~ · 
inte~pr•etation? (_!E.~ :·;(. 
Do you feel this distinction w~ 
necessary? ~;W 
Did the music 1nterrunt or bre~oui· 
line cf thought betw~·en sc~nes? (_7 NJ 
Did the music pr-ovlde a success.t'ul ~ 
transit:ion between scenes? Yr<s/w"1; 
> / 
\, 
Did the costuming of the two m1?diums 
hel·p. to distinguish acting and inter~. 
ta.tion? D'O 
Would you like to see future proesen= 
t.e. t.ions of this t.ype=--wi th a cent:~ 
theme o:i:• works by Dne &.u.thor? 0: .. 
Did y · ·w 1r.. the slightest. de~t>e& •. ~,.., 
naving nctln~ and interoretatior. i!" 
ar.e program? . Tiv .:) 
Did you enjoy having acting an~ter~ 
pretation in the same program? ~ ~ 
Would you prefer havin6 acting and ~n~: 
pretatlon separated, iGee, all ac~ing /-!) 
then all inte~pratation? Y~S~ 
Was the change from interpretat1vn ~ 
s.o ing confusing to you? YE;:>~ 
Were the stage areas separate enough v 
show the distinction between acting_~ 
interpretation? ~-·" 
Do you feal this distinction w~ 
necessary? ~·rn 
Did the music interrupt or break y~~ 
line of thought betw~en scenes? YE.S ~ 
Did the music provide e. succee~ 
transition between scenes? ~·1 
Did the cost..l!lling of the two m-:>d~·J."l'l.S 
help to distinguish acting and to~~= 
tation? ~ 'O 
Would you like to see future pre e1= 
at1ons of t~is type=--with a ce~-...., 
theme or works by one author? - ey-~ 
Please give any criticisms, go~d 
~"11 bad, about the productiot'l 1tse.Lf 0:-1 tr1~ 
~ck of th1s questionnaire& 
(Woula yo'1 pl""s.,a 1.1·1swe thl qu stti:>r~ 
na .... ~a i rnmedia.tel;t after the perforroanc ar.d 
har·\ ! f to ~t iq11r,.r a.s ... r')•l l'3at· '>\ 
~ . 
I. ' , I-< L' ( 
Did you ln the slight.est degree 9 ob jt} ~ 
to having acting and interprata.tton in t~\ 
3axne program? ~@V 
Did you enjoy having acting an~er= 
pretation in the same program? ~NO 
Would you prefer having acting and inte~= 
prstation separated$ iae., all acting a~~ 
~hen all interpretation? YES('.!0:--
Was the change from interpretation~ 
acting confusing to you? YES~ 
Were the stage areas separat3 enough t@ 
show the distinction between acting ~ 
interpretation? ~NO 
Do you feel this distinction w~ 
neces s ary? ~NO 
Did the music interrupt or break yo~ 
line of thought between scenes? YES~ 
Did the music provide a success~~ 
transltlon between scenes? ~~O 
Did the costuming of the two mediums 
help to distinguish e.cting and intar~6) 
te.tion? ~ :ro 
Would you like to see future presen-
tations of this type"'"'""'·with a cent:;:ra~" 
theme or wot' ks by one au th or? ~JO 
Please give any criticisms, good 
o:r bad 11 about t,he product ion its elf on the 
back of this que stionnaireo 
\Would you please answer this question~~ 
naii,e 1m..- edia.tel Y aft 0 r the oe.I'formance and h~nd it to usher.as you leav~?J 
D1d you in the slightest degree, objeeii: 
to having Rcting and interpretation in ~
anma program? YES~_) 
Would you p~efer having acting and inte~0 
pretat1on separated, i.e., all acting a.ad -_ 
then all interpretation? YE~_) 
We.s the change from interpratatio~. 
ac~ing confusing to you? YE~~ 
Were the stage areas separate enough to 
show the distinction between acting~ 
inte~pretat1on? ~NO 
Do you feel this disttnction w~ 
nec&ssary? . ~NO 
Did the music interrupt or break y~ 
l1ne of thought between soenea? YES~~ 
Did the mus1e provide a succes~ 
transition between scenes? ~iIO 
Did tha costuming of the two mediums 
help to distinguish acting and 1nte~ . ..,. ''" 
iia.tion? ~?JO 
Would you like to see future presan· 
ta.tiona of this typs.,. ... -with a centr~, 
thsme or works by" one author? ~:{0 
Please give any e~itioisms, good 
or bad, about the production itself on the 
back of th1.s questionne:ireo '#'~~ -~~) 
(Would you please ·~nawer this questior.it::=• · 
nalre 1mrr-ed1ately ai'ter . the P<xi .. formance and 
h~nd lt to usher as you leave:} 
I 
• I 
Did you, in the slightest deg~ee, object 
to having acting and interpretation 1~ ~
orune program? YES~ 
f O 
Would you prefer having acting and into~= 
pretation separated, i~e·~ all acting a~1 
then all interpretation? "Ylt3 C!V 
Was the change from int;~r·p.rc;tatiou ~ 
acting confusing to you? YES~ 
Were the stage areas sspeyate enough to 
show the distinction between acti.ng~ 
interpretation? ~~O 
Do you feel this d1stihction w~~ 
necessary? . ~ NO 
Did the music int rrupi o~ break y~1 line of though·t betwean scanea? YESCl!Q/ 
Did the muaic provide a succes~ 
transition between scanas? . ,r(l.ES' N'O 
Did tha costuming of the two mediums 
help to distinguish acting and inte~ 
tat ion? ~JO 
Would you like to see future preaen ... 
tations of this type~-uwith a centr~ 
theme or works by one author? ~N'O 
Please give any crit1c1smsg good 
or bad, about the production itself on the 
back or th!s quest!onna1re6 
(Would you please .'.answer this questionc:> ·' 
naire 1mrrediately aft-=r the performance and 
h~nd 1t to ~sher as jOU le ve?J 
l • 
.. ..... 
Did yout in the slightest degree, obje t 
tc having acving and interpretation in t~. 
aeJ"t?e prog~am'! YES@ 
.i.J d yvu .. n. ~>;J .1a11 :.ng o.\.. u ... e; 
pretation in the some program? 
Would you prefer having acting and inter= 
prstation separated• i.e., all acting a~. 
then all 1nterpretati.on? YE~~ 
Was the change :troill intel'pratat1.on~ 
acting confusing to you? YF..S~ 
Were the stage areas sepa~ate enough to 
ahow the distinction oetwoen actLng -
interpretation? 0 
Do you feel t his distinction wae r:;;:--., 
necessary? YES~ 
Did the music interr-~nt or break y~ l~~. o! dtpought between scenes? YES~-~)' y~·,~0 .. '0!1:--- ~ ~ ~+ ~-;.l ~ -k.M ~ -(/'IA,~ U Did thetrnuaic prov1ds a suc.ess~~) 
transi t1on between scones? .1.£ ,~~m ~"'Z- r-7 
Did the cos tu.111ing of tha 4-wo mediunui 
help to distinguish &cting ~nd inte~ 
t tion? [~  ~:,m 
Would you lik. to sea rutur presen-
thsm!I or wot>ks by oni! autq,or'' E~ Jo) tations oi.' th ts ·cyp$"" ..... dth a ce~nt .... a.  .1. . 
/l/L,OT ~ ~ 
Please give any criticlamg, good ~~A 
or bad, about the production itself on thev~ 
back of this questionnaire@ 
(Would you please answer .his quastlor.i=-
11a1re 1m~ediately aft-?.r the p~rfor-rna.nce and 
h'llld 1 t to usher as you lee.v-~ ! J j 
' ·1 
Did ~ou~ 1n the sli~htost deg~ee~ object 
to having acting 9.nd tnte.q.n'.'e'i~a.·1.f tN1 1 n thti 
o•~.rne program? yg~ ~.o 
Woulcl yo'..l p~efA1 h· .. :.r~.ng ao':;ing anct inte::;;.-, 
pretation ~eparated, L.e.., nll acting e.i7~0 ' ) iihen all interprate.tion~t Y.E.S~ 
Was the change t''l:»oa intl~r-p::"'e tetlon t 
acting con.f'aaing to you? YES W 
\i0re the etP.go a.r,eas S$pr.rat~ onoug"!:l tc~ 
shc-~r ths d1stinctior... oe l';we·~n 11e ting and 
interpretation? ~ NO 
Do you f el this dis tin ct ion ""u 
neceas8..J';Y? . YE. · no 
Did the nms i c 1n tl)rru.p;; or b.re .:l,.. :;ou.~ 
line of• thought 'betwl!en so-.,.ne ? Y"E:S , 
Did the music provid~ ~ success 
transition betweon· scenes? :m 
Would you lika to see fut~e presen-
:.attons of this type ... = ... wit.h a. ei:.mtz;~ 
{;hems oi- works by one author? ~NO 
Ples.so give any ~ritia·~;~ms.o good ) 
o:r 'bad, about the p1--odu-at1onA
1
taalf')>n thel 
baek o:r this questi.onna:ire ~t~d G rc-zl_. 
(Would you please· .:an; w0v- i:;h~ QU0s ttor~, 
naire 1Il'f'r&d1ately arter. th~ performance and 
h~nd it to usher as you · le&v0? J 
' . ~! 
I 
,. 
' 
ti· ..... J....; \) .!.. .-.t:vi!_, .- 1 1;;.~ 
__ .. --- - ~-~I"'.:-"' 
Did you in the slightest degreo, object 
to having acting and interpretation in t~~ 
oame program? YES (!9 
... ~ 1: • • 1-'iu , uu .:r .. . iv .~ ri .-i.v .i ht:, u. ... ., i..u-':l 
prstation ln the aarr.e progran? 
Would you prefer having acting and !nter= 
pr9tat1on separated, i.e., all acting an~""'."\ 
then all interpretation? YES ~OJ 
was the chan.ge from interpretation to 
acting eonfnsing to you? YES~ 
Wer-ie the stage areas separat3 ancugh to 
show the distinction between acting an«. 
interpretation? YES) NO 
Do you feel this d!.stincti.on was - ;l 
necessary? _ YES ~Q) 
Did the music intarrupt or break yo~ 
line of thought between aoenes? YES nm) 
Did the music provids a success~~~~ 
transition be·tweon scenes? (~..St~W 
Did the cos-cuming of the two mediums 
help to distinguish ~cting and inter~. 1.,.. = 
tation? ~NO 
Would you like to see future presen-
tations of this type=~Qw1th a central 
theme or wo:x .. ks by one e.u th or? e ;·w 
Please give any critioisms, good 
o:r bad., about the production itself on the 
back of this questlonnairsa 
(Would you please· answe1" this quostion~· 
naire 1m~ediately aft9r the p~~formanoe and 
h~nd 1t to usher as you leaver} 
. 
j) 
. 
• I 
!.J "'v .• ) -1-.. ~l t'-1'$ 
c • d v ir',3 d.C t l ri~ and 
lA :··I"Ot'r&m? 
Dia jou enjoy ha.v!_ng acting and lnl.e .. ~ 
., .•r;tation in tee same progt"Am? Q~i)sw 
Would you prefer ha.vi.n~ s.cti.ag ar.:.d tr.:~· 
y ntatlor:. s.::paratedf) :1. oe, 'Y all actlng_ ~nh 
,en all int.e.r•pretat.1on? Y..:;;; CV' 
Was ~he change from 1.nte:rpretation t'.O 
1..01;1.ng confusing to ::ou? YES @ 
Were the stage areas separate enough tc 
3oow the dis~inction between acting ~ 
in terpre tat ion? ((9 ~.C 
Do you. fJ<3l this dis tinetion wa~ 
ne;je~se..ry? ~ :~o 
Did the music interrupt or break you~ 
11.n.e of thought betw'?en scenes? YBS e 
Did the music provide a succes~ 
trs.nsi ti on between scenes? ~NO 
Did the cost . uning of the two m~diums 
help to distinguish acting and inter~ 
tat ion? @§_),JO 
~ould you like to see future prasen-
ta ti.ons of' thls type=--wi th a centra~.  
the!l'H.~ or works by one ~mthor? Cfj,:6 ''D 
Please g!ve any crlttots~s, good 
... r ·:,ad .. A.bout t;he prod..l{H.,ion lt.s:>lf on t;}1iz; 
b,a.ck of th.is questionns.i~e~ 
(Wt')uld ~r,.., nJ.eas ~ruwe t"b 13 :n1~s' t'•L 
n .tf'· l 1i'lr"adiatel:. a~ te:r th~ per: o ·!l·a~.;:-r.,. a.rd 
r:•l ~t ,..-. t.ne L•if•r> ~q vn• "..~P..1•:.<:' 
J~j .... 6 ~ 't1.l0 :ltc::>:J. ... .,Jt. C ...... ~C..JE!!.,1 
~v1ng aa~lng ~nd lntarpretation tn 
• .. 1 ;rograM? Yl· 
Did you enjoy ha'\f 1.ng .e.c ting and in ... er·= 
»tation ln the ·3s.me program? @N() 
Would you prefer having acting and inter 
r~~~ation separated 9 ioe., all acting 1~d 
.. ,,en all interpretation? YI!';;)@ 
was tha change from interpretation f"<J; 
;icting confusing to you? YES@ 
Were the stage areaa separate enough to 
3now the distinction between acting and 
.int.orpretation? @ ;:·c 
Do you feel this distinction was 
necessary? ~ ~o 
Did the music inter~upt or break yo~ 
11ne of thought betw'1en scenes? YES 0 
Did the music provide a successfu.t. 
transit:lon between scenes? @rn 
Did the oostJ.ming of the two mediums 
help to distinguish acting and inter~\= 
tation? ~NO 
Would you like to sea future presen~ 
tations ~r thia type=--with a central 
theme or works by one &.ut.hcr? §) . ') 
Please ~1ve an~ c~iti~ls~sa ~ood 
t"r bad ... about the p~·od~tction itsc-:l;:' on t•1e 
~ack of this queationnaire~ 
\Would yoii p:~A.s.s ~r:.awor> "'h~s ,,.,~ • ~nn­
i.&1-t•o if'1:11~d1a.toly s.r.·~t."lr tho per~orrnan·~~ s.r.d 
·ir(' i. '!:- "'•::s trH~ 'l:J; r-:r Rt; ;{':J, .. l·;r1·•0;. 
~1d ~ 1 in t.16 ... _;,. igtll.;,<;.,;;' d 7_P-& 
!!vi.ng actin-: a.'1d in+arpr-ota"ion in 
..>oje 
·1a p o.;r m? YL 
lJ ;'lH1 "'/ i&.:-;nJ act.in.? e.r 
p!"·-tat1 ,n in the ..5S.me pr,ograrTJ'! 
.u~ t;:,} •"'" 
..'.E'S NO 
-
Wou1 d you r;r f r hn.vinz ct"ng 1d : .. 1te.·~ 
p~etatlon s p~rated. 16 ., all acting i~ 
t !en a 1 ntei-pr tat" o~J? YES N"O 
We.s t~1e change from interp!'et t: or r. 
'.J.ctlng confusing to you? YE ·:., 
Were the a ta.ge areas sapa ... ~ate enough o 
show the di tinct-ton bGtween ct:in~ -
inte~protation .. ~ : 
··-
De you fctaJ. th1s d1sttnct1on tr. ·s 
nee;~SS9.!"Y? YE" 
Did the music lnte1•rup or 
line of thou ht b4'.· t ·T'~ n sc nes? 
roo.k yot r 
YB.: NO 
D1d the a succaasful 
YE ~'v 
D d tha oo tum1ng of tho two mediu~s 
help to distingui h nct1ng and 1nte nre= 
&~tion? ~ TO 
-
'Joul ..:i you. ikc to see futu p · 
tat1ons of tn.s typ ---with aontr 
theme r ' or 'S by on autb r·r YE 
-
Ple~se give any crit1~1sr.s, good 
r tsd abou the produ ~ion ts~lf ~ 
Q.ack of' thi.::i ques'" iol"'na.1rA .. 
. -
t} 
. {'vculd yo .i plei s a.ii)".a .. trils :e;, tloll n~1-f· rmn.~diet ly after ur 'r.i.o:->rnanc nr: 
han1' it -o t!ie !!J,er 1!" /)' •p.?· 
r>~ cl yo = t n. :;h.-: 
... o ·1eving acT'.ing nd 
sama progra.-r.? 
C)"i "" -e:u. .n 0 ., h 'Vt lg C :l 
pretat ~on in t bs q a.~ pro~rrun? 
Oi ob ... 
1. . 
YES 
would yo' prefe"' havin~ acting tvl '..,, •. A.,.." 
p}'.)etaticm sepnrat d , L .e., all ac;;l.ng a!).~ 
t .. en a.11 1i1terprets.t!or 7 YE-:' \;lW 
Waa th<~ change from 1nt~r-p.eeta.t~~~~ ~ 
~ci;ing confusing to ~,,:ou'? Y~ Q!9I 
WaPe the stag- ar~as separate enough to 
show the diat->inction between 8ct1ng tmd 
interpretation? -~ :~c 
Do you feel this distinction was 
netJessary? ~ ~TO 
, Did the cogt'lr~ning of the · wo : :~dturna 
help to distinguish acting and int~rpra= _ 
tation? @>NJ 
Would you like ·o see fut'1P.a p·resar-
tations of tnis ~yps=--with a centra~ 
theme 01 .. worica by one au.thcr ? (XW tiO 
Plcaoe give any cr1t1.c1J ns,. geed 
r•r bad, about the production it~islf on the 
l~ck cf' th!s qussttor~naire . 
( -!culd yot: p_ee e ans...:er t.,J s cl e., tio~1= 
nsi'~·e i mmediately o.i"'ter t he psz•f'ormanca and 
?llt."lr'.\ i t to the lH'!i'l~l"' ll.d you 1 e,.. iW ·::- ) 
..... 
Did vet in the slightes~ de~r~a object 
.o havlngwacttng and jnterpr tation in t 
•itt."lle program? ~ri. .: 0 
uio .,vu .;.n.,1() :1e.J; ........ i . .1.6 «l.1 .......... ... ..,.t.-
pret.ation. in tha same progrc.m'! ~ :ro 
Would you prefer ha.ving act.tng and incer-"' 
pr9ta.ttcn sep!..rsted, 1.,e., ·11 act1ngti)!.L_ 
then all tnterp?."etation? YES® 
WRs the change from interpretation~ 
acttng conf:'us ing to you'? YES\,@) 
Were the st age ars as seps.tta t) enough ~,o 
show the dlstlnQtion between e.~ ~.1n::r snd 
lntorpr~tstion? ~ ~o 
Do you feel this d1st!nction was 
necessary? @ NO 
Did the music 1nt rrupt ox bre!lk yolll" 
lina o.r 'though~ bet1·1a~n scen<?s? :r."ES ~ 
Did th~ rnusl"' provi.d5 a auccessf'ul 
transition betwaan scenss? ~ ~o 
Did the costumim: ot· the two mediums 
halp to distingt1ieh acting ~nd inte~pre·~ 
}'.o;..i , .. , ... ? ,..\~ "IT·O ~Q\I ... v.-" ~ 41 
Would y~u like to $es future p~esen­
tations or this typez~•wi~1 a centrsl 
~•heme or woi .. ks by c•ne author'? @ O 
l'lenae gt vo any cri. t ioisme, gcau 
or bad,. about the production itself" on the 
bac~ of this queetionnnire o 
{WO'>ld you please r1nswer th· s queet Lor~ 
na1re i~~ediately• aft~r tLv ~.J,Pf'r ft d 
•. . .... ""··C~ an: 
n ~.-.6 1 •; to usner s y0ti l~ .. V1}. ' 
Did you in the slightest degree~ object 
to hav!ng acting a.nd internratatton in ths 
same program? · YESC!!.9' 
U.:...~1 .Y'-Ju. l7t:t- J vj ~J.~v ~ .ri~ a. · ..-:4 ... ~ 
pretation i.n the same program? 
Would you prefer ha~1ng acting and inter= 
pretation separated, i.e., all acting an~ 
then all !ntorp~station? YES~ 
Was the change from. interpretation ~. 
acting confusing to ycu? YES ,'!!9J 
Were the 3t&ge areaa sepa~at~ enough to 
show the distinction between acting and/NO) 
interpretation? YES~ 
Do you feel this distinction wae /' 
necessal"y? YES :Nq/ 
/ 
Did the music interrupt or break yo~ 
line of thought between scenes? YES l'-r;J 
Did the music provide a success~ 
transition between scenes? (!§S ~O 
Did the costum.1.ng of the two mecauzns 
help to distinguish acting and inte~~ 
tation? ~ NO 
Would you like to see future presen-
tations of this type~~-with a centr~.· 
theme or works by one author? {~ :rn 
Please g!ve any criticisms, good 
or bad, about the production itself on the 
back of this questionnaire,, 
(Would you pleasa answer this qusstionc::i:s-
naire im.,.ediately after the performance and 
h'lnd 1t to usher as you leave?} . 
I 
rtd you~ ln the slightest degree~ o~Je 
o ! av!.ng ac ting and interpreta.tlon ~.he 
"HU'l ::rt3ram? ~NO 
Did you enjoy having acting and inter= 
pratation ln the same program? ~ NO 
Would you prefer having acting and inter= 
oratavion separated, iee., all acting ~
th n a~l interpretation? YE~ 
~as t he change from interpretation~ 
ac .in~ confusing to you? YES~ 
,..;ere the stage areas separat-3 enough to 
s'.cw trn distinction between acting~ 
in arpr~ta tlon? ~ NO 
~w yo.u fa~l this distinction was ~ 
n~cea~a~y 9 YES~ 
~51 the music interrupt or bre~ouri 
line of thought between scenes? ~NO 
Did the music provide a auccessf~~ 
transltton between scenes? Y~ ~ 
Did the costuming of the two mediums 
h.e}p to dis lnguish acting and inte~ 
~ation? ~ ~o 
~~uld you like to see future presen-
ta t~~ns of this type=--with a centraE:.:J 
theme ~~ works by one author? ~ ~O 
~ ease give any criticisms, good 
...,.p '"'' aoo\:it the production 1 tself on the 
iacK ~r this ques tionnalre o 
,~01ld you please answer this question~ 
l 1 •edLat~kY art~r ~he narformanaa and 
.. t:ry u •. he... as ycu ... ea.·i.te? J 
n .. re 
l 
•I 
Di you tn the slightest degra~ . e. ~ having acting and lnterpr9tatton in_~ 
s me program? YT~ 
Did you enjoy having acting an~ 1~ 
ryretation in the sa~e program? ~~O 
Would you prefer having acting and ints~~ 
pret~tion separated, ise., all acting an~ 
then all interpretation? YES~ 
Ws.s the change fr•om interpretatio~~ 
ac~in~ confusing to you? YE~ 
Were the stage areas separat; enough to 
show the distinotion between acting~ 
interpr•etation? C£§§I> ao 
lJ yvu feel t'riis distinction was "~7 nece ug.ry? YF~
Did the music interrupt o~ break ~' 
line of' though~ between scenes? YE~ 
Did the music provide a success£~ 
transi.tlon between scenes? ~~rn 
Did the costuming of the two mediums 
help ... o distinguish acting and inter~ 
tatio~? ~ ~o 
~~uld y~u like to see future presen-
ta t 1ons of this type=--with a centrs.l - , 
theMe or works by one author? ~ ~J 
Please give any c~l 1c1sms, good 
or- bsu $ bout ti1e product ion l ts elf on "'ha 
bac~ r vhls questionnairso 
1 Wo'1" d uou l rnse answer this ques ion=> 
na.re l~·edia~ ly r· ~r th~ pe~ror"ar a a.a 
n.! t" ·~h "fl')l 1 "'av~?> 
1)1/fo 
;J £~ C. 
Did you in the slightest degree~ obje ~t 
t o having acLing and interpretation in the 
s a>n.a program? YES @ 
Did you enjoy having a.cting and inter= 
pretation in the same program? - i!'ES1NO 
Would you prefer having acting and inter= 
pretation separated 9 iae. 9 all acting and _ 
then all interpretation? YES ~o~ 
Was the change from interpreta.tion }<»~ ) 
acting confusing to you? YES\.___N(J./ 
Were the stage areas separat3 enough to 
show the distinction between acting and 
interpretation? ( Y§S1 NO 
Do you fsal this distinction was ~ 
necessary? YES ~0../ 
Did the music interrupt or break you~) 
lins of though~ between scenes? YESC].O/ 
Did the music provide a successful 
transition between scenes? @:m 
Did the costuming of' the two mediums 
help to distinguish acting and interP-z:~= 
ta.tion? \Y~ :-ro 
Would you like to sea futura presan-
tat ions of this type==~with a centrafrr:i~) 
theme or works by one author? t~ "JO 
Please give any critioismsp good 
or bad~ about the production itself on the 
back or this questionnairao 
(Would you please answer this question!:!'D 
naire im~ediaiely aft~r ~~~,P~rformanca and 
h 11Lnd it. tc usher as you .. ., -.. v e . ) 
) 
; I 
. 

Did you, tn the slightest degrees obj 
to having acting and interpretation in t ~ 
same program? YES 
Did you en.joy having acting a11dBter~ 
pretation in the same program? ~NO 
Would you prefer having acting and inter= 
pretation separatedp iGe., all acting an~ 
then all interpretation? YES~ 
Was the change from interpretatio~~ 
acting confusing to you? YE~ 
Were the stage areas separat·3 enough to 
show the distinction between acting~ 
interpretation? ~NO 
Do you feel this distinction was C"l 
necessary? YES ~ 
Did the music interrupt OF break yo~ 
line of thought between scenes? YES ~ 
Did the music provide a success~ 
transition between scenes? ~~o 
Did the costuming of the two mediums 
help to distinguish acting and inte~ 
tat ion? ~NO 
Would y~u like to see future presen-
tations of this type~-~with a cent;;v 
theme or works by one author? YES JO 
Please give any criticisms, goo _ 
or ba • about the production itself on the 
back of this questionna1reo 
(Would you please answe~ this ques tiorl=' 
naire 1m•ad1ately aft~r tha pe~formance and 
h4.nd ~ to ushe as you 1 ave?' 
) 
' 

. '
WfJPa the s tnge areas s0pt? .. ra:ce enough to 
~how the diati.n.ctlon b'1twe.::m ·acting~~ . 
inteJ.">pr~,_,tation'? · ~~;c 
Do yo•l tesl th1s dis tination was . c 
n$OOesary? YESC:'? 
~-, Did the musll': interttupt ol? b~e~ you..r 
1.i.ns of thought <_.:iotwGei'.1 1£10.-;rues? ( YESJ....No 
"--> Did the music p1 ... ovido a. successful /S 
·~1"ansition b~twoen f.u:rnn~a? YES( MO 1 
\.____/ 
Dtd ·i;he cos oumlng of' the two mediu_m$ 
'help t;o di.s:tingui:;:.h uc t 1.ng and interpra/'<::::~ 
t~tion? YES\ NO \ 
Would you like to see :f'utur-a preae~ 
tation:::i of this typo .... --wi th. a centra.l -.......\, 
thema or worlts by one author? YES\ N~ 
Pl~ase giv~ any cr1t.cisros, good 
Pr bad, about the p:!:'oduction itself on the 
~~ck of this quGst1onna1~e. 
_ (Woulq. you plan~s answe1 .. tl}is q,uGs tion"' 
r.w.J.:t-e ,.nnneo1ately af'lla!l the pe1•1'or.imanee ~.nd 
he..ru., lt to the ushe!" s.s you le&.ve? ) 
J i . 
. "' 
.. 
l) ,,-ou ...;. oe_ ~,h 1 
•'1tL~iJ:.;:: .. •y f 
i.. 'ould --;rc.r:J J 
.m.mE~~j .z~;P.l-
·. ' ·Lio i;1.;e ... 
--
-
Ti. . 

..... ' 1 t l' • ( ' 
. s 1 
Dia lO~ e .joy hBV-n 6 act!n~ ( 
.. ta icn tn the ame or~aram? 
Q lo 
Would 
Ptation 
en all i 
you prefer t"1i1i11.,; a.c-ctr._; "'i 
e ;.:., a"ate cL Lebv all ac 1n a ,.. rµra te. , ion •t 
~ac ne change from interpret& 
1.1,,,.ln13 c.onfusi·1g t.o :1ou? \T, . .,. 1.u G J.t',. <V 
Did t·'.!e musi.c interrupt or bra~., 
line of' t-hought bet;w·?en scenes? g ·,1 
:Jid '.;he riJus ic pro·r ide a suc~e~ !'. Q· 
,_ rmsitlon between scenes? Y. ,. 
Did ti.,!'} cost :ming or the .wo .,., di~,.,::­
help to aisting'-tl.sh ac+-ing and 1nte~ 
a•ion? · 

Did yot, 1 in t;ha sligt ·est deg1 ee, objeC"-1, 
to ha-tng acting end inte_ .~atatton ln ~ -
:.. um;;; pro gr m1? YES l'i 
Did yo·u. Eh oy having '.:1. <~ ~111g an~"i.e 0 
pretat1on in the s 1 l= program? ~NO 
would you pre!ar ha~ing aoting'and inter 0 
pttetation separated, 1.~., all acting and , 
then all intarpretat1 on'? YES @ 
Wa the change r~om interpretation~ 
9.Cting confusing to you; YES~ 
Were the stage arsas separate enough to 
shew the dlatlnctior1 b·5t~~)el1 a.ctin~-""' 
interpretation? 
Do you fe9l this dlstinction ~ 
necoasary? ~ NO 
Did tho mu 1c 5.ntari•upt 01• b1•ea.k you:r. 
line of thought betw,~en ac<;1tws? YES;@ 
I 
Did the music pro'l!1de a successful 
ti•e.nsi t1011 betwe n ac · n~s? !'@ JO 
Did tho eoatumin!'.l o!" the two medtums 
help to dietinguish a.c ·i:ig and int~
tat i ont ~NO 
Would you like to sea future presen"" 
tations of this type---with a cent~
theme or works by one a\J.tho::::•? /~ NO 
Please give any criticisms, good 
~'r bad, about the produc ton itself on the 
b;\Ck Of thin qUGffl~ionnairs e 
_, {\·1ould. you please ans :oier this question .. , 
. aite immedi~tely after the perfol'9I!l.ance and 
hanu it to the ushe~ as you leave?) 
~~ . ~\ 
~ . ~ . 
·~~~~ 
.. 
o.:.d ;01., in the 
to having ec~ing and 
a e.n!e p :c•ogrtwl? 
~lightest degre , 01 
1rt0rpretation :f.c ~ 
YE~Q 
would you pretfer having acting and inter ... 
pi'.'etat:ton separ-atad, .e o, all acting an~ 
i..h~n all interprets.tior"? ·~{bS ~ 
We.s the change f .i.·Om interpretation~ 
acting confustng to you? YES~ 
~e~e the stage arsas separate anough to 
sbow the distinction between acting.·~ 
interpretation? (~§> :m 
Do you feel this distinction w~ . 
rl.eeeasa1,y? '¢:E~)NC 
D1.d ths music inta1~ruµt or bre~ur 
ltna of thought betW'3.Sll scenes? (~NO 
Did the music provtdo a succes~u~. 
tranaition between scenes? \...!'§:§/NO 
Did the costumlng of the two mediu.rns 
he.lp to distinguish acting ~nd intsrpra~ 
t!it.1 on? YES~ 
Would you 11ka to aee future preasn"" 
~~tions of tnis typa---w1th a cencra~. 
t.neme or works by one author? ~JO 
Ploasc give nny criticisms, good 
'.'r bad, about the product10:1 itself on the 
~~ck of this questionnairs. 
, (Would you pleasG aaswer- this question= 
nei'fe immsdiately after :..he pe1•f'ormanee end 
hanu 1t to the usher as you laave?) 
'' .
~.ru .. .Ld f0~t prtJf~.i-"A ~-~a~11rl:: a.c:'t1 l ~-g 
~f'i. .or ;t::""-2""~J~ J A,, "i:.l ~,.,,d 
r1 '1~'l L:t·'r1}r~tn.ttc.n? 
ti~ s •!:'le ,. :1an~e 
~ n.l't r·.,,nt"'ud t ~ g to 
~):"_! :-.; 0,:,, f' ·el 
.a ,'."e, ::H.:1. ry 9 
. , 
r~r~ .....;rn 
:,ou? 
0 
)lV'/1 1..1\I .L ~:",·v.....,. J., 
-----~ -· 
Did yc11 . , in the sli.ghte~t degree, object 
'VO ha.·\l'!.ng acting a.."ld intel'prstation in t~ 
sume program? YES~ 
fJ~i. ct yo, snjoy n vi.ng f:llr~ting nn.d~'" 1~""' 
pretat1on in the same program? ~NO 
would you pref~r naving acting and inter~ 
pretatlon separatsd: Le., all acting ~:~ 
then all interpz•ctation? YE~ 
Was tbe chang~ fr•otn lnterpreta.tion to. 
~cting confusing to you? YES ~ 
Were the stag~ areas separat9 enough to 
show ths distinction b~tw~en acting .. ~ 
intarprstatior1? ~'S'C 
Do you feel this distinction was,..,.~ 
nacessacy? Yoo~ 
Did the music interrupt op break y~ 
line of thought betw•:;en ooenes? :tES~ 
Did the music provide a auccess~-
t1"'an~i tlon between scene6? ~O 
Did the costuming of the two mediu.ms 
help to distinguish acting and inte~ 
tat ion? ~J~O 
Would you like to soa f'utura pl"esan= 
tations of this type---with a cantr~-
tneme or works by one author? ~NO 
Ple~se give any criticisms, good 
~r bad, about the productton itself on the 
h,~ck of this questionnairs. 
(Would you olease answer this question= nal.>~e immediately attezt the perfor-mance and 
hana tt to the usher as vou leave?) 
DLd vo. tn th slightest dagr & 
to havir.g act:ng ar.d int5~p~eta ion r 
S8.!"r1& pi-og:ram? YF ... Q 
yr·u enJO , ng 
pretation in the same pr~gr 
Would you prefer havi~g acting and i, r. · 
pretation SApare.ted, 1 .. e., all acting l::i. );:;,/Je'I 
then all in~erpi• tatton r YES ~f~t,• 
W s thCl ch nge from tt,terpretat;ion. 
1lc 1ng eon.t'usin'6 to you? YES r 
Were the stage a.r 1 3 se·pa.1•ate anoug11 t 
show the distinction bet~een acting a~nd .· 
tntarprotation? -tk ~~ l1~ YES 'tfO 
IN-~. ~.(~ 1-tVJi.# ~.t.o ~ c..: l ~ 
~ you sel c 1 <lls tinotion was 
necessary? ..t~ ~ il.- '*6t~W- l ~r' 
~~ 
Did th m •::.io · .itet rupt or break y~~ 
line of thoug t bet ··en scenes? YES
Did the mu ic p vide a suce&s~ --:---
t11an ition bet• a n. c naa? ~hv 
D!.d the cost' .1ng of the t.wo medium. 
help to distinguish uet1ng and 1ntarpra~ 
tation? Y~~ -
Would you like ·o aee futu~e presan 
tations of tn!s type--·w1th a centr 
theme or works by ot1e author? l\O 
Please give any critic13rn~, gocd 
'!' bad, about the p:roduc ton 1tsal_ on ~h 
~ck of this questionn&iv • 
(Would you ple se nswer- thin oui;i ti ~··­
nar e immediately af er the ner~or~anca and 
hand it to the' Ahe ns yot lea re?) 

,._ ·1.'.3 cle eo ~ 
~nLsr~re~atlon in l 
YES CJ 
Did. you enjoy ha.11ing acting and~~":" ·,,,~ 
pretation in the same program? ~l ,:) 
vJras che change from interpretation J.7:• \ 
acting conf'uslng tc you? YES~ 
~ere &he stage areas separatJ enough 
~hew the dist:i.nction between acting~ 
tnte~~retetion? ~ 
Do. J.:;u feE.11 this distinction w~:::'i 
neces~a~y? ~ J 
Dld the music provide s. aucces~r4 
transl.ti.on between scenes? YI:~S ~··'? 
Did the costumin~ of the two mediutn\3 
h~~P. :~ dis tlnguish acting and lnter~~ .­
ts.t: 10 . e:s _;; .. .,,. 
Yo~ld y~u like to see future p~esen 
~a.tiri.ns of' tchi s t.ype===with a centra.2:::,~ 
the~~ or works by one author? ~-: 
~- .1.e~se give any cr-i tio isms r good 
er~ 1')~ .. ~ ~;.>c\.;t e t)r,odl1etior1 J.. tself' on t.~ .... ·. 
bac~ ct ttia questlonnaireo 
i! " t<;; di q L .<~,, l '" a _ft ~: i~ 
·~ ~· "'' ';'-.\ .~ ,•'I" ·~·;- , ... ~ i 
:, : . . : v i ... i :;l ~ ~ e 
: :: •u.wing· act ln.; an:.. 
sa."l'le program? 
_ iighLest degree~ obJ~. 
lnterrirata.tion in the 
- YE~ 
Did you enjoy having acting a.~er·~ 
pretati<'.ln in the same pr•ogram.? ~NO 
Would you prefer having acting and inte P~ 
pretation separated, i$e., all acting a~ 
then all interpretation? YES~ 
Ws.s the change from interpretation~\ 
acting confusing to you? YE~ 
Were the stage areas separat3 enough to 
show the distinction between acttn~ 
intel:'pretation? ~m 
Do you feel this distinction w~ 
neces~ary? ~ NO 
Did the music interrupt or break you~ 
line of thought between scenes? YES~ 
Did the music provide a success-f1:tJ::J 
transit1on between scenes? l.!§S.l~O 
Did the eoa tu..'1'11ng of the two med turns 
help to distinguish acting and interpre-
tation? ~:-rn 
Wo~ld y~u like to see future pressn-
ta t ions of this type=-=with a cen~ 
theme or works by one author? ~TO 
~lease give any criticisms~ good 
or- tia(1" about the production itself on th~ 
bac~ of this questionnaireo 
1Wo~ld ycu please answer this question= 
naire i~·ediat~ly art·r the perf~r~~nos an~ 
:: ~r:c ~ 1:("' '.!!! i1~ ~ -1~ 7 ... u 1 ~s..v-~? u 
C) 
Dta ye." iJn.JJ~~ !1e;~~~c R~t~ri~ t-1"~:: 
1~t"\~r:.a~. !.er:. !.r. ttJ:- ame pr'J}-:::rta.'11? 
Was the change from 
;.cti.n€ confusing to -:;ou? 
it: t8 rr1 ~e ·:.a:;-~. ~r. 
We~e the stag& ar~as separate 
anow the ilsttnction between acttn~ 
in t-er·pr~t,a t.i~1r.? 
D~~~ JC·1.l 
nc;._~:a s as ~,..y? 
Did the "ln1sic interrupt t:tt" 
line of thought betw~en scenes? 
"'!•i:.; ,_ .. 
J. ,.,._.,_) 
Did the riiue!.c p:-ovide !i 1m-:;:-e5?" !-. 
t 
tr•nattion between s~enes? ~ (' 
Did ~le aost.~ln~ of tne twv ~~d~ 
help to dist.lngt.dsh sc't.in;.r (H1d in'J".£'~,.v_;,., 
tat ion? ~ ~· rfi.L 
7/r n.! 1 ·.! :v-\11 ~ 11 x:e r. (J see f·" t t1~'Jf1 ~-- rf~ ~~ d· t. ~, 
t.at,.1.,'.J!18 f' ;- r"~.:g t; . .;r1t0c;:.---tt4i_tlr-1 A \.°'!erit-rb.l 
~I. ,.~,·-ie o~.~ '~-.ft,r'!~:.~~ ~y 0!":f ~,,~t~cr? 1~~ / 
r'l..?U~e '"~:~,c~ ~?.i<: Cll!.t#1~.t~t":.l$ 91 Q1.JG(j 
f'.' Yi ~ 3 ~3 -; ~ r, ) '! ~. t e ; f'r f) ej • }. •,,,;.. ~ r :I· ) l f' \._ 
b,.act 0-r• tn~~- ~~P1t~~t .. ::,1·l-.it>~ 
. '
...... $ l. 
'"\ ) 
< I 

I ~ 
~".. .... ~" ,. ,. .... -
tv hav lr..6 d• v tn.~ 
ss.".lla program? 
ur.d 
2~i~htes~ ao~r1~. 
in t.erpre ta M. cm 1 r; 
'i~ 
Did you enjoy having acting and~ 
pretation in the .3a.me progra.rn? ~ 
Would you prefer having acting a~~ 
pr>etation separated~ i0e 69 all acti~ 
then all interpretation? ~ 
Was the change from interpre"a.t~r.;,:-Q 
acting confusing to you? fL3 
Were the stage areas separate enou~ 1 
s how the distinction between acting ~ 
interpretation? ~ 
Do you feel this d1st1m1tion •..zab 
necessary? ~ 
Did the music 1ntert"upt or bra~• 
ltne of thought betw~en scenes? ~ 
Did the music provide a. successf::. '- 0-
transi tion betwean scenes? ~-
Did the costuming of the two ri1""'diL.", 
help to distinguish ac t ing and inter~ -
tation? ~ ·~ 
Would you like to see future pPe.:1 , r· 
tat1ons ~f this type=--with a central 
theme er works by · e auth'" ? ~ ··tL' 
I . <U)L'· 
Please give any riticlsms, goad 
~r badj about the production itself un .~ 
b~ck of this queetionnairee 
(Would yo·1 pl1?1s:;iso fln~1we"' th! s C..''"';:;; • • nal'~·o fr1madiateiy after t.rh~ perfo:ro::i:ia.n~.; 
hs ;t't "*' to tl-ie 11s'1A•· .. -:; ., . , , ::a . .-.. ? 
I 
D~ 
':F ~ 
~} J~-"----W ,~- ! 
--q 
P. s, JJJ tff 
/!) I 
Did yo1.. in th 1 ightt: t de gr 
to ha1!ing ac i~g and interp· etat1on 
sa:ne program? 
f.1 J 11 .,. n C t tl0 
prete.tion in the sa.rne pr~gram? 
would yo1J. pr fer having ac · ing ar:1u L 
pt'etation separated i.,e .. , alJ.. act.tng a~ 
then all interpretation? Y~S~ 
We.a the oha.ng9 from intet'preto.tion ~ 
qc lng confusing to you? YFS~ 
wsre the suage areas separate enough t' 
show the d!st1nction between actin~ 
interpretation? ~c 
Do you feel this distinction was ~ 
necessary? YE~ 
Did the music inte~rupt or break~~ 
ltne of thought b~t~~en seen~~
Did the music prov1.ae a successful ~r 
transl tion oetween cenes? n.:s @) 
. 01.d the costuming of the two mnd i.ums 
help to distinguL.h a~t1ng e.nd int~ 
tation? ~NO 
Would you ike to sec future pr. en-
tat!ons of tnts type---with a cent1~ 
theme or works by one authoP? ~JO 
Please give any criticism~~ good 
~'r bad, about the pl'"oduction itself' on the 
~ck of this quest1onna1 s. 
(Would y •~ pl G.se ai1swer ti.tis &s 
na"":-ra imrnediateiy Afte:- the pe:r,.or •a.nee 
nan~ it to the usher as vcu ~a'ITe? 
!.on .. 
.... nd 

D1d yo · , tn tha slightest de gr~ . ob J.~· i-
to having acting and tnterr.iratation in t~ 
sa.me program? ·~£ESL3.W 
Would you pret•er hat1tng cc ting and ! rtar·-.. 
pretat:ton separated, i .. e~, a11 acting a~ 
then all interpretation? YE~ 
Was thtJ changs i'rotn !.nterpretat1o~  
qeting confusing to you? YECV 
Were the stage areas separate enough to 
show the distinction between acting~\ 
interpretation? (_~~f~~-c 
Do you feel this distinction was_~ 
necessary? YE~ 
Did the music 1ntei"rupt or bre~ 
line of thought batw~en scenes? ~
Did the mua1c urovide a succea~ 
trans!. tion ootween scenes? ~NO 
" Did the costl1ming 01"' the ·two medium~ 
help to distinguish ~eting and inte~ 
tat ton? ~NO 
Would you like to see futur·o pr0aEHl= 
tations of this type---wi~h a centr~. 
theme or wo~ks by one author? ~·fO 
Please give any criticisms, good 
~r bad, about the production itself on the 
~ck of this quest1onnairso 
{'1ould you olease answer this quostion-
nat-~e ,,Lmniediately after tr.~ pe1•tormaneo and 
hen<.\ it to the usher s.s vou lr--:av6?) 
" 

. de 0 
~ ... erorata t ton 
>id yo'1 enjoy ha,1i.ng a"ting and tn -
pret.ati· n in the sarne rogre.m? ®. ) 
Wo,ld you prefer having act ng and n 
prevRtion separat~a. i e. all ac !ng a ' 
t.ha~ 1 intal;'pretation'? YES~ 
Was the cnange from interpreta i-~ ~~ 
actin: confu~ing to you? ?E~  
v1:;;re the stage areas saps.rat) enoug':1 
h w t~a disti c .ion between acting and 
in a. pr tatJ t;;\n? e_y .;. 
·.:; "J-"J feel this distinc ion wa C"71 
nec.;>~!i'Y., Yl"S~ 
... ,1,· the mu.ale lnt rrupt or break y~ 
line of thought hetween scenes? YES~ 
Did the music provide a successfu 
translt!.on between scenes? @ -rn 
uid the cos turning of the two medi ·1.11s 
heiP. ;~ d1stin~u1sh acting and inte~ .. 
0 ttl\ll.O.~. ~''-
':lo id y:;a 11ke to see futuI'e press1i 
ta ions of this type=-=-with a cen ... a 
the~e or works by o~e au hor? ~·v 
i ase ·ive any cr1tio1sms go0G 
r- & abo the pr iuct on 1ts9lf on t. 
h'i I{ f •,,i ~S ionnai!'Go 
se answer his o estio~ 
,4,;I~" ,,,, o.s ./ f" ek -vr i!' d_ct,;i;;~. 
i A) a d )I ;1/ tZ-m ; (!_., 1.5:-..5),;._ - d~ rl~ 
4~ 0,~~ 
D1d vou in the 311ghtost degras, ob jeot 
t o having"' acting e.nd in.te!'p:r-etat1.on in t~ 
same program? YES<liQJ 
uid :y o u ~n juy t.1.d.\1:.ng a v , :~"it;, 
prstaticn in the sama program? 
Would you prefer having acting and inter"· 
pretation aeparated 9 iGe., all acting end 
thari all tnte?"pretation? YES ~ 
Waa the change from interpretatlop ~, 
acting confusing t.o you? YES @97 
Were the stage areas sepa.Ni.te enough t.o 
show the distinction between. act1n~ ~ ~ 
interpi"atation? 0~NO 
Do you feel this distinction wo.a_ ........ 
necessary·? (YES_)NO 
I -
Did the music interrupt or brealt yo1!f: 
line of thought betwtlen scenes? YES <P!!, " 
Did the music vro~1ide a successful 
transition ba tween. scenes? { YES/ ~W 
'--""' Did the o~stu.ming of the two mediums 
help to distinguish acting and int~e~ 
tation? '-.YES "i10 
Would you like to eee futul'a presen-
tations of th is type ... - .. wi th a central 
theme or works by on~ authol'? @ 'JO 
Please give any crittoisms, good 
or bad, about the production itself on the 
back of thts questionnaire., 
(Would you please· answer this q11estionc--" 
naire 1m,,.edis.te1y aft':\r the pe~formance and 
h4.nd it to usher as you leave? ; 
' .. &•,' ..L,.t~l~! ..:~ i r! a.~tC 
.H'1"1~ ~.· r' u ~s ram.? 
Did you enjoy ha•1ing a.i:;ting a.n~ex'~ 
DN~taticm. in the same program? ~NO 
Would you prefer having acting and 1r' 
. . ~ . ,, '"". ' pr1iti:tt100 separatsu!) 1 Sq a.:..1. ac:.;J.n.g a~ 
che~ ~11 interpretation? YES~ 
.-ias the change from interpretation~ 
acttn~~ confua-t.ng tc yoa? YES~ 
.ii ere the stage ar•ea.s sepa.r'a t:: enough t 
show. the..,_ dist~;ction between acting~ , 
lnt,·->irp.r· 0 ,,,aMon? ~.L.1 
Did the mu.sic provide a success,.M. 
transition between scenes? ~ ~.;o 
i)id the costuming of the two rnediurns 
help t.c distinguish acting and i.nt~ 
taticm? o·w 
Would v~u like to see future nreaen-
ta t; ions 01' this type,,,==with a cent~ 
therv:e ...,;. .. worlrn by one s.utbor? ~ TD 
~less~ give any crltlolsms, good 
er•·";,,:;.·, ti°t.10\.1t ~·1e ;:>x'oduct'i.r•n it.self on the-
t1"lc.H.': / t~ -; .. t .. LiS ql.~-~st1oonaireo 
... J ....... 
e 
14't~~-~ 
~'\)-v;~~~ 
\"""--~\~, 
~-u?twQ:'1 
~-----
!... ., .... .: ... - :. ... 
.............. - · ~. -~--= 
D:i.d yo1 , in tha sltghtes t a~greu, ob jec 1 .. 
to he.ving acting and tnte:r:tpJ?~tntion ii.1 the 
se.me program? YES N~ 
!Jtd ...... ou ~njo r h"•.viri~r t~.~ G.l.i v an~' ~ i,e~ -
" ta ._. .... ... pretation in the same progrrun? YE~ NO 
Would you p1'"efer naving acting and inter ·-'" 
pretatton separated, i.e., all acting an~ ... 
then all interpretation? YESGS!:£j 
Was the change from 1.nterpratation ,.~~) 
~cting confusing to you? YES~ 
Were ths stage are&s separate anough to 
show the distinction between acting ..ar..Q 
interpretation? c:~ 1~C 
Do you feel this distinction ~. 
necessary? l.::JE NO 
Did tha m:u.aic 1nt~:n-·rtipt or b1•eak yon'f\ 
lins cf thought betwsen acenes? YES1Nq,) 
Did the music provide a succe~ 
transition between scenes '? ~NO 
" Did the costuming of the tuo mediums 
help to distinguish acti:ig and 1nter~t"a.-
l:iat1t'in? (J;r'.j)} N•; 
Would you like to see future presen= 
tations of tnis tY'OC>=--with a contr.al: 
theme or works by· one author? (_ YE NO 
Please gl~e any criticinms, goad 
~'r bad, about thei production 1tsalf on ths 
~ck of this quest lonnah"a • 
; ,~ C\vo;,;1a .. y~u Elease an~·..;e~, t~i ... . qu.&s t1on. .... 
nRl,l"J _mdtd.1.a11al.Y after tt,e ver.1.0Y"11'1e.nc.e a!w 
h&!lt\ l t to the usher as you. le.;v~?) 

t1ta you9) in the .slightest degr·ee., o?io~. 
•o ~aving acting and interpre tation in tna 
same pr•ogram? YES <!!§) 
Did you enjoy having acting and inter= 
precs.tion in the same program? YES® 
Would you prefer having acting and inl~er~ 
pretat.ion separstedp L.e., all acting a~ 
then 31 l interpretation? YE3® 
Was the change from intel"pretation to 
acting confusing to you? · YES~ 
Were the stage areas saparat ::: enough to 
:;-.hew the distinction between acting ~ 
interpretation? ~ NO 
l):) you feal this distinction w~.:..~ 
naaes~a~y? ~NO 
Did th~ music interrupt or break you!i'.° 
line of thought between scenes? YES~ 
Did the music provide a success~ 
transiti on between scenes? ~;m 
Did t he costuming of the two mediums 
help to dis tinguish acting and interp~~= 
tat ion? ~:w 
Would you like to see future presen-
tat iu~a of this type=~~with a centr~ 
theme or works by one author? \:~-/JO 
?lease give any criticisms~ good 
~r ~aJ. Lbout the production itself on the 
bac~ or ~hls questionnaire o 
~ '.•lo\_ild you please answer this ques tior.r 
\r-Occkf< r 
~-&.~-
Did yo , i. .. • n 
to havlng ac~iLg And 
same program? 
Dia ou n v 
pretat~on in the 3 
v~ ._. 'r•ng 
e progl' !il? 
wou d •)\t p r n vint! acti 
pretation epa~atedr l •• , al ac 
then all 1n~ rpreta ion? tng .'T>\ YLS( \J 
~as the ch n e from interpr tat~~~ ~ 
'lOM.ng con 1.sing to you? .:.::.i:> c__) 
War9 the st g$ ar as separate anouR~ ~ 
3how he 61.stin~·1on between acti g~..,. 
incsrpretation? C!:5 .. C 
Do you feel this distinction. waYs£,_.~P\ 
necessary? ~--~ 
Did th ro 31c 1ntei.·rupt or breal( ~ro c 
line of thought betw~en scenes? YES~ 
Did th mu 1c pr.av1de a successful 
tr nsition bet· n sc n ? ~r 
Did th.e oo tuming of the two m~d1l.t.rn"} 
"help to distillgui:Jh c.eti!'lg and !n'erpra-
tatlon'/' ~· 
Wc·1ld you like to e f l1tu e p s l'l. 
ta~icna of tnis type---with a central 0 
th~me or works by on u ~or~ Y~~ 
Please give eny critic1wms good 
~'r bad, about the p.roauc 011 1 salt' on lJ 
bvlck o! this auastionnair .. . . 
(Wo·~ld you nle e a \,. r th s qt.e tic n 
ne.~e 1mmed1!\ ,.ely after the pe1 .forma ice an 
hanb 1 to th~ u ~ ~ v le - ?) 

Did you. in the slightosi:i degrae, objseii 
to having acting and interp~etat1on in tho 
same progra:rr1? .NO 
Did ~-vu ~t.J..;~)Jr r1ni .~. ~q~ ~'-'. :.J.6 .. :...1.J. ....... ,.cy., 
pretat1on in the sume progrcm? 
Would you pr0fer hnvlng e.c'X.ng--:.nd. inter" 
pretation sepa~ated, i.e., all acting and 
then all interpretation? NO 
Was the change from inte~pratation to 
acting cont'uaing to you·? NO 
Were the stage aree.8 sap~ . .rat·3 enough ~c1 
sho tha distinction between acting and 
interpretation? A./J\./ ,,&~ f ~ '~<-v NO 
Do you feel th1a distinction 
neceae&17? · 
D1d the music int rrup'si or break you~ 
line or thought between scenes? £IO 
Did the music prov~dD a success~ 
transl tion between sc nes? T"I :m 
Did the coatumtng of tha two mediums 
help to distinguish acting and 1nterpre<J 
·tat ion? YES 
Would you like to see tutuPa pre~an­
ta t 1ons of this type ... -. ... wi th a central 
theme _? YES 
Please give o.ny criticisms, good 
oz. badt about the production itself' on the 
back ot this question~a!ra. 
(Would you please· ·:ansWf.U' this qu.asr;ion=> 
naire 1m~ed1ately af t~r · ~he pe~fo~mance and 
h.iuid 1t to usher as you ie&Vti1l . 
I 
I 
l 
-
-
.) 
ol , L •l r 
.a.1. .... 1g a.! t L.e~ &rid 
i ~....., • ,.. r'" ~re.-ni? 
..., .i. lt_t:. t ~..:i "' '1 h,I 
tnte1pr~ta. ... to1 'J. in . 
YF~ 
Jid you enjoy having acting an~t~ 
o.,..at.R~ion tn the same program? (it:;JY 
~ould you prefer having acting and · n 
r-r '-F<;ion separated, i.,e., all a(~ttng ar(1~ 
~n~n ~·1 intarpretation? fES · J 
tias the change from interpretation ~ 
e.c• tn;e confusing to you? YES ,NO/ 
.fore the stage areas separa t 3 enough t 
~now tn~ distinction between acting ~ 
1.:!t:'>f'"1r•,..t&tJ.(,m? Q_E§/ D 
~; J\:iu febl this distine;tion was . 
n"~es .. '!i'l''Y'? ( YES; WO 
D!·l the music interrupt or break yor-:::-
line of it.bought between scenes ? YES 0_V 
D~d the ~uslc provid: a succes~~ ~,. 
t:ran,el don between scenes. L,SJ · 
Dtd the costuming of the two roediuT.s 
~e;.~m"~ distinguish acting and 1.nte~"'~= ~· 
\iS. ~ ~... .... . YE1 .J) 
-· 
~oJld y~u like to sea future p:resan 
taticn.0 of this type=--with a centr~ 
t<bs"'le ur works by one autho:r? c:.;r · 
'L:ase give any cPit1cisms~ gooa 
1 ~ abo-..i.t the production 1 tsel.f' on th 
~~, K ~r this questionnaireo 
.'o·i.ld y u pl~a3e answer thjs questi 
d a~"· Q'""~" the nerf'rr q,r 
.. . 

J.J ,,,. ~ "'1 ....... __ !.t .. J. -1"" J_ ~ 
1 n t .:r :J!'e ta' : ·) i-18.V lr.~ .F ~'• »nd 
sa.e ?ro~rf."1? 0 y 
Uid you enjoy naving sct"!.ng 
p eta...,ion in tne >a.me pr·ogrem? 0 
Would you p~efer hav1n2 ec•ing 
prctatlon sepa.r'&te ~ L,e" all P..c.~ ""· Q 
then all nterpretationt ~ -
was he change from inte~pJ"e •. at t·- .... 
0 qctincl confusing to you? YL~ 
Were the s~ag& aI'eas separate e~c g. 
snow the dlstinc ton between acting . 1 
interpretation? ~ 
Do you f9el th1.s distinction w~ 
ne~~ssary? ~ 
Did the >nusic interrupt or break' tr 
line or thought betwr~en scenes? Q:) 
Did the music provide a succeg~ 
transition between scenes? ~ 
Did the costn."11.ing of the t-wo ''!}:-J' · 
help to distinguish acting and 1nt.<7r~ 
ca ion? c:.__:_; 
Woul you like to see futu~e ~re~HD 
tations of t~is type---~ith a central 
tbe~e er ~orks hy one auth~r? 
~ase ~1vo anJ cri~1c1sms, ~coc 
''""bad., ab 1 u"' tle prod1c lo!'> 1t::•.t,,. ir 
b,acl.: rt this q 1 estiC'l1!1 ire 
'ould yo l nl~a 
i•n-nod ia tc l. · • .. 
r- .. ~t!'-'" ,,.. 1.Q 
n· 9"1}-P ~ ..... 

Did yo1 .• in the ; ig· t .. ~ d g:r-e 
to having act.ing end interpretation t ~ 
same program? YEw\....___/ 
' :/ u 
pr·etation in 
'OUld YOll • !'&f n. Vin3 ilCt!. ._. ... 0 ir I· 
pretatiou sepa:c-&.ted, :.e .. , a- _ actin~: ~~~ 
then a .l 1.nterpr?t t on? .!.b.:~ 
Did the music provide a successful;<;;~ 
;i.t \ , b t een scene ? YESO 
Did i..he cost 1ni7: er tha two rnt>diums 
he~p to d1sttngu1sh act.tng !?.r!d int~" 
ta ton? ~. 1 arl (Joi ()CCC~S.-01 Y, 
Would y u liko to see tu \rL .~eeen I 
· ta.tions o!' t'i11s type ... --w tn fJ. centre.~ 
theme or wo ·s by one a thm•? ~Y ·I ) 
Pleaoe give any critic sroat good 
'r bad, about the produc ·1on tsAlf on th~ 
~ck or this questionna r • 
{Would 01 ple se nswbr this question 
na..a: e 1mmed1.atel.i e. ta~ th pe ~rmat~ee end 
hanc 1 to tna l-shar as You l av ? 

-·-- ..:., 
Did yot;, .=.r.i tl1.:~ 
~;o h~wing acti::.3 f.\!ld 
same t'}ztog:NWl? 
Wa?e tttO e·~;ag:::; arso!'l fi':.;.p a:i..~ut;s sn.,mgh hv 
SbOH th'3 di.st1..11ct~ .. t)V between. ·e.ct;]_ng ns~ 
:Hite:rpri}taticn·? Q~~~C 
Do yott reel thls d:.?.t1nat:ion wa~~ 
neeeses.ry? (~~ no 
Wonlcl you l:tke to vea futu .. ~ pl"ea~n.-.. 
ta.ti~ris ar t~is t~-~.a~- ... w1:',h. 5~ cCtr;.tz:a~ 
them..:, or wo.r•ks by one 1:w.tho.r? ~.· nu 
Pleaso give vny o~ltic:ams. good 
~'l~ bad: about tJ:E; pi"oductlon itself vi.1 the 
h;"'!-&lh: cf tb1s qu.ast1om:ia.ir~~~ 
~ (Wou.ld. y9u pl;;1q$s '"-~1S' • .JG!' th1.a qu;:,~ ·i:;.it..n:.= !lrt~~~:ii:~ i:rn.m.•3'd:?.avely at l~&.r tt1t:1 pex:f·or·n e.nee &•.nr~ 
hanc.\ :tt ·to th~ ush.ai., as you leave? ) 
~ ~;)r, d£,_ ~-~ 
~e 1 ..U ft~, v--t- ,._/!,'ff-v'-'.,.J(} _ 
_ Jl,Jl,t-~~" . 
1 ilv ~ I ..; , ...._ 
....._.. ..... ---- -~ 
D1d ym .• 5.n the lightest degrell • o"li 
to having acting e.nd :ln .... ·~p.retation .... n ~ 
same progr m? YES~ 
. d Ou .I. .; OY 8. .ug UC •l.J. u • ~ C' 
preta·tion in the se.me prOl ara? ~NO 
would you pr·efer hav1I.g acting and tn"l;el'.- ... 
pretation separated, .e., all Rcting ~~ 
then all 111te1•pr ta ti on? YE~ 
Was the chango fr•om lnte:rpi .. etatton ~ 
"a.cttng confusing to ;;o 1? YES~ 
Were th staga araas separate onough ~c 
show the d:.t.atinction bstweeu acting~ 
interpretation? ~?:C 
Do you feel this d1stinct1on w~ 
necessary? ~MC 
D1d the mv.sic 1.ntai•rupt or break yo 0 " 
line of thov.ght betw~en scenes? :ms@ 
Did the ro.u3 :le p1"ov !.de a J 
transition batw en ~c n s? 
Diel the oootuming ot the two mooiu.ms 
help to distinguish nct_ng and inter~. e= 
tat14"1n? ~ 1~0 
Would you like to see future presen= 
tations of tats type--~wLth a ce~tral 
theme 01• works by one author? @ 'f\fO 
Plea~a give any criticisms, good 
~r bad, about the production itsalf on the 
~ack of thi ouestionnairee \ . 
.. (Woultl vou pl ~S'2 answe~ t ii qu. r..:> tion rHn~e ·.nw1ediately a1 ter tna ]Jeri'or!• a.nee S.Hd 
ham.\ it to the ltshar as you leave? , 

Did you enjoy having acting ~~t' 
pretation in the s ame prog:rara? c-y~ 
would you prefer ha·.ring acting a.nd i ' 
pr>etat1on sepa.ratedgi i~eq all a~tt•.:: ~-~ 
then all interpretation? . YE~ 
, .4 :J'...yi 'A. Al I ~v ~·~1 • "7;4 ;/ 
',ia.s the change from interpretation ". 
acting confusing to you? YES ~ 
Were the stage a!'eas separate enough • 
show the distinction between acting and 
interpretation? ~:· 
Do you f3el this d1st1notion was 
ne@essary? YJ:..-,Q 
Did the music interrupt or break vo ,i., 
line of thought betw~en scenes? YE.S{[°Y 
Did the music provide a succeasfL:l 
transition between scenes? 11 1 /~ 1' j.;t1 'l-1.!(., 1 /. r::lfi~ . .f.A-4..1-'1" . . "11 'A 17.-0 _ _._ 
Did the cos tuxning of the two med i u.'1'!.:. 
help to distinguish acting and interpre= 
... t: 1 ., / . / t ~- WE" 
.. a.. on. " J_ """ _;.. ~, .. f" / . , , . <.<. -t..V-'-· ·;:; , • 
Would you like to sea future pre~en 
tations of this type=--with a central 
theme or works by one author? , 1® ~ 
Please give any crit1o1sns 1 good 
(,'l .. bad ill about the produc tion itself on . '1" 
~ack cf this questionnaire~ 
(Wou'!rj yo•i plfia:;e ~nswer Q.ls r;. •ns" 
na.t're i.•umoaia.tcly after the P"'r!orl"1n'1"'~ 
hr:ir.t't i. t: to the iJ:ih.~r as y 11 1 1 · ~11- ? 

Dld yo .. w !..n t,(lEJ sl.igncest. dc_,r 
to n.aving acting e.nd int.erpretatior. t o 
sam.e program? Y~ 
Did you enjoy havtng. acting an~ 
pretation in the same program? ~ 
Would you prefer having acting an~ 
pr•etation separatedfl iae~,Q\ all a.cti:.--.z :: /7") 
then all interpretation? Yt~~ 
was the change from interpretatt on o 
13.ctlng confusing to you? yr_,..,, 
Were the stage area.a separate enou~ · 
show ths distinction bstween acting and· . .?\. 
interpretation? "'{F'21 U 
Do you feel this distinction w~ 
necessary? (!3 . 
Did the music tnter?'Upt or bre~ n 
11ne or thought betw~en scenes? ~ 
Did the music provide a succas s.~'u ' ( 
transition between scenes? YF~ 
" 
Did the costul-ni ng of the two med.!.1·~. 
help to distinguish acting and interpr~  
tation? Yl!:S U 
Would you like to see future pre& . 
tat1ons of this type=--with a centr~ 
theme or works by one author? (,/ 
Please give any criticisms~ good 
~r bad: about ~he produetion itself on 
t\ack of this auestionnaire~ 
' -

Did you in the slightest degree ~ obje~t 
to having ac~ing and tnterpretatton in ~ 
same program? YES~ 
...... . .. . - ., -" J.IJ.U 'f(_,.\..i oli,;0,Y d!:!.v, Ll~ h.~.• .,,,,.4J.e:, <~ 
prats.tion 1.n the same program'? 
Would you prefer having acting and 1nte~= 
pratat1on sepa~ated, i~e., all acting a~~, 
then all tnterpratation? YE3~ 
Was the change from interpretatio~~ 
acting confusing to you? YE~ 
Were the stage areas separat~ enough to 
show the distinction between acting ~. 
interpretation? ~/NO 
Do you feel this distinction was ~. 
necessary? . n:,s ~/ 
Did the music interrupt or break yo~ 
line of thought between scenes? YES~ 
Did the music provide a succes~ 
transition between scenes? ~:m 
Did the costruuing of the two mediums 
help to distinguish acting and inte?·~~ 
tation? ~ ~o 
Would you like to see future presen-
tations of this type~="with a centra~ 
theme or works by one s.uthol."? ~'10 
Please give any cr!t!cismn, good 
or bad, about the production itself on th& 
back of this questionnaireQ 
(Would you please · answer~ this quiets r ton~ 
n:iire 1m~ed1ately a.ft~r the p~rfor'!Tlance and 
h~nd 1t to usher as you leave!} 
J 
, 
. ' 
. 
Did youi- in the slightest dogrGe,, objsc~ 
to having 8cting and intoruretatlon in tha 
"> • ~ y_1JO s a.me program. , 
Vl.0 ,Y ,)l:( .jrJ.._i0,'j li ! ~ .15 u\# • .:.ri0 C>'<..i.'-• -••• '-' 
pratation in the ss_rr.c program? -i"ES • 
Would you prefer having acting and inter= 
pretation separated• i.e., all acting and 
then all interpretat,.on? • NO 
Was the change from inte~pretatlon to 
acting confusing to you? ~ NO 
Were the stage areas separate enough to 
show the d!st1nc t1on between acting and 
interpretation? YES 4' 
Do you f eel thia distinction wae 
necessary? :tJi NO 
Did the music interrupt or bra~ou~ 
line of thought betwaen. soenes? ~m 
Did the music provida a s __ uucccc~e f'~ul 
transition betweer1 scenes? J
Did the costuming of the two mediums 
help to cl1.stinguish acting c.nd interpree, 
ts.tion? YES IJ) 
Would you like to see fur.ure presan· · 
tatlons of this type"""'"·•With a central 
theme or works by one author? YRS ... 
Pl ease give any crlticizms~ good 
or bad, about t he p~oduction itself on the 
back of this questlon~tir&o 
(Would you please ·-0.l'H'War '!Jhis qu$stionc-> 
naire 1mwediately a.ft9r j;he paJtfOrmance and 
h."lnd 1 t to usher as you .Leave?, . 
l 
i 
t l 
J • I • a • \ 
.. 
I JJ·,~t .l. )J-\. .,!.. ),. L ... ~l • 
..,..,..., ~ ~· ,..,..._.__ 
Did yo1~, in tho lightest degree, 
to :1av1ng acting and 1 _tarpretaM.on in 
same progr~m? 
r>-c ov :njo~ h ng c r.:i..ng m.<l ir ~: 
pretat1on in the s ne ,r<.g~~n? YES 
Would you prefer .1avir g scting and tnt rQ 
pretation separated, .~., all acting and 
then all intexipre""b.t1.on'? YES NO 
We.s the change fro11 intel'pr•otati on to 
q_cting confu ing to yo i.? YES~ 
Were the s i;nge ar .u ... ~epare.ta &nough · 
show the distinctioP bstwean ·acting and 
interpretation? ·YES °'\' 
Do you feel th1s distinction was 
naceasa.."'Y? YES 
Did the llltW~ .::.nt rru t er br-eak ymir 
lln.s of thovght be .:·~en. s::.· w=H.1'i x'ES 1~ 
Did tha music pro.~de a successful 
transition betweon ~c n w? YES 
D.t.d trie cos tumin~ r.f tne two modium.s 
help to di~tin~uioh c.ct1ng and interpre= 
to.tion'l YEfJ '' 
Would you like to eee future presen= 
tations of this typa--~witb a central 
·cheme or woriks by one a.1..d;l or? YES 
Please give any critic sms, good 
'~ bad, about the produotton itself on th· 
b..?-Ck oft .··s qu.ostlonne. •· .. 
(Would ou oleasa ansv-Pr- 11.i.6 que .;ion·,, 
na.i:'?l;"e imrnsdiately after the porto:r.-rn.ance e.nr! 
hanc.\ 1 t to t'he ushar as you leave 'l, 
1-/u c~ ,,JlJp( ~~ 
h1~t-t$~ 
~ ~ .1~0~~ 
d,;J;~ ~ ~ ___?J a; 
/7~ .~/.~ .~ 4 z£ 
./IUAnrl 1 if,,, ~' 
~rf'~~dt~ 
r~-
Did you in the slightest degree" obje·~ t 
to having acting and interpretation in ~ 
same program? YESlfilj) 
Did you enjoy having acting an~"r~ 
pretation in the same program? ~NO 
Would you prefer having acting and inter= 
pretation separated~ ise., all acting a~ 
then all interpretation? YESQ!gJ 
Was the change from interpretation to 
acting confusing to you? YESCE2) 
Were the stage areas separate enough to 
show the distinction between acting and @ 
interpretation? YES NO 
I 
Do you feel this distinction was 
necessary? YES(~O) 
Did the music interrupt or break yo~ 
line of thought between scenes? YES @.Qj 
Did the music provide a successful 
transition between scanes? ~~O 
Did the costuming of the two roedtums 
help to distinguish acting and inte~= 
tation? ~ ~o 
Would you like to see future prasen-
ta tions of this type=~=with a central 
theme or works by one author? ~ ··m 
Please give any criticisms ~ good 
o:r bad" about the production itself on thE:J 
back of this questionnaireo 
(Would you please answer this question~ 
naix-e 1rv ediat171y af t..,r the paJ;"forma.nca and 
h~nd !t to usher as y~~ leave?; 
"'°- =-- :r c( j_ l.,~}b Un{ q.1, ) .a ._~ ~ 
~~~ A.~ t tA.-t v-e,.,t,_,, -td..t ~. 
~PA~ ~cd;U,1· ~Q.t? ~ 
~~~~~'-~?' 
a,_~,..)~~ ff ~.I th oG 
#~p~-
~~d~,,/~M 
~h~~/ 
Did yo ~ ir! .... ne - ightest o..:i .. ;r~e. 
t o having ac ting <Jnd lr1terpretaf;ion iL n 
same progrs.m? Y· l./ 
Did you enjoy havlng acGing and~ 
pretation in the s s.me progra.~? e!:.J 
Would yoiJ. prefer having acting and 
pretat l on separated, ioe ., all ac ting Q 
then all interpretation? Y~~ 
was the change from interpretatlon Q 
qcting confusing to Jou? YE~ 
Were the stage areas separate enou~ · 
show the dis t inction between acting~ 
interpretation? ~· 
Do you feel this d1st1nct1on was Q 
necessary? Y~ · 
Did the music interrupt or break ye 
line of thought betw'3en scenes? ::r.~ Q 
Did the music provide a succes~ 
transition between scenes ? ~ 
Did the cost..miing of the two m~di~ 
help to distinguish acting and inteP~ 
tat ion? ~ 
~ould you like to see future preser 
tations of this type=--with a centr~ 
theme or works by one author? ~ 
Plaase give any criticlSMS , gooo 
0r bad, about the production itself an •· 
l:;\ack of th1a questionnaire. 
tWould yo:.! plAt:t~rn rrn.swer hls ~· ·~s. nsl~e i.mediately after ths perfoiMa~~~ 
hanR 1 ~o t e usher as yJ~ leqve9) 

J. .t V• t 
Did you 1n the slightest degree, object 
to having acting and interpretat!on in~
same program? YE~ · 
Would you prefer having acting and 1nte~~ 
pretation separated, i.e •• ~11 acting an~, 
then all interpl"etation? YES~ ..... 
Was the change from interpretation~ 
acting confusing to you? YES ·~ \ 
Were the st~ge araaa separat~ enough to 
show the disttnct1on between acting~ 
interpretation? ~'NO 
Do you feel this distinction wa~ 
necessary? . ~!~O 
Did the music interrupt or break yo~ 
line of though·!; between scenes? YES 7No ) \ 
'v '. 
Did the music provide a success~ 
transition between scenes? ~\~O 
Did the costu.~ing of the two mediums 
help to distinguish acting and in·t;er~-·~, 
tation? YE~ · ~o 
\ Would you like to see futuPe presen-
tations of this type~~Qwith a centr~~ 
theme or works by one author? YES'{O 
\ 
Piease give any criticisms, good · 
or bad, about the production itself on the 
back of this questicnnaireQ 
{Would you please answe1~ this qu"ls t io!ktr:> 
nalre im~ediately a£t9r 
1
the p~rformance and 
h~nd 1t t o usher aa you eave YJ i 

.... ,. .... ~ "" 
t\'.l ".s.vi·~ci; J.Ct~ri~ 1-mcl 
se. a pro.:rart? 
l i .. (l 
ini:'.ert·!"et.n !o•. 1 
Did you enjoy hav lng acting a·~,. _ 
pret.ation in the same program? Q 
Would you prefer havin~ ac ing . 
p~eta ion separated 1.e.~ all ac~tn O 
then all interpretation? YF 
Was the change from interpretatt .i 
ll.C -ing confusing to you? Yt..~ 0 
Were the stage areas separate enc 
snow the distinc ion between acti!1g ~ 
interpretation? ~ 
D you 
necessary? 
f ael this dis ti:rn tion '1v 
Did the music interrupt or break ye 
line of hought betw~en scenee? YL3 (::) 
Did the ll'l.Usic provide a successf1.·. Q 
transition between scenes? Yr51 · 
Did the costuming of the two mndt 
help to distinguish acting and inter~ 
tat ion? ~ 
Would you like to see f1lture pi esfJ 1 
tu. ns of this type=--with a centl"P. Y.°:) 
theme or works by one author? ~ 
Pl~ase ~ ve any crit1c1srns goo· 
1
'1"' bad a.bo it; the prod-cdon 1ts~lf on t} 
t'.;l::i k of this quest 1onna1re ~ 
(Wo .~d yo• plea a~sw r 
nafll.•e i.l"'l"1ad1atel ... , · te tr.~ n 
r a l~\ .c ... o t"""' u h , rt -=~ ? 
j r9ob (Lca:ec 
-~~-.,-~-,-Rn,,~ 
l°~ ~ ~~ rr-_j_ 
. ~+~ ~ F-£+o p 
'.r~ II · Q,4,, ,?P--crt-- ""; "':'"P" /I 
A~rP~~~ ~l(Qi ~,1~~s ~ ~,;vrro~ 
OJ...d yo. in th 
to having ac ing a~ 
s ).- e n.ro m? 
slights d ~ 
int reta io 
D1 n o n r ac 
pr t ti~n in the . me p~ogrrun? 
Woul you pr f r h vin c 
p e ation separated, io ··r l~ 
then all interpr t ·~on? 
0 
G) n 
ng Q y 
Was the chcnge from interp 
i;.ct. ing confus . e to - ''!. 'l 
t:e.ttcr 
-.,, ~() 
.ic .... \..Y 
Were the s"a.g 
show he d1 tin tion 
interpretat1 n? 
Do you fe l this disttn tion w~ .... 
neees ary? \.f7 ~1... 
Did th mus c in e. rupt· or treak y~ 
11nie of thou~h ~ b t ''l n c nr-; ? Yt:.S \,!,/ 
Dld tho mu 
transi ion b~t 
e 
? 
SU.CC5S .,pt\ 
ty 
Did ~e co tt lng of tu two ~ d ·' , 
~ distingui h c ing nd 1n ~ 
Would you lile to e fu 
tati ns or this typ ---wl~n a 
therue or rKs by one autho1'? 
Please ~ive ar.y ~~:ticlsms, 
'r bad 4bo1t the pr du tiol t 
-Ck of this que th m i 
vo~ l 
na e .r. .roe 
h .·, it to 
s 
e 
0 

::. l !.e::; ~ ~ ., B ._ p' r 
in tel'pretath •. 
Did you enjoy having acting a~d ' 
pretation in the 3e.me progrF<.n1? Q 
0 
Would you prater hav·in:; acting an~ 
pretatlon separated~ ice~, all ac:'n~ 
then all interpretation? " ~ Q 
we.s thf.J change from :nt.erpre~e.dc O 
qct1ng confusing to you? Y~~ 
Were the stage areas separate eno1 1,.~, 
.snow the distinction between acting ai: ... i 
interpretation? . @ -
Do you f·~e1 this distinction w~ 
necessary? ~ 
Did the music intei•rupt or break V' 
line of ~hought betw~en scenes? ~ 
Did the music pro,.r1de a succes~ 
trs.nsi tion between s.cen~s? ~ 
Did the costt~in~ of the two ~·Ji 
help to distinguish acting and inte~ 
tatlon? ~ 
~-lould you like t~o <Jee f 1ltur-~ pri:o <-? 
tations of th ls typa=--wi th a cer: tr~ 
theme or works by one a~thor? ~ 
PlPase ~tva any cri .io SM e g0 
r.'l" baa~ a.bout the '."l'Cc '"tion it~-?l.f u. 
Q.ack of t.his quest io.-1ns.i roe~ 
Did yo'., ia tha slightest d< hree-. ~1:>~ 
t.o having acting a11d interpretsi·:t.,n in ._!"' 
same program? - YF;-, @ 
Di· yo)1 en.10..: ! ., i.i1g i~c ;; ng tl• .-, , !l,,_ ,_ 
pretation in the seme program? (~NO 
Would you prefer havin~ act .ng ~nd inr~• 
prets.tion s~parated, ioe., a.11 h.ct:r.g ctn~ 
then all 1n~erpretat1on? YES (.t!g/ 
Was the ehange from interpretation tu 
9.cting confusing to :;ou? YES@ 
Were the stage !l!'en ... separ·at.'3 enough ~;o 
show the distinction between acting and 
interpretation? @ !·:C 
Do yoit feel this dis tlno ti on i:~ 
necessary? ~NC 
Did the mu.sic 1.nte:r·1"1.:rpt 01) tresk y~ 
ltns of. thought betw5sn scenes? Y.~S~ 
Did tho music provide a succes~ 
transition between zcenss? ~NO 
Did the C03tum1n. of tho two modium9 
help to distinguish ~cting and inte~= 
ta.tion? ~ Nii 
Would you lilce to nee future presen= 
tations of &nls type---with a centra~ 
theme or works by one author? ~HO 
Please give any critic1s~s, good 
~r bad, about th~ prodac ton itselt on th~ 
~ck of thit'J qu.an.t1onna.h•e. 
(Would you please anaw.;dr ~hi \.lUtlS d.on'"" 
ns.f'{'e immad1ately a:tt€or tho pert'ol:"nance 1_rJ 
ha.nc..\ 1 t. to the ushe.r- as vo1l leev<;?' 
·~in yonj) tn the siightest ds~rea~ obje· 
~a having actin~ and interpretation in the 
~ame program? YES li.Q.. 
Did you enjoy having e.c ti11g and inter= 
pretation in the same program'? YES. NO 
Would you prefer having acting s.nd inter"' 
pr~tation separated~ i~e., all acting and 
then all interpretation? YES ~O 
Was the change from interpretation to 
acting confusing to you'? YES 1fil 
Were the stage areas separat·3 enough t:v 
show the distinction between acting and 
interoret.etion? YES ;·w 
-
Do you feel this distinction waa 
nece$·~a.ry? YES NO 
D11 the rrrusic interrupt or break you~ 
line of thought between scenes? YE'!S ~ 
Did the music provide a successful 
transition between scenes? YES ~O 
-
Did the costuming of the two mediums 
help tc distinguish acting and interpre= 
tation? ~ :,rn 
Wo~ld y~u like to see future presan-
tat ions of this type=--with a central 
the~e ~r works by one author? ~ JO 
~lease give any criticisms, good 
or ~aj. ab~Jt Lhe production itself on the 
bsc~ cf this questionnairea 
'\liould :rou please answer this quss t ionc:s:· 
"' J 
.... • 11; ac 
. ...,, r~ :ra•r.? 
kn tne ~1i~nLest deere ~ 
~- - i-! r.1 tnte1pret: .. tor .. ir 
y 
Did yo'l ~mJoy having actl.ng and tn t vre~a.t:ion i:1 the sarne program? ~ 0 
~00ld ~ou prefe~ having actlng anu i & 
pr . .., ior, ·~·Pu .... ated~ 1,.e., all acting 1o1. ..... 
1 .. t int ;i?'pre tatlon? YE' c:::;:, t1 n 
ts.s the change from interpratatio!' '°' 
act tr, . con f uLting to you? Y.C':) 'QJ 
~e e tha stage areas separatJ enougt 
,,.. •· ~··-.. di.s+:lnc .Ion ':)etween actina: arid 
i.. ~ :- ,.· "~ ~ t • -:>n? ~  O 
AO•• , ?,~ :~•l h1s distinction w~J 
; t,1 the music interrupt or break yo~ 
line o: thought between scenes? YES (.:> 
G!d the ~usic provide a succ3s~ 
tre.n~1.i.;ton be tween scenes? ~ 'O 
:n :1 the costuming of tha two mad 1.1~lls 
help to dis~lngui sh acting and lnte~ ~ 
ta le~? ~ ·o 
~~eas e give any crltlcisms. go~J 
er h aoo:. th~ product~on ltsa~f o~ th~ 
bo· • ct t.his QU·3St-i. onna.ireo 
') l d you please answer this ,1 e ... #~A 
.1 ~d at~ y af·or :~o oa r~~~a r r 
, ~~ ~~u l~lva~ 
.Jid •;·0~1 ie the 
tJ havlngwac,ing and 
sa..'"ne urc~rem? 
Would you p.,.efe:x- h~ving actir..g anci 1'!1tel'." 
pro,tetion separntedf 1. e., all cting a~ 
then all int rf)re .. aticn? ·YES~ 
W:as th~ change frcia ints!'preta.t:ton ~n -.._ 
act.1.nr c·:in.ruaing to y u? Yfi.; ~~ 
1 
• .)'9zre the stage '"1.ra&.G S~ipa.ra.t~ cncugh t o 
shew t;;.,e distinet1or: o tween e.,1 t.:tng ~~ 
lntar~:::iets.tion? ('l'ES /LW 
Do you feel tn1s diatlnetion w~ -
necessal"'y? (lES } NO 
Did the nnluti.; interrupt> or t>reEAk yo~ 
line of: thought betwernn ecenes? YES V 
; 1 . f -~ -'1 ~") D .... d tne mus c provids a euc 8ssful __ ...... 0 tran:.;~ ti on betweon sc~<le&? ·yss :m 
Did the ct,stu..'i11n,g of' i;ne two m.l!tdiuma 
help t<> diotwguioh ct!.~g "nd kte~·~ 
te.t!on? ore 
~Jouid y-:n1 li .o to se~ future , 1!':$;'>en ... 
tat1.ons <Jf this typ.~=- ... wtt:! a centi~ ......,, 
theme or worka by one e.uthor? C_~ ·ro 
Ples.se give sny crJticisme:t good 
or bttd. eoout th.·~ p:ttoducttoa itieilf on th 
back ~f this que3tionn~1rs c 
• 
iJ'l. 'flu < ¥ 
l--' .... tG. t.1on 
;_,o y ~u ~ .• Al th 
nen:~~i·~ s ' ry? 
Did t i.1':3 
lin;;; of 
n ... d ·h 
t ~· . ltion bet ~ . n 
Did tl 
. elp t · i i 
t 10·? 
" 
t. , 
tt o:r 
-
cti.ng an _nt 
1 cti g 
y 
-:::::"' ~ 
in rp t .. 
·o y 
l:. 
-"''f r::J .I. _, ~
of t s 
cting n 
o utu 
1e. ~- I 
1" • 
. I 
·1 -ny cri 1~1 m • e ~~ 
or 
0-CK 
dp 
c. f 
I 1l'"l d 
production ·.t lf on t'.e 
... or:!1~ tre 
L~'lt · i.-'e"'i 1--1j f 
'. 
: ......... ':i ~... ,.i. : ..... : 4 
D\d yo ., n the slL~hGes t a g~e 
to ha.,.ing ac ing and lntel"pre a i o . i l ~ 
same l :rogra.-n? YE~~ 
Dia .rou D JOt r• J ng i.: r. '..!. 
pretat1on in the . e....-ne progr-a.m? 
Would you pr fer ha ing ac 1 ng anc .... 
p retation sepa "9.ta , l.,e._ o.11 autlng .~°" 
the n all iu.te~prata ion? Y,., ... V 
was the change from 1nte~pretation~ 
qcting cor,..fusL.g to you? Yr:"~  
Were the s !il.\g areas saparate enough .... , 
s how the distinction between actin~
1n t erp!"'etation?  :·;C 
Do you feel this distinction was 
nece sary? -p..e..c V\tl f ..S YES NO 
Did the mus:tc 1ntel.,rupt or break your 
line of thoug. t be • '; n c~r.os? YES NO 
" l, ; ue.. " /Wl <AS 1"c.. d..: 4 
Did the .u.s c . 1•01Tid a succea~ 
tr nai~ion be wo n acens ? ~o 
Did the cost ming of the t~m med1ume 
help to distinguish acting and int~ 
tation? ~NO 
Would you like to see future pr sen=· 
tations of tnts typ ~--with a ~entr~ 
them4!) or works by one author? ~ NO 
Please give any critic1 ms, gvou 
~·:r bad, about the produeti~Jn itself on the 
bilck <:-f th'!. ·, gues , i"'11n tr~ ~ . 
~T d1.-..~~ &l_ -t-· TMlle.> 
( 1·Jould yo.l pleas .:i.~r · · ..... ' ·u.tJ to 
na • e immediately t:l ... ter the ,., r · . mance e.n 
hat'"lt\ 1 t to the usher as 1rou l , .... ,,. "• 
:; d .:O , tn ~ ha - 11gh;;eot cte :rtlS<., -
1... 0 having actin6 and lnt'3rprotation in () 
sa~e prvgra.m? Y~~ 
Did you enjoy having acting and i~J 
pretation in the 3arrte progra.lll'? @ ., 
Would you prefer having acti~g and • 
pretatlon sepa.rate<lp 1 oe.. all ac ttn<.S Sl'10 
then all interpretation? Y~ 
Was the change from interpretatic.-n h 
1lcting confusing to you? Y~S .~ 
Were the stage areas separate enough 
show the distinction between acting ~ 
interpretation? ~ 
Do you f~al th1s distinction was 
necessary? ~ ·m 
Did the music interrupt or braek yo)!\ 
line of thought betw'3en scenes? YES U 
Did the music provide a success~ 
transition between scenes? ~ 
Did the cost .. uning or the two m<?d!.u.'11& 
help to distinguish acting and inter~~ 
ta.tton? ~ . :· 
Would you like to see future pPesene 
~~tlons of th ts ~ype=~-wi th ! centrab .. 
... t.eme or works by one author. ~ . 
Please give any crit1c1sms , good 
'!' bad, about the production itself on c"1.a 
t:"i\8.ck of this questionns.i?•e& 
(Would y·Jn pJ.eRQe ;3n" w<Jr this -::· s 
ng;t 'fJ 1.m11edlately after tha per-for-manoa 
ho1' 1 .. to t!ia ush'..r a~ you. l·'! 1e·~~ 
I 
"i: ;.lj, ... ~ q_ ..... .. , 
~,;. d y0"'J. 
t'!"etat..i?!'l i: 
1 L,_ 
..... 
.. 
~nj{;y hav inc; a.c tl.n~! 
tne sam~ progra1? 
~ •.L.~ .. 
·lu -.,:;l.4 ::ir!efer havtn?. act1·1~ and~· 
·J~ ~09arated 1 ioe. 9 All acbl~~ 
:.r.t>tJl;"Pl"-9tation? v- 0 
.. .:.s ti"1r;;i ct6c.~~e f.rom lnterprats.·~rl 
a~ t'' :1..t ''"" lL. U..S ing tC1 you? L 0 
.,, .... ~::1-... 'l) f~,..,1 t;'.1'3 dist tn\.':t on waa o· ~l,cJ('"·~C,..,, ~ n;'J i.• 
1!.ne 
·t.! t~-"' -.rn.!s~c interrupt or• 
n!' ... hc~gh.~ :-etween scenes'! 
a succ: ~1J t~a ~us1c provide 
tr~-stt1nn oet~een scenes? ...,., r 
:td ~le coat~~tng of the two ~~Jt ,~, 
he lo .•\.' al.st;, tr,.-:rulsh acting and inr.e.r .. ,. 
tc:-tl~r.: 0 
·• ,a.~t"l ~.i..ve any cr·ltic.isris. fl':n.i 
~::-,:·1~ .. _ 'lr~ci•1ct~..,. tt~,.,1~~; 
~'1!'• .t•~;?t1.".'lr.n1lr'(I, 
,.. . 
" A y' 
.. 
.s • . '" 
' ' 
'· 

., .. , .... 
Did yo1!• in tho slightest degree~ object 
to ha"iring acting and inte:rpi-atat.ion in the,_ 
se.me prog:rrun? YES NO) 
Did you enjoy having ac ·r.ing and • nte1·"" 
pretation in the same prog~am? (YE~ NO 
Would you pl"'efer ha.ving acting , and inter ... 
pretat1on separated. i.e., all acting 
then all interpretation? YES 
was the change from interpretation ~~ 
qcting confusing to you? YES ~ 
Were the stage areas separat3 enough to 
show the distinction betw~en acting and 
inte:vpretation? ·'YES ~re 
Do you feel this distinction was 
necessary? YES NO 
Did the music intar1--upt or break-your 
line of thought betwGen scenes? "' YES~ 
Did the music provide a successful 
·1;1 .. ansition bet-ween scenes? YES lW 
" Did the costuming of' the two mediums 
help to distinguish acting and interpra 0 
ta.ti.on? ~ NO 
Would you like to see future presen~ 
tations of' this type---with a central 
theme or works by one author? 1!£S NO 
Please give any criticisms, good 
~r bad, about the production itself on the 
b~ck of this questionnaire. 
\ 
{Would you please answer this quastio:n ... 
natre 1m.mt9d1a.tely after the perf'ormanee aud 
he.nu it to the ushe~ as you leave?) 

vld yo , tn ta slit_.).t.es-:.. drh~re., 
to ha~!ing actir.Lg und in ·tarpreta tion ~ 
sa:ne ?rogrrun? <!./ 
Did you enjoy having a.c ting and i ..... 
preta t 1cn in the s ame program? \'E.3 Q 
would you prefer having acting a~a 
pretation sepa.t•ated, ioee , all actlri~ 
then all interpretation? ~ 
was the change from interpretation O 
~otlng confusing to you? Y~S 
Were the stage a~eas separate enoug1 
show the distinction between ac ting~ 
interpretation? ~-
. Do you feel this dis tination w~ 
necessary? ~ 
Did the music interrupt or bre~ 
line of thought betw~en scenes? ~· 
Did the music provide a successful ~ 
transition oetween scenes? \~S~ 
Did the costuming of the two m0di um 
help to distinguish acting and inter~~ 
tation? ~ 
Would you like to see future preser 
tat1ons of t~is type=--with a centra~ 
theme or WO!"ks by one author? ~ 
Please give any criticisms~ good 
1i"r bad~ a.oout the production itself oa 
~ck of this questionnaire~ 
{W"uld yo,: plAase> answ<Jr thi~ q'·es. nal~e ~.mediately after the perfor~a.c~ 
han<'t 1.t tu h isher ··~· yo).1:8.J""? 

Did ym. 6 in the slighliost degr>e j -~ 
to having ac+.lng 9...t1d interpl'eta-ci.:>n in H /""'""I 
a~e pr~r~? ns '~ 
would you prefer having acting en!! i •1!A'"·-
~1r:•et.ation,, separated, i~:·t all r..cting ,.~n~ 
tt1en all ... ntarpretaticu. YL~ 0:._:J 
Was the change f:i:•vm 1 nte1"pretat1.011 ~ 
'-Cting confusing tJi:' you? Yf.S~Q_/ 
Were the a tage e.:-3as sApa.Pate enough ·,t:J 
show the distinction b~tween &ctlng~ 
interpretation? ~~::c 
Do you feel this distinction 
nacesss.ry? 
Did ths music 1.nterrupt or brea1t yo8'\ 
line of thought betws~n acenaa? YES~ . 
Did the music provide a. successful,....-~ 
transition b>;;t;wetm. scanes'? YES NO 
Did the costuming of' the two mediu.171s 
help to distinguish act1:1g a.nd inter~ 
cation? ~~0 
Would you like to sae future pressn 
tations of' this type ... --~'ith s. centr~...:I' 
the1ue or works by one author·? ~ ~.10 
Please give any cri~ic1omsr good 
t>'r bad, about the production it~elf on the 
~ek of this quastionnaira .. 
(Would you please e.nawe1· this que11tion-
na:f.i"e immadiS.tely after tne pe:r1·orman~e and 
ham.\ 1 t to the usher as yotl. ls ave? J · 
l1id y 1:r . • in tt1e sl igL. ~e;:;. t, \jegr".J8f ~ :: 
to having actihg and interpretation ln 
sa~ne prcgrsxn? !-<ti~ 
Did you enjoy having acting an!#·~-. n: -. 
pretation in the ~a.me progrrun? .. 
- 7'-
Woald you prefer having acting and ! 
pretatlon separated@ iQe.~ all acting ani 
then all interpretation? Y:FS ~ 
was the change from interpretation t' 
qcting confusing to you? YES .~ 
· 
Were the stage areaa separate enougl' ' 
show the distinction between acting and 
interpretation? YES ~c 
-
Do you feel this d1st1n~t1on was 
necessary? YES ·m 
,,..,.~ 
Did the music interrupt or break~yoz~ 
11ne of thought be tw~e n scenes? ~-,~.' ;.JJ) 
 ..... -
Did the music provide a success~. 
transition between scenes? ~~) ;.J., 
Did the costuming of the two mediums 
help to distinguish acting and interpra~ 
tation? YES ~, 
~ -
Would you like to see future p~asen= 
tations of th1s type=--with a central 
theme or works by one author? YFS ~r 
~
Please give any critic1sms~ good 
t•":t' badil! about the productior: itself cri ~'v·t 
~~ck of this questionnaire~ 
{Would yrJn nlense NlSW'3!" this c:iw~t-' na.t~e immad:ls tely after the pe:rfor:r;a:-Jc,5 , 
hand it to the ush9r as you leave?) 
J.l! d y-:.J , tr. the s.l igr. :.es a e;r . 
t .. o having acting and 1nterpretatior. ln D 
same program? Y~ 
Did you enjoy ha·v i.ng acting an~E·~~ 
pretation in the same program? ( 
Would you prefer havlnc; acttng an..: 
pretatlon separated 9 i e e.~ all ac ttng e 
then all interpretation? Y"~~ 
Was the change from interpre~ation 
qcting confusing to you? YE3~__...., 
Were the stage areas separate enou?r 
show the distinction between acting~ 
interpretation? ~ 
Do you feel this distinction w~ 
necessary? ~ 
Did the music interrupt o~ break ye 
line of thought betw~en scenes? YE~ 
Did the music provide a sucoes~ 
transition between scenes? (__~ 
Did the costuming or the two m7di 
help to distinguish acting and inte~= 
tation? <....___~ 
Would you like to sea future prasei 
tations of thts type=--with a c.ent~ 
theme or works by one author? ~~ 
Please give any critic1sms , gooJ 
r<'r bad, a.bout the production itself ou ~ 
t\~ck cf this quest ionnalre & 
(Would y?1 plea e Rnsw r ·hi<\ qi• ~ 
nai~e i mediately after the perter~~ c~ 
han11 1 · ·:o the l"'h1~r a yov lr.:av~ > 
J n 
....._ "'"..,. _,."'Fi"'• lJ. • .,... 
.. ...., .... 
:JO'l '">n.1cy ne.vtng a.c tlnp: 
ti e.s. i"'. tt·;e S"l"no progra.r>1? 
0 
0 
~ yo~ pre r hav•ng set·~ 
1 ..... ~parated~ i~e ... all ._.;t·r. 
~ 1nt1 pre~atton? 0 
,,el" the stage areas saps.rat e"H"' _l--
r > i'tstin"tion between e.ctin~
.. ·t ~t(,1~!  
:r·.:. _ea1 hi~ dist.lnct ·o • 
~ .,. y' '[ 0 
• ·' 'i he !Tl ,.~ c int r?" p o.. trea~ _cf--., 
l ~r.s o !"' t ho,~g"lt tie tween scenes? _._.v t~ 
11 tha ~usic prov de a sue · tl"'~ ... ~' .... to be"'w~en sci:, H~s? cY 
~l,. the co~tu .. vnlng of the ti.lo -.eu~ 
heLP y. dis lnguish acting and interpr 
., ."":.d y: 1 like to ~ee futu!"e 
· t".. :. cf rh is t:r~ea ... -wi th a ce'1• 
L~.., .... ~.:,,_ks by o e author·. Q 
.ase ~ive a, y crl·ioisns • 
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